Richard Campbell to retire from BP; Steve Marshall to take over reorganized company

Richard Campbell is retiring from BP effective Sept. 30, the company said July 19. His successor will be Steve Marshall, currently regional president, BP Scotland.

The company will also be reorganized, with six Alaska business units consolidated into a single organization that Marshall will lead.

Campbell has been regional president of BP Exploration (Alaska) Inc. since Jan. 1, 1997.

Marshall is a 24-year BP employee who worked in Anchorage and on the North Slope from 1978 to 1986. His arrival will coincide with the consolidation of six Alaska business units into a single organization that Marshall will lead. BP said that it is moving towards formation of larger business units worldwide, in order to improve regional strategy implementation and business delivery.

The organization Marshall will head will be more centralized.

“Whatever it will do is we will have a more traditional business,” Campbell said.

Chretien favors Mackenzie Valley route for Arctic gas

An open microphone in Genoa, Italy, and a Coast Guard ship in the Beaufort Sea have undone Canada’s attempts to stay neutral on Arctic pipeline options, showing that the federal government is leaning heavily towards a Mackenzie Valley route.

“They’re checking it out, it’s my theory. They don’t want to look like they’re committed, but they’re very interested in supporting a Mackenzie Valley route.”

— Northwest Territories Premier Stephen Kakfwi

Pressured to explain his remarks later, Chretien said there is “no doubt about it that there will be a pipeline in the Mackenzie Valley. It’s the way you can get gas from the Delta down to the market. There is no other way. There will be a pipeline there.”

He did not say that would automatically lead to Canadian support for the hotly contested “over-the-top” option, although he did indicate a clear preference for a single pipeline to tap the North Slope and Mackenzie Delta.

By Kristen Nelson

PNA Editor-in-Chief

Contrary to Wall Street Journal report, AOGCC still does surprise North Slope inspections

Commission’s petroleum inspectors appear to have borne much of the brunt of this visit: The way they do their jobs on the North Slope figured prominently in the July 10 front-page Wall Street Journal story, including the allegation that the inspectors do not make surprise inspections.

The commission wishes to make it clear its inspectors have not given up surprise inspections. Commission Chair Cammy Taylor and commissioners Julie Heusser and Dan Seamount told PNA July 20 that the commission’s petroleum inspectors do surprise inspections to verify operator tests and have done surprise inspections for many years.

By Kristen Nelson

PNA Editor-in-Chief

Northstar modules sail, destination North Slope

On July 25, a Crowley Marine barge carrying two 10 story modules left Anchorage bound for BP Exploration (Alaska) Inc.’s Northstar oil project in the Beaufort Sea.

Towed by Crowley tug Navigator, barge 400 carries BP’s “North” and “South” modules. The combined weight of the modules, which are designed to process crude oil, is 7,200 tons.

Two other barges carrying the gas compressor module, warehouse and flare boom will sail in the “next day or two,” Craig Tornga, Crowley’s general manager, told PNA July 26. The tugboat Ranger, which will pull those barges north, was delayed when a “wire fouled in the wheel,” he said.

The oil production facilities, the largest ever commissioned and award notices were mailed May 7. Applicants then had 30 days to pay the first year’s rent.

State issues Interior shallow natural gas leases on a third of a million acres

Eight individuals involved, Lappi is the notification person for all 65 leases

The state has issued 65 non-competitive shallow natural gas leases in Interior Alaska, a total of 333,383 acres. Jim Haynes of the Department of Natural Resources Division of Oil and Gas told PNA July 2 that title work for the applications was completed and award notices were
# Alaska Rig Report

The Alaska Rig Report as of 7/25/01, active drilling companies only listed.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Contractor/ Rig Type</th>
<th>Rig No.</th>
<th>Field/Platform</th>
<th>Field Operator</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>[North Slope]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Doyen Drilling Inc.</td>
<td>D14 (SCR/SD)</td>
<td>Prudhoe Bay, S-pad</td>
<td>BP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sky Top Driller N-12</td>
<td>15 (SCR/SD)</td>
<td>Idie/Fendick, n.</td>
<td>BP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Drecx 1200E</td>
<td>16 (SCR/SD)</td>
<td>Prudhoe Bay</td>
<td>BP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Drecx 1200U</td>
<td>19 (SCR/SD)</td>
<td>Alpine</td>
<td>Phillips</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OMAE 2000</td>
<td>161 (SCR/SD)</td>
<td>Kopack</td>
<td>Phillips</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nabors Alaska Drilling</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trans-Ocean Rig</td>
<td>COM-1 (CT)</td>
<td>Prudhoe Bay</td>
<td>BP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Drecx 1000E</td>
<td>2-5 (SCR)</td>
<td>Stacked/Prudhoe Bay Available</td>
<td>BP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Idie 2000E</td>
<td>4-5 (SCR)</td>
<td>Mina Point</td>
<td>BP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OMAE 1000</td>
<td>5-5 (SCR)</td>
<td>Stacked/Diavethoro Available</td>
<td>BP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Drecx 1000U</td>
<td>7-5 (SCR/SD)</td>
<td>Idie/Prudhoe Bay</td>
<td>BP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oilwell 2000 Herolde</td>
<td>1-6 (SCR)</td>
<td>Prudhoe Bay</td>
<td>BP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OMAE 1000</td>
<td>1-6 (SCR/SD)</td>
<td>Kopack</td>
<td>Phillips</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oilwell 2000</td>
<td>1-6 (SCR/SD)</td>
<td>Kopack</td>
<td>Phillips</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emico Electro-boost21</td>
<td>2-5 (SCR)</td>
<td>Stacked/Diavethoro Available</td>
<td>Phillips</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OMAE 1000</td>
<td>19 (SCR/SD)</td>
<td>Prudhoe Bay</td>
<td>BP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emico Electro-boost2 Carrig 1000U</td>
<td>27 (SCR/SD)</td>
<td>Mina Point</td>
<td>BP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emico Electro-boost2 Carrig 1000U</td>
<td>27 (SCR/SD)</td>
<td>Mina Point</td>
<td>BP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oilwell 2000</td>
<td>33 (SCR/SD)</td>
<td>Idie/North Star Island</td>
<td>BP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OMAE 2000</td>
<td>245 (SCR/SD)</td>
<td>Kopack</td>
<td>Phillips</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nortel Services</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Superior 700E</td>
<td>1 (SCR/CT)</td>
<td>Prudhoe Bay</td>
<td>BP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Superior 700E</td>
<td>2 (SCR)</td>
<td>Stacked/Kopack</td>
<td>Available</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ideco 900</td>
<td>3 (SCR/SD)</td>
<td>Kopack</td>
<td>Phillips</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Cook Inlet Basin-Onshore

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Contractor/ Rig Type</th>
<th>Rig No.</th>
<th>Field/Platform</th>
<th>Field Operator</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Knukipik H &amp; R Drilling</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>Swanson River</td>
<td>Unocal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inlet Drilling Alaska</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Taylor Rig</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inlet Drilling Alaska/Kodiak</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inlet Drilling Alaska</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>National</td>
<td>154</td>
<td>Stacked/Kenai</td>
<td>Available</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wilson 120</td>
<td>154</td>
<td>Stacked/Idie</td>
<td>Available</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>National</td>
<td>160</td>
<td>Idie/W. McArthur River</td>
<td>Forest Oil</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Cook Inlet Basin-Offshore

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Contractor/ Rig Type</th>
<th>Rig No.</th>
<th>Field/Platform</th>
<th>Field Operator</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Inlet Drilling Alaska</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NA</td>
<td>C-1</td>
<td>Mid. Grid. Shoal</td>
<td>XTO Energy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nabors Alaska Drilling</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IDC/DICO 2000</td>
<td>429 (SCR)</td>
<td>Osprey Platform</td>
<td>Forest Oil</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unocal (Nabors Alaska Drilling Labor Contractor)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oilwell 2000E</td>
<td>51</td>
<td>Steelhead Platform</td>
<td>Unocal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>National 1320U</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>Idie/Ganey Platform</td>
<td>Unocal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oilwell 860</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>Idie/Monopod Platform</td>
<td>Unocal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Drawworks Removed</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>Idie/Ganey Platform</td>
<td>Unocal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>National 1320U</td>
<td>58A</td>
<td>King Salmon Platform</td>
<td>Unocal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Drawworks Removed</td>
<td>58B</td>
<td>Idie/Ganey Platform</td>
<td>Unocal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OMAE 2000</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>Idie/Brook Platform</td>
<td>Unocal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>National 1320U</td>
<td>76</td>
<td>Idie/Dally Varden Mat.</td>
<td>Unocal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>National 1320U</td>
<td>77</td>
<td>Idie/Dally Varden Mat.</td>
<td>Unocal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ideco 2000E</td>
<td>428</td>
<td>Stacked/Baker Platform</td>
<td>Available</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Beaufort Sea-Offshore

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Contractor/ Rig Type</th>
<th>Rig No.</th>
<th>Field/Platform</th>
<th>Field Operator</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Global Marine Beaufort Sea Inc.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CDS/Ship</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Stacked/Prudhoe Bay</td>
<td>Exxon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Seatkners, Inc./Fairweather</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Drecx 147</td>
<td>3DC-1</td>
<td>Stacked/Port Clarence</td>
<td>Available</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**TD =** rigs equipped with top drive units  **WD =** workforce operation  **CT =** cased tubing operation  **SCR =** electric rig

The Rig Report was prepared by Dan Wilcox.

*Photo of Prudhoe Bay Nabors Alaska Drilling rig courtesy of Judy Patrick*

---

**This month’s Alaska Rig Report is sponsored by:**

**Phillips Alaska Inc.**
Unocal sets Cook Inlet well record at King Salmon platform

Unocal Corp. said July 25 that it has completed two significant development wells in Cook Inlet, including one that is producing at the highest rate of any oil well in Cook Inlet history.

Both wells are in the McArthur River field.

“We have refocused on oil production from our Cook Inlet assets, and we are achieving good success through the use of advanced drilling and analytical technologies,” said Charles Pierce, vice president for Unocal Alaska. “We are already seeing the results of our $18 million drilling and work over program on the King Salmon platform this year.”

The K-13 well, which came on production in early July, is producing 7,100 bopd. Unocal said this is the highest rate from any oil well in Cook Inlet history and has pushed production from the King Salmon platform to the highest level in almost 20 years. The well confirmed a structure in the Hemlock horizon on the northern flank of the field that could contain more than 35 million barrels of oil in place.

The K-1 well, also drilled from the King Salmon platform, came on line in early May and is currently producing 1,100 bopd from the “G” zone.

Unocal holds a 56 percent working interest in the McArthur River Field Hemlock zone and a 49 percent working interest in the “G” zone. Forest Oil Corp. holds the remaining interests.

RCA extends suspension of Unocal-Enstar gas sales contract

The Regulatory Commission of Alaska has extended the suspension of the gas sales agreement between Unocal and Alaska Pipeline Co., a wholly owned subsidiary of Semco Energy Inc., of which Enstar Natural Gas Co. is a division, for an additional six-month period ending Jan. 25. The commission suspended the gas sales agreement for a six-month period ending July 26. A hearing is scheduled for Aug. 14. The commission said it is extending the suspension period to accommodate the hearing, the final decision process and any filing and reconsideration periods.
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LANDSLEASING

Final notice out for areawide sales

The state has issued notices of sale for the North Slope and Beaufort Sea areawide 2001 oil and gas lease sales. The Department of Natural Resources Division of Oil and Gas said July 25 that bids for the sales will be opened Oct. 24 in the Wilda Marston Theater at the Loussau Public Library in Anchorage.

There is a minimum bonus bid of $5 an acre for the North Slope tracts and $10 an acre for the Beaufort Sea tracts. Royalty rates vary by tract, with some tracts having a rate of 12.5 percent and some a rate of 16.66667 percent. Lease terms also vary, with some tracts leasing for 10 years and some for only seven. Complete details are available on the division’s website: www.dog.dnr.state.ak.us/oil.

GOVERNMENT

BLM stops leak in well near Barrow

The Bureau of Land Management has stopped a leak in an old well southeast of Barrow, the agency says. BLM estimated 10 to 20 gallons of oil were released. The well about 50 miles from Barrow was drilled back in 1951 to a depth of 355 feet to gain information on a natural oil seep. A local resident noticed the leak in June and reported it to local officials. BLM hired a contractor to install a new master valve and other parts to stop the leak.

MINING & GAS

Cominco mine manager leaves

John Key, manager of the Red Dog Mine for Cominco Alaska Inc. since 1996, is has left Alaska for a new position as general manager of the Mesaba copper-nickel deposit in northern Minnesota. Bob Jacko, Cominco’s general manager of underground mines, will manage Red Dog, the world’s largest lead and zinc mine, Cominco Ltd. of Vancouver, British Columbia, said in a statement. Jacko has run Cominco operations in British Columbia and the Canadian Arctic.

Cominco Alaska is a new player in Alaska’s gas industry. (See article on page B1 of this issue.)

SAFETY & ENVIRONMENT

State surplus higher than predicted

High oil prices and booming corporate profits will give the state of Alaska a larger than expected budget surplus, according to a report released by the Revenue Department in July. The state expects to collect $2.37 billion in general unrestricted revenue. That will leave Alaska with an $87 million surplus in April.

State government will collect 81 percent of its general revenue from oil royalties and taxes this year. The current budget surplus is only the second in seven years, according to the Revenue Department. Oil production is less than half its peak in 1987. Since then, prices averaged about $18 a barrel, according to the state. Last budget year, which ended June 30, prices averaged $27.92 a barrel.

ON DEADLINE

SERVICE & SUPPLY

Monster chopper: Evergreen Helicopters bases heavy lifting helicopter in Anchorage

Even on a job where a smaller craft could do the work, the S61R reduces costs by improving efficiency and doing the job more quickly, Thies said, adding, “You get more lift for the dollar.”

Evergreen Helicopters of Alaska’s Sikorsky S-61R is the highest lift capacity helicopter permanently based in Alaska, the company said.

By Steve Sutherlin
PNA Managing Editor

At 185 gallons per hour, the Evergreen Helicopters of Alaska Inc. Sikorsky S-61R won’t be tanking up flight seeing hours, but no mere gnat of a passenger copter could hoist the S-61R’s 6,500 pound payload. Evergreen based the Sikorsky in Anchorage earlier this summer and it is, the company said, the highest lift capacity helicopter permanently based in Alaska.

The S-61R is a specialist, called on for firefighting, fuel hauling, construction, and setting communications modules onto mountaintops.

Leaves no tracks

With the nation focused on the impact of industry in Alaska, the S61 will likely be busier than ever when the job calls for heavy hauling but no tracks on the tundra. Its 2,300 horsepower GE engine twirls five main and five tail rotor blades to lift the craft to a maximum service ceiling of 17,500 feet and cruise at a maximum 143 nautical miles per hour.

In 1976 Evergreen based an S-61N in Alaska to support a $43 million semi-submersible drilling rig used in the Gulf of Texas. The stability of the craft allows it to be used in the 2000s for re-working and further development of existing oil structures.

“The decision to reposition the S61R is in anticipation of additional work where a heavy lift helicopter would be of use to customers,” Greg Thies, Evergreen’s director of marketing told PNA.

Already this summer the aircraft made quick work of a re-vegetation project by CH2M Hill for Shell Oil and Ambler Exploration Inc. at a Kustatan River exploration site.

The stability of the craft allows it to handle high volume loads of peat moss and topsoil, Thies said. It also can lift 785 gallon loads of water.

“The S61R was instrumental in helping to knock down the Kenai Lakes fire,” Thies said.

Evergreen has 61 years of experience with heavy lift work and is in anticipation of additional work in the 2000s for re-working and further development of existing oil structures.

By Steve Sutherlin
PNA Managing Editor

“Eventually a smaller craft could do the work, the S61R reduces costs by improving efficiency and doing the job more quickly, Thies said, adding, “You get more lift for the dollar.”

—The Associated Press

Cominco mine manager leaves

John Key, manager of the Red Dog Mine for Cominco Alaska Inc. since 1996, is has left Alaska for a new position as general manager of the Mesaba copper-nickel deposit in northern Minnesota. Bob Jacko, Cominco’s general manager of underground mines, will manage Red Dog, the world’s largest lead and zinc mine, Cominco Ltd. of Vancouver, British Columbia, said in a statement. Jacko has run Cominco operations in British Columbia and the Canadian Arctic.

Cominco Alaska is a new player in Alaska’s gas industry. (See article on page B1 of this issue.)

State surplus higher than predicted

High oil prices and booming corporate profits will give the state of Alaska a larger than expected budget surplus, according to a report released by the Revenue Department in July. The state expects to collect $2.37 billion in general unrestricted revenue. That will leave Alaska with an $87 million surplus in the budget year just ended. State officials predicted a $16 millions surplus in April.

State government will collect 81 percent of its general revenue from oil royalties and taxes this year. The current budget surplus is only the second in seven years, according to the Revenue Department. Oil production is less than half its peak in 1987. Since then, prices averaged about $18 a barrel, according to the state. Last budget year, which ended June 30, prices averaged $27.92 a barrel.

ON DEADLINE

SERVICE & SUPPLY

Monster chopper: Evergreen Helicopters bases heavy lifting helicopter in Anchorage

Even on a job where a smaller craft could do the work, the S61R reduces costs by improving efficiency and doing the job more quickly, Thies said, adding, “You get more lift for the dollar.”

Evergreen Helicopters of Alaska’s Sikorsky S-61R is the highest lift capacity helicopter permanently based in Alaska, the company said.

By Steve Sutherlin
PNA Managing Editor

At 185 gallons per hour, the Evergreen Helicopters of Alaska Inc. Sikorsky S-61R won’t be tanking up flight seeing hours, but no mere gnat of a passenger copter could hoist the S-61R’s 6,500 pound payload. Evergreen based the Sikorsky in Anchorage earlier this summer and it is, the company said, the highest lift capacity helicopter permanently based in Alaska.

The S-61R is a specialist, called on for firefighting, fuel hauling, construction, and setting communications modules onto mountaintops.

Leaves no tracks

With the nation focused on the impact of industry in Alaska, the S61 will likely be busier than ever when the job calls for heavy hauling but no tracks on the tundra. Its 2,300 horsepower GE engine twirls five main and five tail rotor blades to lift the craft to a maximum service ceiling of 17,500 feet and cruise at a maximum 143 nautical miles per hour.

In 1976 Evergreen based an S-61N in Alaska to support a $43 million semi-submersible drilling rig used in the Gulf of Texas. The stability of the craft allows it to handle high volume loads of peat moss and topsoil, Thies said. It also can lift 785 gallon loads of water.

“The S61R was instrumental in helping to knock down the Kenai Lakes fire,” Thies said.

Evergreen has 61 years of experience with heavy lift work and is in anticipation of additional work in the 2000s for re-working and further development of existing oil structures.

“The decision to reposition the S61R is in anticipation of additional work where a heavy lift helicopter would be of use to customers,” Greg Thies, Evergreen’s director of marketing told PNA.

Already this summer the aircraft made quick work of a re-vegetation project by CH2M Hill for Shell Oil and Ambler Exploration Inc. at a Kustatan River exploration site.

The stability of the craft allows it to handle high volume loads of peat moss and topsoil, Thies said. It also can lift 785 gallon loads of water.

“The S61R was instrumental in helping to knock down the Kenai Lakes fire,” Thies said.

Evergreen has 61 years of experience with heavy lift work and is in anticipation of additional work in the 2000s for re-working and further development of existing oil structures.
Phillips Alaska Inc. and Anadarko Petroleum Corp. announced July 25 the discovery of and test production from a satellite oil field near the newly developed Alpine oil field.

The Nanuq accumulation is estimated to contain more than 40 million barrels of gross recoverable reserves. The companies said that the Nanuq accumulation was discovered in April 2000. The Nanuq exploration well, which encountered 50 feet of vertical oil-bearing sandstone in a Cretaceous-age reservoir and nine feet in the Kuparuk reservoir. A combined zone test recorded a production rate of 1,750 barrels per day of 40 degree API gravity oil and 1.2 million cubic feet of gas per day.

Mark Ireland, Phillips Alaska’s western North Slope subsurface development manager, told PNA July 25 that Phillips plans to permit a Nanuq well to drill this winter before production begins from the satellite.

A delineation well was drilled from the Nanuq discovery well during the 2000-2001 winter drilling season. The Nanuq CD1-229 well encountered 19 feet of vertical oil-bearing sand in the Cretaceous-age Nanuq reservoir. The initial production test from the Nanuq interval recorded a production rate of 460 barrels per day of 41 degree API gravity oil and 6.5 million cubic feet of gas per day from a horizontal completion.

The Nanuq CD1-229 well was placed on long-term test production in the winter 2000-2001. Production has since been suspended. Plans for further delineation and development of the Nanuq field are under evaluation.

Permitting to go in any day

Mark Ireland, Phillips Alaska’s western North Slope subsurface development manager, told PNA July 25 that Phillips plans to permit a Nanuq well to drill this winter before production begins from the satellite.

Permit applications for development of the Nanuq accumulation will be submitted any day, he said, and then Phillips will file to get those permits back.

Ireland said Phillips isn’t ready to say when Nanuq construction or production would begin.

“We will really depend on when we have the capacity at the Alpine facility to produce Nanuq,” he said. Alpine has been producing right around or above 100,000 bpd several days this month.

That’s the maximum we can put through the Alpine facility to produce Nanuq,” he said. Alpine has been producing right around or above 100,000 bpd several days this month.

The Nanuq accumulation is the second satellite field to be discovered near Alpine. The previously announced Fiord ond satellite accumulation is estimated to contain more than 100,000 barrels of gross recoverable reserves.

Phillips is operator. Nanuq holds a 22 percent interest.

PNA reported Nanuq production in April when the Alaska Department of Revenue included the 1999 production numbers. The Alaska Oil and Gas Conservation Commission reports 18,572 barrels of oil and 290,772 Mcf of gas produced from Nanuq through May.

Phillips began environmental evaluation for a pad at Nanuq and another north of Alpine in February. At that time the company said the two satellites “have not been deemed commercial and are dependent on future delineation drilling to confirm commerciality” but could be in production by the end of 2003. The company estimated that each satellite might contain 50 million barrels of reserves.

Tagged “Colville Delta South”

Phillips described the Nanuq-area development as “Colville Delta South” and said it would be approximately four miles south of the Alpine central processing facility. The “Colville Delta North” pad would be approximately five miles north of Alpine.

Phillips said the Nanuq accumulation was described in Alpine development plans as a possible find direct to the southwest between Alpine and Nuniq. Phillips Alaska predecessor ARCO Alaska Inc. and Anadarko started drilling at Fiord (Colville Delta North) in 1992 and announced a discovery there in 1999 after the 5 Fiord tested 2,500 barrels of oil per day in two formations. The companies said then that Fiord could be the first Alpine satellite.

In its environmental evaluation plans, Phillips told the state that construction could begin in the winter of 2002 and that a gravel drill site would be built at each prospect with three-phase (oil, water and gas) hydrocarbon production to the Alpine central processing facility. The company would connect Colville Delta South (Nanuq) to Alpine with a 3.8-mile gravel all-weather road. Access to Colville Delta North (Fiord) would be via a 6,000-foot airstrip.

The Colville Delta South pad would be west of the Alpine sales oil pipeline corridor and east of the Niqiq channel of the Colville River. Pipe from this pad would proceed east on new vertical support members for a short distance and then consolidate with the Alpine sales pipeline for four miles to the Alpine pad. The Colville Delta South road, pad and pipelines would be built in the winter of 2001-2002. Construction would be completed in 2002. Final installation of facilities, pipeline and utilities would be in 2003 and production would begin in late 2003.

The Colville Delta North pad and airstrip would be between the west and east Ullamnaaqq channels. The pad, airstrip and pipeline would be built in the winter of 2001-2002 and development drilling would begin after completion of the pad. Final airstrip grading would be done in 2002. Final facilities, pipeline and utilities installation would be in 2003 and production would start in late 2003.

Phillips said Colville Delta North airstrip is sized to handle a C130 Hercules but normal access would be by smaller aircraft.

State, feds approve expansion of Northstar unit

The Alaska Department of Natural Resources Division of Oil and Gas and the U.S. Department of the Interior Minerals Management Service have approved an April request by BP Exploration (Alaska) Inc. to expand the Northstar unit to include an additional federal lease.

The agencies have not yet agreed to a participating area for initial Northstar production — required before production can begin.

The state’s decision was issued July 13. The MMS decision was issued July 24.

Jeff Walker, regional supervisor of field operations for the MMS, said in the agency’s decision that while MMS approves the addition of federal lease OCS-Y 1645 to the unit, it wants to see some changes in other documentation before approving a participating area.

Division of Oil and Gas Director Mark Myers said in his July 13 decision that BP’s proposed fourth plan of development calls for continued development drilling and completion of processing facilities.

BP plans to drill and complete a total of up to 16 production wells and five gas injection wells with sustained commercial production by Nov. 1, and possibly as early as Sept. 15, Myers said.

Expansion area holds estimated 2.3 million barrels

The state decision said BP presented geological and geophysical data indicating that the Northstar Ivishak reservoir extends onto additional acreage to the northeast. BP proposed allocating 0.09 percent of the oil in place for the reservoir to the expansion area, some 2.3 million barrels. Production of the additional reserves would be from Seal Island and require no additional wells or surface facilities.

Greenpeace objected to the expansion on the same grounds that it opposed the state and federal approval of Northstar. The state said Greenpeace and others challenged the Northstar projects in several lawsuits filed in 1999 and 2000, which are still pending.

The expansion adds 2,930 acres to the unit, bringing the total unit area to approximately 33,768 acres.

— Kristen Nelson
EXPLORATION & PRODUCTION

Ballot measure orders Legislature to create all Alaska gas project

As PNA comes off the press on July 30, Our Gas, Our Future, a citizens watchdog company, will be presenting the state Division of Elections in Anchorage with a Citizens Initiative to put a measure on the 2002 General Election ballot. The measure orders the Alaska Legislature to create an all Alaska gas project.

Our Gas, Our Future founder Scott Heyworth, an Anchorage longshoreman said in an April statement that he was concerned Alaska Gov. Tony Knowles had chosen the Alaska Highway route, which is largely through Canada, versus an all Alaska route similar to that of the trans-Alaska oil pipeline which runs from Prudhoe Bay to the Port of Valdez.

"The only way Alaskans will get a square deal is if the Alaska Legislature initiates, votes for and funds a best interest finding using outside industry experts to determine which route is best for Alaskan," he said in a statement.

Enbridge CEO gives edge to Alaska gas in race to market

Enbridge, one of Canada’s Big Three oil and gas pipelines, believes the North Slope will beat the Mackenzie Delta in getting gas to market, said company president and chief executive officer Patrick Daniel.

The Calgary-based company is working with both Alaska and Delta producers’ groups and has submitted proposals to both on northern pipeline development.

Daniel said during a webcast July 26 that the recent slump in gas prices has forced northern producers to reassess their timing, but said he’s confident gas will move within seven years “most likely from Alaska, followed by Mackenzie Delta gas.”

Until now Enbridge has avoided “getting involved in the controversy over rout- ing, in part at the request of the producers,” Daniel said.

But he said the company, which competes with TransCanada PipeLines and Westcoast Energy, the joint partners in Foothills Pipe Lines, has made a case to the producers that it fully expects to be a participant in any Arctic pipeline.

Enbridge brings to the table its experience as the only Canadian pipeline operating in Canada’s Arctic regions, with its long-time Norman Wells crude line in the central Mackenzie Valley and an Inuvik gas distribution system.

Daniel said the producer groups are “very actively looking at where they’re going to market the gas and at what price and how they’re going to secure those markets.”

He expects the Alaska group will file a routing application in the first or second quarter of 2002, but gave no indication if or when the Delta producers might make their move.

BP acknowledges lag in safety inspections at Prudhoe Bay

BP Exploration (Alaska) Inc. said July 26 that it plans to hire 12 additional inspectors to bring inspections of fire detection and suppression systems at Prudhoe Bay up to date. The company said that inspections are also behind on valves designed to release pressure in pipelines and tanks.

BP Exploration (Alaska) spokesman Ronnie Chappell told the Anchorage Daily News that BP had not appropriately managed the work.

Chappell said that since January, five of 12 fire inspection workers moved to other positions in the oil field and were not replaced. Fewer workers, combined with a new inspection tracking that uncovered uncertified systems, led to the large backlog, Chappell said.

Contributing to the large number of uninspected valves, inspectors opted to work facility by facility rather than target valves by their inspection dates, Chappell said.

Both fire system and pressure valve inspections are done by contractors.

“What was missing was a strong accountability back to BP,” Chappell said.

“Management of this program was not what it could have been.”

— The Associated Press
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PIPELINES & DOWNSTREAM

Crowley Marine to enter Bethel fuel market

Crowley Marine Services Inc. will enter the Bethel fuel market next year after completing agreements with Bethel Native Corp. for construction of a bulk-fuel tank farm. The two companies said in mid-July that Crowley will build and run the tank farm on land leased from Bethel Native Corp.

The Bethel tank farm should open by September 2002, the companies said.

Crowley has operated in Alaska since 1953.

— The Associated Press
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Crowley Marine Services Inc. will enter the Bethel fuel market next year after completing agreements with Bethel Native Corp. for construction of a bulk-fuel tank farm. The two companies said in mid-July that Crowley will build and run the tank farm on land leased from Bethel Native Corp.

The Bethel tank farm should open by September 2002, the companies said.

Crowley has operated in Alaska since 1953.

— The Associated Press
Energy Information Administration sees strengthening oil prices

New supplies, lack of demand growth, expected to keep natural gas prices from re-surging this summer

By Petroleum News • Alaska

CRude oil prices may strengthen over the rest of the summer since OPEC has said it does not intend to increase production quotas, the U.S. Department of Energy’s Energy Information Administration said in its July short-term energy outlook.

The spot market price of West Texas Intermediate crude oil... 

The EIA said its base case projection is for total OPEC crude production in the third quarter to be about 27.3 million barrels per day, a 1.6 million bpd increase above the estimated June level, but only a 200,000 bpd increase over the second quarter OPEC average.

The spot market price of West Texas Intermediate crude oil, which averaged $27.60 per barrel in June (down from $28.60 in May) and continued to drop in July, is expected to reach approximately $30 per barrel by September.

The EIA said a July 2 survey of gasoline retail prices marked the fifth consecutive weekly decline in national average prices, with regular gasoline at approximately $30 per barrel by September.

BP Statistical Review of World Energy finds gas fastest growing fuel

Crude oil supplies tight for most of 2000 and prices reached levels not seen since early 1980s

By Petroleum News • Alaska

The BP Statistical Review of World Energy 2001 found energy markets were put to the test in 2000 with crude oil prices reaching levels not seen since the early 1980s as supplies remained tight for most of the year. The review, published June 27, found natural gas prices lagged oil prices but followed upwards, reflecting the impact of contractual links and competition between fuels, according to the review.

Oil demand growth was weak in 2000 as high prices encouraged conservation and substitution into alternative fuels, with coal consumption, for example, increasing for the first time since 1996. The review also found that crude oil demand growth weakness appears to have carried into 2001.

With both OPEC and non-OPEC oil production strong, global oil production capacity appears to be growing faster than demand.

Energy consumption up 2.1 percent

World primary energy consumption grew by a relatively strong 2.1 percent in 2000, the review found, following two years of virtually no growth in 1998 and 1999. Natural gas retained its position as the fastest growing fossil fuel. Energy consumption rose by 2.7 percent in North America (thanks in part to colder winter weather) but more slowly in the European Union and Japan, where consumption rose by a modest 1.1 percent.

The emerging economies of Asia (excluding China) saw consumption continuing to bounce back from 1998 lows: consumption grew by 5.1 percent in 2000. The picture in China was very different: total energy consumption fell for the fourth consecutive year as a decline in coal use of more than 6 percent was only partially offset by increased oil and gas consumption.

Oil prices have been dramatically, averaging 58 percent higher than in 1999 at $28.98 per barrel for Brent crude oil — the highest price since 1983. OPEC production rose by 5.6 percent compared to 1999 as the organization reversed the quota cuts of the past several weeks. Even prices at the Southern California border have collapsed toward the national average after reaching $32 per barrel in early May.

In addition to new supply outstripping demand growth this year, the EIA said there are other factors that may keep gas prices from re-surging this summer, including the likelihood that it will be cooler in Texas this summer than last; greater efficiency of new gas-fired generating plants; potential for slower-than-expected economic growth;...
Zepernick leaves Forest Oil

Forest Oil Corp. said July 12 that Richard G. "Gus" Zepernick Jr., the company’s president and chief executive officer, will resign at the end of July to pursue personal interests.

"We appreciate Gus’ efforts to make our merger a success and wish him the very best in his future endeavors," said Robert S. Boswell, Forest’s chairman and CEO. The company said it has begun a search for a new chief operating officer.

Phillips increases quarterly dividend 6 percent

The board of directors of Phillips Petroleum Co. has approved a 6 percent increase in the common stock dividend rate, the company said July 9.

The new quarterly dividend rate will be $0.36 per share, or $1.44 annually, up from $0.34 per share or $1.36 annually.

Jim Mulva, chairman and chief executive officer, said the company’s balance sheet was "substantially strengthened by record operating performance in 2000 and continued strong performance in 2001.

"We expect our debt-to-capital ratio to fall to less than 45 percent at the end of the second quarter from a peak of 61 percent following our Alaska acquisition. The anticipated third-quarter closing of the Tosco acquisition will further enhance our financial position," Mulva said.

Williams and Barrett move forward on merger

Barrett Resources Corp. has set an Aug. 2 special meeting of its stockholders to approve its merger with Williams.

The companies began mailing the proxy statement-prospectus July 3 to Barrett stockholders of record as of July 2.

Pending approval by Barrett stockholders, Williams and Barrett expect to complete the merger within one or two days following the special stockholder meeting.

Williams signed a definitive merger agreement with Barrett on May 7.

Williams, through its subsidiaries, connects businesses to energy, delivering innovative, reliable products and services.

Barrett is an independent oil and natural gas exploration and development company that is also involved in natural gas gathering, marketing and trading activities.

OPEC announces no change in oil output, prices for Iraq to resume oil shipments

Soon after the OPEC delegates met, the U.N. Security Council voted to extend the U.N. oil-for-food humanitarian program for Iraq.

PEC’s decision not to increase oil output beyond current levels offered little to cheer consumers, but some energy analysts suggested that motorists and buyers of home heating oil might still benefit if Iraq moves quickly to resume its crude exports.

"It’s just another source of supply and we have said we will handle either short-age or glut in the market," Saudi Arabian Oil Minister Ali Naimi told reporters just before the meeting. Saudi Arabia is OPEC’s biggest producer.

In fact, Naimi foresaw an increase in seasonal demand for crude as refiners begin processing heating oil for oil sale this winter.

"We will probably see (inventory) withdrawals in the next few months," he said.

Iraq oil not likely to collapse prices

Melih Varzi, senior energy consultant at London-based investment bank Dresdner Kleinwort Wasserstein, agreed that oil prices were unlikely to collapse if Iraq restores the exports it suspended on June 4.

At the same time, he said, "I don’t see why prices should spike, unless there’s a rebound in the world economy."

OPEC delegates plan to meet again Sept. 26 to review market conditions at that time. A possible decrease in demand due to the slowing U.S. economy and a downturn in growth in Europe was "our main concern," OPEC Secretary-general Ali Rodriguez told the news conference.

Meanwhile, the cartel bracketed for softer crude prices as Iraqi President Saddam Hussein showed a willingness to resume the oil shipments he suspended a month ago in a dispute with the United Nations.

"Maybe Saddam has done the American consumer a favor," said Peter Gignoux, head of the petroleum desk at Salomon Smith Barney in London. "I guess the consumer comes out the winner in this because prices will come down."

U.N. extends oil-for-food program

Soon after the delegates met at OPEC headquarters in Vienna, the U.N. Security Council voted to extend by five months the U.N. oil-for-food humanitarian program for Iraq which allows Baghdad to sell unlimited amounts of oil provided revenues are used to buy food, medicine and other essentials.

Iraq had vigorously objected to a U.S.-backed British proposal to overhaul sanctions imposed after Baghdad’s 1990 invasion of Kuwait. In the face of Russian opposition, Britain abandoned the plan in favor of a simple rollover of the oil-for-food program now in effect.

The head of Iraq’s OPEC delegation, Saddam Hassun, told reporters earlier that Iraq was prepared to renew its daily exports of 2.1 million barrels of oil "within a week" but only if the Security Council did not attach any conditions to an extension of sanctions.

"As long as it is a straightforward extension ... we are ready," Hassun said.

Short-term impact possible

OPEC president Chakib Khelil told a news conference that a resumption in Iraqi exports might have a short-term “psychological” impact on oil markets but added that OPEC expected prices to stabilize later in July and August whether or not Iraq comes back to market.

"There was a complete consensus on not increasing production at this stage," he said after the OPEC meeting.

OPEC pumps about two-fifths of the world’s oil, with an official production of 24.2 million barrels a day.

Several oil ministers played down Iraq’s potential impact on prices.

"It’s just another source of supply and we have said we will handle either short-age or glut in the market," Saudi Arabian Oil Minister Ali Naimi told reporters just before the meeting. Saudi Arabia is OPEC’s biggest producer.

In fact, Naimi foresaw an increase in seasonal demand for crude as refiners begin processing heating oil for oil sale this winter.

"We will probably see (inventory) withdrawals in the next few months," he said.
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Iraq had vigorously objected to a U.S.-backed British proposal to overhaul sanctions imposed after Baghdad’s 1990 invasion of Kuwait. In the face of Russian opposition, Britain abandoned the plan in favor of a simple rollover of the oil-for-food program now in effect.

The head of Iraq’s OPEC delegation, Saddam Hassun, told reporters earlier that Iraq was prepared to renew its daily exports of 2.1 million barrels of oil “within a week” but only if the Security Council did not attach any conditions to an extension of sanctions.

“As long as it is a straightforward extension...we are ready,” Hassun said.

Short-term impact possible

OPEC president Chakib Khelil told a news conference that a resumption in Iraqi exports might have a short-term “psychological” impact on oil markets but added that OPEC expected prices to stabilize later in July and August whether or not Iraq comes back to market.

“There was a complete consensus on not increasing production at this stage,” he said after the OPEC meeting.

OPEC pumps about two-fifths of the world’s oil, with an official production of 24.2 million barrels a day.

Several oil ministers played down Iraq’s potential impact on prices.

“It’s just another source of supply and we have said we will handle either short-age or glut in the market,” Saudi Arabian Oil Minister Ali Naimi told reporters just before the meeting. Saudi Arabia is OPEC’s biggest producer.

In fact, Naimi foresaw an increase in seasonal demand for crude as refiners begin processing heating oil for oil sale this winter.

“We will probably see (inventory) withdrawals in the next few months,” he said.

Iraq oil not likely to collapse prices

Melih Varzi, senior energy consultant at London-based investment bank Dresdner Kleinwort Wasserstein, agreed that oil prices were unlikely to collapse if Iraq restores the exports it suspended on June 4.

At the same time, he said, “I don’t see why prices should spike, unless there’s a rebound in the world economy.”

OPEC delegates plan to meet again Sept. 26 to review market conditions at that time. A possible decrease in demand due to the slowing U.S. economy and a downturn in growth in Europe was “our main concern,” OPEC Secretary-general Ali Rodriguez told the news conference.

However, Leo Drollas, chief economist at the London-based Center for Global Energy Studies, warned that the rising demand for heating oil was sure to push up crude prices in the fall and winter. “The U.S. is out of the woods as far as gasoline is concerned, but in Asia and Europe, the demand for oil is starting to build up again,” Drollas said.

global consumption rising by 4.8 percent — the highest rate since 1996. The review found that gas demand increased in all regions but grew especially fast in Asia-Pacific, where it increased by almost 8 percent. Chinese consumption was exceptionally strong, rising by 16 percent. The United States and Canada also outstripped the global average, with a 5.1 percent rise. In the Former Soviet Union, gas consumption increased for the second year running, rising by 2.9 percent and reversing a trend of near continuous decline since the early 1990s.

Global coal consumption, largely any increase in oil production increased by 4.1 percent. The biggest increased occurrences in countries taping into the even faster growing international trade in natural gas output grew by more

than 50 percent in Nigeria and Oman as new liquefied natural gas projects began building towards capacity. Production in Turkmenistan more than doubled as Russia pulled in additional Turkmen gas to compensate for declining domestic production.

Global coal consumption increased for the first time since 1996 as coal prices lagged well behind rapidly increasing oil and natural gas prices. A fourth consecu-
tive annual fall in Chinese demand was more than offset by vigorous growth in the rest of Asia, Europe and the United States. Nuclear power generation increased in all regions, averaging 2.7 percent at the global level, in line with the 10-year average. Hydroelectric generation increased by 1.7 percent as a 14.1 percent decline in U.S. generation was counter-
stopped by strong gains in Africa, South America and Asia-Pacific.
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In Cook Inlet, we proved sometimes it pays to go with the flow.

In Cook Inlet, Alaska, when the tide runs, it runs hard — far from ideal conditions for moving a huge drilling rig and platform into position. So, instead of fighting nature, we used its force to help us.

Planning and execution were key in moving this huge module. After construction, we transported the rig and platform across Alaska from Anchorage to Homer, then to Korea, where an accommodations module was added. From there we shipped it back to Port Graham, Alaska where it was mated with its legs.

Finally, a Crowley tugs of four tugs towed the rig through the treacherous waters of Cook Inlet to its site at high tide and held it in position. As the tide ran out, we floated our barge away and the job was done.

People who know Crowley know we’ve been getting the job done right not only in Alaska, but all over the world, as well. Crowley Alaska can do the same for you. Just call Craig Tompkins at Crowley Alaska in Anchorage at (807) 257-2822. And let nature take its course.
BP plans maintenance at West Dock

BP Exploration (Alaska) Inc. has applied for permits for maintenance dredging at West Dock at Prudhoe Bay.

BP has applied to the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers for permits for 10 years of maintenance dredging to a 6.5 foot water depth at dock heads No. 2 and No. 3, and is also proposing to dredge a shoal northeast of dock head No. 3.

The corps said that an erosion control study was prepared for BP by Coastal Clean and gravelly dredged material would be hauled by dump trucks to fill the causeway and has designated Jason Moncrieff as West Dock planning manager. BP plans maintenance at West Dock and has applied for permits for 10 years or more.

Within the next two years, decisions are expected about projects that could extend the need for the West Dock causeway for 10 years or more.

Dredging would be conducted immediately prior to use of the docks by the barges requiring the 6.5 foot water depth and may not be needed annually. Estimates for volumes of dredged sediments are: 9,100 cubic yards at dock head No. 3; 1,900 cubic yards at dock head No. 2 and 1,500 cubic yards from the shoal. Dredging may be conducted by backhoe from the dock (45 foot horizontal reach), drag line from the dock head No. 3. Crowley Alaska Inc. operates boats and barges out of dock heads No. 2 and No. 3, including a spill response barge for Alaska Clean Seas, Northstar project crew boats and supply barges and sea lift barges for oilfield activities.

About 10 days of dredging a year

Field development will require 10 to 13 producing wells and five to seven injection wells. With water flood, production is expected to peak at 14,000-17,000 bpd. BP is also studying miscible injectant for Aurora, but told the commission that no decision has been made yet on an MI recovery.

Six development wells have been drilled and Aurora development will be from S pad and will require no new roads or facilities.

Safety valves an issue

There was some discussion in the hearing about subsurface safety valves. Commission Chair Cammy Taylor told BP that the commission is under fire from other agencies for a decision it made in the 1990s not to require the subsurface safety valves.

BP ready to water flood at Aurora

Prudhoe satellite has 110 million to 146 million barrels of oil in place, 75-100 billion cubic feet of formation gas and 15-75 bcf of gas cap gas.

By Kristen Nelson

BP Exploration (Alaska) Inc. is ready to start water flood at the Aurora satellite on the west side of Prudhoe Bay.

BP has requested pool rules and area injection rules, and told the Alaska Oil and Gas Conservation Commission at a July 24 hearing that it wants to start water flood operations at Aurora the first week of August. The commission requested some additional information and said it would be keeping the record of the hearing open through the end of July for that information. Because the record open until the end of July, the commission told BP that it could-n’t promise a decision by the first week in August.

Aurora is in production from wells on S pad and through the end of May the field had produced more than 1 million barrels of oil and 6.5 billion cubic feet of gas.

110-146 million barrels of original oil

The Aurora area was first drilled in 1969. A number of S pad wells were drilled through the Kuparuk River formation, which overlies the deeper Sadlerochit reservoirs produced at Prudhoe Bay, and in 1999, ARCO Alaska Inc. drilled the V-200 well as a Prudhoe Bay satellite prospect with both Schrader Bluff and Kuparuk formation objectives.

The Kuparuk formation oil at Aurora ranges from 25-30 degrees API gravity and there are an estimated 110-146 million barrels of original oil in place, 75-100 billion cubic feet of formation gas and 15-75 bcf of gas cap gas.

BP said that with primary recovery — solution gas drive, gas cap expansion and aquifer support — an estimated 12 percent of the original oil in place would be recovered with a peak production rate of 7,000-9,000 barrels of oil per day. The company said that water flood is expected to produce 34 percent of the original oil in place.

Field development will require 10 to 13 producing wells and five to seven injection wells. With water flood, production is expected to peak at 14,000-17,000 bpd. BP is also studying miscible injectant for Aurora, but told the commission that no decision has been made yet on an MI recovery.

Six development wells have been drilled and Aurora development will be from S pad and will require no new roads or facilities.
BP modifies Milne Point expansion plans

BP Exploration (Alaska) Inc. has modified a proposal for pad expansion at Milne Point to meet objections from the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service.

The Alaska Division of Governmental Coordination said BP had originally applied for expansion of North 1A and 1B pads and infrastructure expansion at J pad to accommodate expansion of Schneider Bluff development.

In response to Fish and Wildlife concerns about filling quality bird habitat at the north end of G pad, BP modified the application. G pad will not be expanded. Instead, bottomhole targets will be accessed from J pad.

Gravel from the MPU Mine Site, intended for the G pad expansion, would be used for the J pad expansion.

The state said that relocating production drilling activity to J pad would reduce the volume of gravel placed on wetlands from 25,000 cubic yards at G pad to 14,140 cubic yards at J pad. The footprint would be reduced from 2.81 acres at G Pad to one acre at J pad. J pad modification, the state said, would avoid filling quality bird habitat at the north end of G Pad.

The U.S. Army Corps of Engineers said BP has proposed to use gravel from the Service City airstrip site before any new gravel would be mined for this pad expansion.

The one-acre gravel pad expansion at J pad will provide safe drilling rig access and space for three new wellheads. Additional infrastructure planned at J pad includes header extensions for the new wellheads, electrical submersible pump modules-transformer skid, water injection booster pump building and a buried electrical cable.

BP proposes to begin the project with gravel placement for pad expansion and electrical cable connection. Construction completion is planned during fall of 2001 except for electrical cable burial that would occur in early 2002.

Phillips hopes to name Alberta Energy operator at offshore McCovey prospect

Deal is not certain, says AEC’s Steve Harding; company has retained former state Oil and Gas Division Director Ken Boyd; Alaska office possible

Phillips Alaska Inc. has asked the U.S. Minerals Management Service to allow the McCovey unit owners an extra 90 days to file a new exploration plan. The request was based on Phillips’ desire to transfer unit operatorship to AEC Oil & Gas Inc., a subsidiary of Alberta Energy Co. Ltd. Phillips, AEC and Chevron USA are the working interest owners in the unit.

In May, MMS approved a suspension of operations application from Phillips, operator of the central Beaufort Sea unit. Phillips contended that proposed permit stipulations from the Alaska Department of Environmental Conservation would make the project uneconomic. Suspension approval was contingent on the unit operator filing a new exploration plan by July 31. Phillips hopes to name Alberta Energy Co. Ltd. as the new operator at off shore McCovey. Deal is not certain, says AEC’s Steve Harding; company has retained former state Oil and Gas Division Director Ken Boyd; Alaska office possible

BP continues to look for synergies at greater Prudhoe Bay

Operating and maintenance budget drops $40 million for 2001; capital expenditures budget up $125 million

BP Exploration (Alaska) Inc. continues to look for savings in the consolidation under one operator of the east and west operating areas at Prudhoe Bay, Niakuk, Point McIntyre, Lisburne and the western Prudhoe Bay satellites.

“With alignment our goal is to get to a point where we actually have an integrated set of facilities and people across what would become then the greater Prudhoe Bay… the initial participating area of Prudhoe, the greater Point McIntyre area properties and the western satellites that are being developed currently,” Neil McCleary, BP Exploration (Alaska)’s greater Prudhoe Bay business unit leader, told PNA July 17.

Prior to last year, BP and ARCO Alaska Inc. each operated half of Prudhoe and ARCO operated the greater Point McIntyre area — Lisburne, Niakuk and Point McIntyre — whose production was processed at the Lisburne production center.

With the consolidation of the eastern and western operating areas at Prudhoe Bay with BP as operator there was a reduction of something like 180 positions between the ARCO and BP head counts, said BP Exploration (Alaska) spokesman Ronnie Chappell.

The consolidation process isn’t complete, although McCleary said “the big chunky pieces of business” are done. “And now we get to that huge basket of best practices, best processes, best decision…” McCleary said he didn’t want to predict what the success will be or what the limitation is, “because I think it’s boundless.

“And just freeing up the organization to be able to see SYNERGIES page A12
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Phillips Alaska Inc. has asked the U.S. Minerals Management Service to allow the McCovey unit owners an extra 90 days to file a new exploration plan. The request was based on Phillips’ desire to transfer unit operatorship to AEC Oil & Gas Inc., a subsidiary of Alberta Energy Co. Ltd. Phillips, AEC and Chevron USA are the working interest owners in the unit.

In May, MMS approved a suspension of operations application from Phillips, operator of the central Beaufort Sea unit. Phillips contended that proposed permit stipulations from the Alaska Department of Environmental Conservation would make the project uneconomic. Suspension approval was contingent on the unit operator filing a new exploration plan by July 31.

In his July 5 letter to MMS, Phillips land manager James Roud, said he “anticipated” the “operatorship change process combined with the preparation of a new exploration plan will take approximately 90 days,” giving Oct. 31 as the latest date a plan would be submitted to MMS.

Nothing definite

In a July 11 interview, Steve Harding, AEC’s Alaska group team leader, told PNA that the change in operatorship was not definite and was contingent on “several things that haven’t been
continued from page A11
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to seek out those best processes is going to re-architect our cost, but improve our effi-
ciency, well into the years to come. And we’re not going to find it in any individ-
ual year. It’s going to be a continual process of improvement.”

Chappell said combining the opera-
tions at Prudhoe Bay was done while con-
tinuing to move online — and while improv-
ing safety performance.

There have been two days-away-from-
work cases this year, McCleary said, but before a lost-time accident occurred, the field set a new safety record.

“We actually exceeded 3 million working hours without a days-away-
from-work case, which is the first time we can that demonstrate at the greater Prudhoe Bay area that we’ve actually achieved that.

Economic alignment the goal

The greater Prudhoe Bay area align-
ment gives each owner equal interests in oil and gas at Prudhoe, and equal interests in the satellites and in what was formerly called the greater Point McIntyre area. “We say it’s from tundra to bedrock,” McCleary said.

“So all horizons. All depths. All com-
xplexities of different oil, different struc-
tures etc. in a common set of interests.”

“That’s a freeing process, because it frees everybody up to have a common set of economic criteria by which to develop.”

The alignment is not yet complete, McCleary said. BP, Phillips Alaska Inc., ExxonMobil and Forest Oil Corp. have signed on — about 98 percent of the working interest ownership.

“But it’s kind of like the last house on the block when you build a development — you’ve got to get the last house on the block to agree,” he said. In this case the last house belongs to Chevron and Texaco, and Chevron is in the process of acquiring Texaco.

Development drilling continues with-
out 100 percent alignment, and McCleary said there is a 200-mile on-land pad for develop-
ment of the Boeing-Polaris satellite area, with two rigs designated to satellite work. There is a rig working in the initial participating area at Prudhoe.

A well was drilled at Niauk last winter, the first well there in four years, and the drilling program continues there next winter. There are drilling restrictions at Niauk because the pad is on the coast and the state has prohibited drilling dur-
ing the open-water season.

Both drilling at Niauk and planned

continued from page A12

AEC contracts with Boyd

In June, AEC Oil & Gas Inc. entered into a contractual agreement with Ken Boyd, former director of the Alaska Division of Oil and Gas, and an Eagle River resident.

Guy James, a vice president who oversees all of AEC’s Alaska operations from Calgary, said Boyd is a “con-
sultant adviser” to the firm.

When asked if AEC was considering opening an Alaska office, Steve Harding, AEC’s Alaska group team leader, told PNA it was “fair to say we’ve always looked at having some sort of office up there. The question is the timing. Until we get some of these pieces formalized, we say we hope to open an office there. We would like to have something set up there sooner, rather than later.”

—Kay Cashman

Exploration & Production

Cross Island, and 110 miles northwest of Kaktovik.

and the state is reportedly meeting with Phillips and AEC to determine if the per-
mitting problems can be resolved.

AEC continued work at Milne Point will test ultrad-
reach drilling, McCleary said. BP has set world records for extended reach drilling at Wytch Farm in England.

“We are working actively to import that technology for … penetrating that next barrier of extended reach to ultra-
extended reach,” he said.

Some work awaits alignment

While development drilling is pro-
ceeding, there is a project on hold await-
ing 100 percent approval, which requires full alignment. That project, McCleary said, is called water wheel and addresses the problem of excess water-handling capacity at some gathering centers while others, particularly Lisburne, are limited by water handling capacity. Water wheel will direct flows to take advantage of excess water-handling capacity where it exists to optimize the entire greater Prudhoe Bay area, he said.

McCleary didn’t have a time frame for completing alignment, but said BP and its co-owners are working diligently to get to alignment.

This year’s budget, he said, has just been approved because the alignment which took place last year was only com-
pleted in the fourth quarter. Typically the operator goes into a calendar year with a budget approved by the co-owners, each of whom has an opportunity to submit a budget. Because of the change in opera-
tions and resulting synergies, the bud-
gift cycle for 2001 was protracted. This year budget agreement didn’t come until a couple of months ago, McCleary said, and now “we’re matching the activity level to the budget to make sure that we deliver what the partners have approved in terms of our budget.” The operating and maintenance budget for the greater Prudhoe Bay area for 2000 — the sum of the two operating areas and greater Point McIntyre — was $411 million in 2000 and dropped to $375 million for 2001.

The reduction in the operating and maintenance budget reflects savings expected from consolidation in opera-
tions.

“We are out there working to achieve the efficiencies and cost savings expected to be delivered by the move from two operators to one,” said BP Exploration (Alaska) spokesman Rom Chappell.

2002 budget now under discussion

McCleary said BP’s priority within the operating and maintenance budget is on safety and mechanical integrity, followed by well work. Asked about interests of different owners in different parts of the budget, McCleary said “BP’s brand and brand values are core to our operations, so we’ll follow up with being a perfor-
meric driven, progressive, innovative and green company. ... and so we’ll find the way with the other co-owners to achieve those brand values.”

“We’ve got easily 30 more years just oil on the field side of the business and of course we’re finally on the verge here of seeing natural gas potentially sold to local or Lower 48 markets and that pro-
vides even another generation of options at Prudhoe,” McCleary said.

“It’s a valuable asset to everyone who’s involved,” said Chappell.

McCleary said the co-owners are now starting work on the 2002 budget process, starting with safety, and mechanical integrity items, with what major equip-
ment needs to be overhauled, with the corrosion inspection program and what will well work be done.

He said BP expects that the budget process for 2002 will go more smoothly, and that a budget will be in place going into the year.

Capital budget has grown

While the 2001 operating and mainte-
nance budget for the greater Prudhoe Bay area was up, $425 million for capital projects in 2001 compared to $300 million in 2000. That increase, McCleary said, “seems reasonable given the complexities and the common economic interests of the co-
owners.”

The alignment of oil and gas interests “makes all of the business decisions a common economic model,” he said, and “...gives us a common foundation to approach the projects under the capital budget include construction, such as pipelines put in over the winter to link the satellites, as well as facilities and manifolds needed for the satellites.

New grass roots drilling and side tracks to new locations are also in the capital budget. The big dollar amounts for 2001, McCleary said, “are the satellite expenditures, the capital drilling expendi-
tures and the capital side track expendi-
tures.”

Formalized.” He said it would be six or seven weeks before a final decision would be made.

Jeff Walker, regional supervisor for MMS, said his agency would respond to Phillips’ request “as an extension by the end of July. He said an additional 90 days “seems reasonable given the complexities of the McCovey project.”

The McCovey unit, which was approved in August 2000 by MMS and the state Department of Natural Resources Division of Oil and Gas, includes three federal and four state lease-
es.

This past spring, Phillips halted permit-
ting of the McCovey project due to stipu-
lations from the Alaska Department of Environmental Conservation that Phillips
Positioning module flare boom on Northstar Island a challenge

By Alan Bailey
PNA Contributing Writer

When BP Exploration (Alaska) Inc.’s Northstar field production facilities arrive at Northstar Island in mid-August, contractors will install the compressor module. The positioning of this massive module and its flare boom presents one of the biggest lifting challenges of the construction project on Northstar Island.

Managed Integrity Services Inc., a subsidiary of ASCG Inc. and part of the Alaska Slope Regional Corp., has planned the August lift for Alaska Interstate Construction.

Eric Pavio, lift program manager for Managed Integrity Services Inc., talked to PNA about the difficulties of maneuvering the 200 foot flare boom on the 600 foot by 400 foot Northstar island without hitting the drilling rig and other equipment.

“We have to pretty precisely know how we’re going to lift this thing step by step … once we get this thing into a … 47 degree angle with two cranes, they’ve actually got to move the 3,500 ton compressor building in it.”

“It’s going to be a tough lift … the flare boom’s out of balance, it’s got to stay in kilter,” Jeff Smith, business development leader for Managed Integrity Services, told PNA. The lift crew will deploy two 250 ton Manitowoc 888 cranes to position the flare boom, with one crane lifting each end of the boom.

Working out how to move the flare boom up the grade. Instead, AIC came up with a plan to roll the flare boom up the grade using Scheuerle motorized crawlers, equipment that is normally used to move buildings on the North Slope. The cranes will come into action once the boom reaches the level surface of the island.

Pavio and his team used an automated design computer program called Lift Planner to plan the lift and evaluate different lifting scenarios.

“The beauty of the (Lift Planner) program is that we can take these (lift) plans and look at them inside out … isometric as well as plan views — they’re extremely detailed,” Pavio said.

Using the computer program, the planning team has been able to design the Northstar lift step by step, measuring clearances between objects and calculating the required crane loads. The planners have also used the computer system to generate a video simulation of the complete lift. Everyone involved in the lift can view the video to gain a clear understanding of the lift process.

“When we’ve done this (in the past) a lot of folks have said it’s like déjà vu — we’ve seen this before, when it actually happens,” Pavio said. However, no one wants to take the slightest chance of a problem. The construction team has already done a trial installation of the flare boom in Anchorage. It was “performed as planned and without any problems,” Smith said.

The compressor module was built by VECO in Anchorage. Mustang Engineering of Houston, Texas, fabricated the flare boom and barged it to Anchorage. Parsons will be supervising the lift at Northstar Island.
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Northstar modules head to Beaufort Sea

Photographer Judy Patrick on-site at Anchorage Port as modules are loaded for sealift to Northstar Island

This page, upper left photo: Greg Mattson (left), BP’s business unit leader for Alaska new developments, and Richard Campbell, president of BP in Alaska (right), in front of a process module loaded on Crowley barge 401 at the Port of Anchorage on July 25. Two 10 story modules left Anchorage that day bound for BP’s Northstar oil project in the Beaufort Sea.

This page, bottom left photo: A piece of corrugated metal is moved into place. The temporary cover was installed to protect the module during transit.

This page, far right photo: “North” process module being loaded onto the barge with heavy duty Scheuerle transporters. The combined weight of the “North” and “South” processing modules is 7,200 tons.
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Canada lowers barriers for Mackenzie Valley pipeline approval

Draft deal would reduce regulatory approvals by one year; Northwest Territories offer C$100 million in loan guarantees to aboriginals; federal government urged to provide ‘seed money’

By Gary Park
PNA Canadian Correspondent

Governments are rallying to the cause of the troubled Mackenzie Valley pipeline proposal, promising to slash one year off the normal approval process and dangling millions of dollars in support of the project.

The Canadian government struck a tentative deal with the Northwest Territories and aboriginal groups to streamline an environmental review of a pipeline from the Beaufort Sea and the Mackenzie Delta to Alberta.

Under existing regulations, applicants would be required to go through a tangle of review processes and obtain more than 300 permits to build the CS$3 billion line.

The draft agreement would establish a “super board,” consisting of up to 20 people, to oversee the environmental review, which sources say would reduce the time needed to get a project up and running by about one year.

The sources said the agreement reflects a government desire to establish a level playing field with Alaska for approval of either an Alaska Highway or Mackenzie Valley pipeline, noting that Alaska has already taken steps to ensure its red-tape is kept to a minimum.

“If we’re really looking at it, ‘How to approve this proposal,’ it’s really crafted toward approval of a proposal rather than a rigorous assessment.” —Kevin O’Reilly, Canadian Arctic Resources Committee

Environmentalists frozen out

But environmentalists are fuming that they have been frozen out of the discussions that so far have involved seven governmental, regulatory and aboriginal groups.

“What we’re really looking at is, ‘How to approve this proposal.’” said Kevin O’Reilly of the Canadian Arctic Resources Committee, a non-profit group with offices in Yellowknife and Ottawa.

“It’s really crafted toward approval of a proposal rather than a rigorous assessment.”

Although the draft agreement emphasizes that the “impacts of any northern pipeline proposal receive careful consideration,” the final deal will allow for no more than three months of public comment once it is released in September.

Canadian Arctic Resources Committee Executive Director John Crump said there needs to be a “strenuous examination of the costs and benefits” of a pipeline, especially since global warming and free trade have surfaced as issues since Arctic development was last an issue 30 years ago.

He said doubts have been raised about the validity of U.S. and Canadian permits issued in 1977, arguing “we don’t think those permits are like Rip van Winkle and can wake up unchanged after 20 years.”

The draft says the review will combine the work of the National Energy Board, which approves pipelines across Canada and gas exports, the Northwest Territories Water Board, the Mackenzie Valley Land and Water Board and the Yukon Water Board.

Northwest Territories offers loan guarantees

Meanwhile, the Northwest Territories government has offered up to C$100 million in loan guarantees to help aboriginals acquire part ownership of a Northwest Territories pipeline, while a Canadian government committee has called for at least C$100 million in federal seed money to accelerate Arctic natural resource development, in addition to any federal financial backing a pipeline development might receive.

Northwest Territories Finance Minister Joe Handley said his government is ready to provide financial guarantees for the Aboriginal Pipeline Group, which has represented seven aboriginal groups in negotiations with the Mackenzie Delta gas owners — although two of those Native organizations have now expressed strong opposition to the Delta owners’ offer of one-third aboriginal equity in their pipeline.

“As far as our government is concerned, we’re really talking to the APG, ‘How can we help you?’” If it came down to it, we could look at up to C$100 million in a loan guarantee. No-one has asked for that, but in my mind that’s the kind of limit I have.”

Handley said the money would enable the Aboriginal Pipeline Group to obtain commercial bank loans, a low-risk commitment for the Northwest Territories given the strong economics supporting a pipeline. He said the federal government has held preliminary talks with the Aboriginal Pipeline Group, but has not yet been asked to contribute money or provide guarantees.

Federal money needed to improve regulatory regime

Federal Natural Resources Minister Ralph Goodale said grants or guarantees would represent “a very major policy decision” that he was not prepared to speculate about because “there has been no substantive discussion about it at the federal level.”

However, the federal government’s National Round Table on the Environment and the Economy said the money is needed to improve the regulatory regime, open the way for aboriginal participation, provide a stronger invest- ment climate and assess the impact of development on the environment.

Round table executive director David McGuire said the oil and gas industry has made it clear that strategic federal investment is a vital underpinning of development. He said the existing regulatory agencies and regulations in the Arctic are incapable of dealing with the influx and speed of development that would accompany a pipeline project.

The round table also urged the government to expedite the settlement of unresolved aboriginal land claims and transfer more federal powers to the Northwest Territories and aboriginal governments.

It estimated a Mackenzie Valley pipeline would generate C$1 billion a year in economic activity during the construction phase, 2,540 full-time jobs and direct and indirect spending on field development of C$1.1 billion over four years.
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Anderson certain it will find Beaufort gas this winter

Anderson Exploration is brimming with confidence as it prepares to drill two wells in the Canadian Arctic this winter on the 50 percent exploration license it operates with Petro-Canada.

Company chairman J.C. Anderson told a Canadian Association of Petroleum Producers investment seminar that his company “will be announcing a discovery there next year because we know there is a gas field under Tuk 2” on Inuvialuit owned land near the Beaufort Sea.

As well the company plans a three-dimensional seismic program on the property during the winter.

A 3-D seismic program, costing C$72 million and covering 800 square kilometers of land, is to be shot this winter. A 3-D program will allow the company to drill two offset wells this summer to confirm the presence of gas.
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MOU

previously filed right of way lease applica-
tion for the construction and operation of an Alaska Highway pipeline. The terms of the agreement call for the part-
nership to reimburse the state for the cost of processing the right of way applica-
tion. (See related story on page A19.)

Britt has submitted a similar MOU to the North Slope’s gas producers group—BP Exploration (Alaska) Inc., Phillips Petroleum Co. and ExxonMobil for reimbursement of up to $2 million for right of way pre-application work.

“It’s waiting for their signature,” Britt said. “The $2 million is a first level esti-
mate of what would be needed for next six months or so.”

Initially GPO’s multi-agency staff will include individuals from the following state agencies: Department of Natural Resources, Department of Environmental Conservation, the Division of Governmental Coordination, the Department of Fish and Game, the Department of Public Safety, the Department of Labor and Workforce Development, and the Department of Transportation and Public Facilities. The Department of Law will provide support, and other state agencies, such as the Regulatory Commission of Alaska, are likely to coordinate with the GPO.

“The GPO agencies are the state agen-
cies that will have permitting and autho-
rization responsibilities over a North Slope gas pipeline. At this point, we don’t know who the federal lead agency will be. I expect to be working pretty closely with the U.S. Department of the Interior. They are bound to have a profound role in a gas pipeline project,” Britt said.

Britt said he expected GPO to be in permanent office space in Anchorage Jan.
1. Britt can be reached at 907 271-5070.

—Kay Cashman

continued from page A17

ANDERSON

In the Yukon, Anderson has plans for two wells in the Eagle Plain where it is 100 percent owner of three exploration licenses.

The company shot 275 kilometers of two-dimensional seismic last winter and will add another 200 kilometers this winter, Anderson said.

The property is on the Dempster Highway, but if a lateral from the Mackenzie Delta to the proposed Alaska Highway isn’t built, reserves of at least 1 trillion cubic feet will be needed to make the area “fly,” he said.

—Gary Park

continued from page A17

GASLINE

has already spent more than the $75 mil-
lion budgeted for the project in 2001, said Joe Marushack of Phillips, and Ken Konrad of BP said the producers are now looking at taking the gas clear into Lower 48 markets with some expansion and some new pipelines at a total cost of $15-$20 billion. There are real economic chal-
lenges and it is not clear that the project will be economic, Konrad said.

Alaskans could be working on the southern as well as the northern sections of a line because the northern section could only be built in the winter and the crews could be moved to southern sec-
tions in the winter, keeping working teams together. And if a Mackenzie Valley line gets started first, he said, an Alaska line would probably have to wait because there wouldn’t be enough skilled labor for both.

Konrad told the committee that the team is working hard on the economics, but, he said, we have very little influence on the politics — and the politics, he said, can kill this project. By the end of the year the team expects to have route selec-
tion and a determination of whether the project is economic. The producers group is evaluating both an Alaska Highway route and a route across the Beaufort and down through Canada.

Yukon Pacific working in field

Jeff Lowenfels of Yukon Pacific said the company is continuing to work on its permits and do field work for its trans-
Alaska gas system project, a pipeline to Valdez and a liquefaction plant at Anderson Bay. In the 25 years since Alaska last tried to commercialize its North Slope gas, large Asian, Lower 48

and Mexican LNG markets have emerged and North Slope gas can now serve more than one market — and Yukon Pacific is looking at all those markets, he said.

Yukon Pacific has had bids done on two sections of a pipeline project and Lowenfels said the company believes that the cost of an LNG project with delivery to North America would be only 6 per-
cent above estimates of a highway project to Alberta. Both estimates are based on 4 billion cubic feet a day of natural gas and the highway project to Alberta is estimat-
ed at $12.8 billion and LNG to North America at $13.6 billion. LNG receiving facilities are not included in the $13.6 bil-

— Kay Cashman

WILLIAMS

est in being a player in an Alaska Highway gasline, but has assembled a dedicated, cross-functional, nine-
person team to evaluate the opportu-
nity for value-added investments, such as a petrochemicals industry for Alaska.

Among other things, Carlton told committee members that a world class ethane cracker in Alaska would utilize just 10 to 30 percent of the ethane from the natural gas liq-

— Kay Cashman
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Foothills, state, sign MOU for review of right of way application

Agreement calls for Alaskan Northwest Natural Gas Transportation partnership to reimburse state for cost of processing

By Petroleum News • Alaska

Foothills Pipe Lines Alaska Inc. signed an agreement with the state July 18 on behalf of the Alaskan Northwest Natural Gas Transportation Co. partnership to complete review of the company’s previously filed right of way lease application for the construction and operation of the Alaska Highway pipeline.

“The agreement calls for Alaskan Northwest Natural Gas Transportation Co. partnership to reimburse the state for the cost of processing the right of way application.”

— Foothills Vice President John Ellwood

Foothills said that since 1982, when the original right of way application was put on hold due to low commodity prices, the company has continued to do considerable work to keep the application in a state of readiness in order to expedite the building of the pipeline.

“We have invested hundreds of millions of dollars to advance this project and that has enhanced our ability to deliver Alaska gas to the Lower 48,” Ellwood said.

“One thing that everyone in Washington and Anchorage agrees on,” said Ellwood, “is that getting North Slope gas to the Lower 48 is a priority, and our approved route along the Alaska Highway through Canada can deliver that gas two-three years earlier than any greenfield project.”

Foothills said that in 1982, when the original right of way application was put on hold due to low commodity prices, the company has continued to do considerable work to keep the application in a state of readiness in order to expedite the building of the pipeline.

“...We have invested hundreds of millions of dollars to advance this project and that has enhanced our ability to deliver Alaska gas to the Lower 48,” Ellwood said.

**CANADA**

Mackenzie Delta drilling gives lift to barge traffic

By Gary Park

**PH Canadian Correspondent**

The pace is quickening ahead of this winter’s drilling season on the Mackenzie Delta as barge traffic on the Mackenzie River races 40 percent ahead of 1999.

A spokeswoman for Northern Transportation Co. Ltd., whose existing fleet can handle 220,000 tons, said summer shipments should reach 140,000 tons of fuel and dry cargo.

The company currently has 90 barges pulled by 10 mainline tugs, with tugs ranging up to 7,000 tons over about a 15-week season, which usually ends in early October.

The petroleum industry-related shipments are the largest in 20 years, starting with Petro-Canada’s decision to advance its drilling program, the spokeswoman said.

In addition, Anderson Exploration is shipping a rig to Tuktoyaktuk, Northwest Territories, along with seismic materials and a camp to start drilling its Delta lease.

A further increase in barge traffic is anticipated next summer, when Alberta Energy Co. and Chevron Canada Resources are expected to step up their activity.

The 100 percent aboriginal-owned NTCL, a federal government corporation until 1985, is the only large-scale marine transportation firm operating in Canada’s western Arctic, although there are two small operators.

The firm has also been successful in delivering Canadian fuel to Alaska because Prudhoe Bay typically has a higher sulfur content and is not suitable for providing a low-sulfur diesel fuel, the NTCL spokeswoman said.
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**Washington, D.C.**

Young amendment would ban over-the-top gas pipeline route

Alaska Congressman Don Young said July 19 that the House Energy and Commerce Committee has agreed to an amendment to its energy package which would prohibit authorization for construction of a natural gas pipeline taking a northern route through Alaska and into Canada. Young said the amendment was introduced by Chairman Billy Tauzin, R-La., on Young’s behalf, during the committee’s markup of the “Energy Advancement and Conservation Act of 2001.”

The amendment states: “No license, permit, lease, right of way, authorization or other approval required under federal law for the construction of any pipeline to transport natural gas from lands within the Prudhoe Bay oil and gas lease area may be granted for any pipeline that follows a route that traverses (1) the submerged lands beneath or the adjacent shoreline of the Beaufort Sea; and (2) enters Canada at any point north of 68 degrees north latitude.”

Young said: “A gas pipeline that stays in Alaska, creates jobs in Alaska and provides gas for Alaska is the right thing to do for Alaska. This resource belongs to the people in my state and the people of America and they’re the ones that should benefit from it. The Alaska state Legislature has already said they will not tolerate a northern route and the governor has said he will not back a northern route. I agree.”

Young said that even if the northern route is cheaper, that doesn’t mean it could be built. “A north-south route through the state is the most realistic way to build a gas pipeline and it’s the most realistic way to ensure that Alaska gains the most benefit from its own gas,” he said. The Energy and Commerce Committee agreed to the amendment by voice vote.

---

**Canada**

Canada gives priority to approval process for Arctic gas

Responding to critics, Foreign Affairs minister says exports have mutual benefits for both countries; argues Canada can’t “sit in splendid isolation”

By Gary Park

Canada’s Foreign Affairs Minister John Manley said his government will do everything possible to facilitate the delivery of North Slope gas through Canada to the Lower 48 and ensure that the United States has ready access to Canada’s energy supplies. He said Canada is prepared to smooth the way for delivery of U.S. or Canadian Arctic gas to market by streamlining and clarifying the regulatory and approval process for construction of new pipelines.

But Manley reiterated that the government will not specify a preferred pipeline route, leaving that decision to potential investors who are in a better position to assess the economic risks and advantages of the various options.

Answering environmental and political critics who said Canada’s open-market energy policy will only promote American consumption and waste, Manley argued Canadian gas can reduce greenhouse gas emissions by displacing coal. He said “energy does drive” the domestic economy and it is thus in Canada’s best interests to have its largest economic partner well supplied.

Manley, who chairs a powerful cabinet committee assigned to oversee Canada’s position on continental energy trade, has made improved relations with the new U.S. administration his priority since he was appointed late last year.

Prime Minister Jean Chretien has also been pushing the idea of Canadian sources as new supply for the United States hoping to attract U.S. investment for development of Alberta’s oil sands, the Arctic and East Coast offshore.

Manley said the Canadian economy is so inextricably tied to the United States, with two-way trade averaging more than C$1 billion a day, that “there is no way we can sit in splendid isolation.”

But he did express hope that the United States would be willing to participate in exploring opportunities to develop energy-saving technologies.

---

**British Columbia moves to fast track offshore drilling**

A move by British Columbia’s new government to fast track public review of its offshore oil and gas moratorium has stirred petroleum industry interest in the Pacific coast for the first time in 30 years.

Energy Minister Richard Neufeld has promised an early announcement outlining how the new Liberal government “is going to take the offshore oil and gas issue forward in an expedited fashion.”

Obstacles include federal government

But he cautioned July 17 that the process “is going to take quite a while. Based on what the industry has told me, if we were to lift the moratorium tomorrow, it would be at least eight years down the road before the first well was drilled.”

The obstacles include the federal government, which must agree to lift the ban; Haida Indian of the Queen Charlotte Islands, who insist a land claim for Hecate Strait must be settled before they will agree to exploration; and environmentalists, who oppose any drilling in the earthquake-prone and biologically rich environment.

Even so, the Canadian Association of Petroleum Producers, which told the government it is anxious to access the offshore, is encouraged that the government will get to grips with the issue.

“We’re taking a wait-and-see attitude in order to allow the people of B.C. to decide whether or not they want exploration,” said CAPP vice-president David MacInnis.

“It’s up to the government and the public to get through the discussions on the moratorium. If they want to open the area up, we’ll be glad to come.”

MacInnis said the key leaseholders — Chevron Canada Resources, Shell Canada and Petro-Canada, who have held drilling rights since the early 1970s when the moratorium was imposed — are “interested, but they’re waiting until the process plays itself out.”

The Hecate Strait region covers 4 million acres across the south of the Alaska Panhandle, and is estimated to have reserves approaching 10 billion barrels of oil and 42 trillion cubic feet of gas and could generate C$4 billion a year in government revenues.

Neufeld decided to accelerate the government’s action plan after largely rejecting recommendations from Northern Development Commissioner John Backhouse, who has weighed the issue for the past two years.

No more meetings

An 11-page report from Backhouse recommended a process of public consultations, but Neufeld said the report was a leftover from the former New Democratic Party government.

“We’re no further ahead than when (Backhouse) started,” he said. “We don’t need another year and a half of meetings. We need some fairly good, intense meetings with people in British Columbia and generated C$1.7 billion in government revenues last year, but only a fraction of what it calculated the Hecate Strait area could yield if development was allowed.”

---
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Native dissonance puts cloud over Northwest Territories pipeline

By Gary Park
PNA Canadian Correspondent

Cho First Nation and Mackenzie Delta groups refuse to support Mackenzie Valley project; shift allegiance to Arctic Resources “over-the-top” proposal to gain full ownership

Norman Wells aboriginals issue warning against trespassing

An aboriginal group in the Norman Wells area of the central Mackenzie Valley has drawn another line in the sand, insisting on negotiations before it will allow any pipeline surveying on its land. The Tulita District Land Trust describes itself as the nominal owner of various land parcels that may have to be crossed by any pipeline right of way and, as such, said it will bar access to lands and waters without the unanimous consent of the Tulita Land Corp., Fort Norman Metis Land Corp. and Emrie McDonald Land Corp. Norman Wells and Tulita are the first two communities south of the Mackenzie Delta to pass a resolution telling the Delta owners it wants out of the June agreement.

Norman Wells and Tulita are the first two communities south of the Mackenzie Delta to pass a resolution telling the Delta owners it wants out of the June agreement. Besides the Tulita, the Inuvialuit who have signed the agreement are planning to rely on the act. The 1994 Sahtu Dene and Metis comprehensive land claims agreement that provides an option for aboriginal interests because of the interests of Canada, the United States, the petroleum industry, the environment and aboriginal people by building a single, cost-effective pipeline connecting both Alaska and northern Canada to southern markets. We believe that aboriginal ownership and involvement, as proposed in the Arctic Resources approach, will improve the prospects for a safe, timely and economic project while creating lasting value for our people and traditions," Tourangeau said.

The breakdown started when the Deh Cho plans an assembly of its members in late August to discuss its next move. By then, an economic analysis by the gas owners is expected to be available. The Tulita took an even harder line, endorsing the rival project by Houston-based Arctic Resources. The Tulita is a part of a dissident group within the Tulita Settlement Area that has withdrawn from the Aborginal Pipeline Group, which negotiated a one-third aboriginal ownership of the Mackenzie Valley pipeline. By allying the K’ahsho Got’e District, side with Houston-based Arctic Resources, which is offering a 100 percent ownership stake to aboriginals in its proposed “over-the-top” pipeline.

The offer remains open to the Gwich’in and Inuvialuit who have signed the agreement with the Delta landowners, known as the Northern Producers Group.

The Sahtu leaders said they concluded the Northern Gas proposal was the best option for aboriginal interests because of superior economics and the extent of direct Native involvement in the project. Larry Tourangeau, president of Emrie McDonald Land Corp. in Norman Wells, Northwest Territories, said his organization, one of three Sahtu landowners, has passed a resolution telling the Delta owners it wants out of the June agreement. He said he will now try to convince other Native groups to back the Arctic Resources plan because it can best serve the interests of Canada, the United States, the petroleum industry, the environment and aboriginal people by building a single, cost-effective pipeline connecting both Alaska and northern Canada to southern markets. We believe that aboriginal ownership and involvement, as proposed in the Arctic Resources approach, will improve the prospects for a safe, timely and economic project while creating lasting value for our people and traditions," Tourangeau said.

Arctic Resources has proposed that it would manage the pipeline under a long-term program administration contract, subject to negotiations this summer with aboriginal groups who sign a memorandum of understanding. The company would be owned by aboriginal groups involved in governing the lands along the right of way.

Handley said he anticipated similar provisions would be offered in Alaska. Arctic Resources has proposed that it would manage the pipeline under a long-term program administration contract, subject to negotiations this summer with aboriginal groups who sign a memorandum of understanding. In addition to its current investor group, Arctic Resources plans a consortium including producers and other industry participants along with for-profit northern Canadian aboriginal and Alaska Native organizations.

Handley concerned about ownership

Handley gave a blunt warning that in seeking a larger equity stake, aboriginals stand to lose more than they gain. "This is scary to me," he said, explain-...
Northwest Territories premier lashes out at dissident aboriginals

Northwest Territories Premier Stephen Kakfwi has used his toughest language yet in warning dissident aboriginal groups that they risk losing a chance to own part of a proposed Mackenzie Valley gas pipeline. He said the Deh Cho and Sahtu First Nations leaders who have balked at signing an agreement with Mackenzie Delta gas owners are playing a dangerous game.

“These are high stakes negotiations,” he said during a Calgary visit July 16. “So if it all falls apart, it falls apart.”

Kakfwi indicated frustration that the two groups seemed ready to “air all our dirty laundry in front of everybody (when) we are on the world stage. “If we are going to have little temper tantrums and petty little things that we air in front of the whole world, I guess that’s how we do it,” he said.

The Deh Cho are weighing their options, while the Sahtu are siding with Houston-based Arctic Resources, which is offering 100 percent aboriginal ownership in a pipeline. The Delta gas owners have proposed a one-third Native stake in a C$3 billion project.

Industry sources are increasingly concerned that aboriginal procrastination could scuttle negotiations, laying the Alaska Highway route to win by default. But a spokesman for Imperial Oil, the Delta’s lead producer, said the consortium is “not overly concerned with where things are today.”

However, Doug Cardinal, a representative of the Aboriginal Pipeline Group, which is negotiating with the Delta owners, said that if aboriginals press their case too far “we’ll end up empty-handed again.”

—Gary Park

BP not ready to rule out “over-the-top” pipeline

Canadian executive says political and technical challenges must be weighed against costs and an opportunity to link the Alaska and Mackenzie Delta basins

By Gary Park

BP regards Alberta as a future North American hub for gas marketing and futures once Arctic gas arrives in the province. Frank said Alberta could be transformed into a major supplier of gas liquids to a growing domestic and continental chemical industry.

While conceding the emotional stakes in the pipeline debate, he said a final decision must involve the long-term view of gas prices and market fundamentals.

Speaking to industry executives in Calgary, Frank said that although an undersea link across the Beaufort Sea to the Mackenzie Delta faces tough political opposition in Alaska and many technical obstacles, Prudhoe Bay is only 375 miles from the Delta.

As a result, going “over-the-top” offers the advantage of connecting two supply basins in one delivery system, he said.

Notwithstanding Alaska’s moves to impose a legislative ban on the offshore route, Frank said the North Slope study consortium of BP, ExxonMobil and Phillips Petroleum is “working to see what that option means for netbacks in Alaska. It is premature to preclude any options at this point. We continue to work all options aggressively.”

Project economic at $3 per MCF

He said BP has calculated that Arctic gas would be economic at a sustained price of about $3 per thousand cubic feet—slightly below current levels since a dramatic recent slide in prices—adding that “if there’s not an economic project, there’s not an economic project.”

Frank also said BP regards Alberta as a future North American hub for gas marketing and futures once Arctic gas arrives in the province.

He said Alberta could be transformed into a major supplier of gas liquids to a growing domestic and continental chemical industry.

To that end, BP is studying the most cost-effective means of handling and redistributing Arctic volumes once they reach Alberta.

While open to pipeline competition to move those volumes to Lower 48 markets, Frank was adamant that BP will not allow Arctic gas to be blocked behind existing pipelines out of Canada.

Out of its study, BP hopes to examine additional takeaway options from Alberta to Chicago that would involve a producer-operated and controlled system capable of handling about 4 billion cubic feet per day.

He said the study findings will be used as a “greenfield benchmark” to evaluate fresh proposals from established pipeline players.

Frank said any proposals would have to meet that benchmark, remembering that producers have traditionally “been trapped behind pipe.”
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President George W. Bush is putting the delivery of Arctic gas to Lower 48 markets ahead of all other considerations, including the routing of a pipeline.

“The quicker the better,” he told said during a July 17 meeting with foreign reporters in the White House.

While admitting a pipeline on U.S. soil would “make it easier for me politically,” he said his first priority is “to get the gas there.”

Bush said the reserves of Prudhoe Bay and the Mackenzie Delta could justify either an Alaska Highway or Mackenzie Delta link, but, like others, he suggested the best option might be two pipelines.

“There are perhaps enough reserves to justify an Alaska pipeline. I know there’s enough reserves to justify a Canadian line,” he said, apparently unaware that proven North Slope reserves of about 36 trillion cubic feet are close to four times those of the Delta.

“It’s conceivable we could have both (pipelines), that both would feed the Midwestern market and the Western market.”

The U.S. and Canadian governments have the final say in the eventual route, but, to date, Canadian Prime Minister Jean Chretien has remained strictly neutral in the pipeline debate, despite constant pressure from the Northwest Territories government to declare his support for the jobs and economic development that would flow from a Mackenzie Valley system.

But Chretien, during a series of meetings, has made a special effort to draw Bush’s attention to the volume of Mackenzie Delta reserves and Canada’s willingness to help ship that gas to U.S. markets. “The prime minister has already indicated to Mr. Bush several conversations what his views are,” said a senior official in Chretien’s office.
Canadian gas producers ready to explore deep plays, frontiers

By Gary Park
PNA Canadian Correspondent

Canada’s frontiers and the deeper plays of Western Canada are moving more sharply into focus as the hunt for natural gas, in particular, moves into high gear.

A Canadian Energy Research Institute survey of gas producers found that spending on exploration and development is expected to reach C$41.2 billion over the next three years, with exploration alone attracting C$13.2 billion.

At the same time, the companies forecast that they can lift production capability to 20.7 billion cubic feet per day this year, 22 billion in 2002 and 23.4 billion in 2003, about 3 billion cubic feet per day greater than CERI’s own predictions.

Those ambitious targets were not affected by the producers’ declining optimism over future prices, with forecasts averaging C$5.67 per thousand cubic feet this year and C$4.42 next year.

Paul Mortensen, the Canadian Energy Research Institute’s director of gas supply, said drilling activity is expected to remain high in the near term as high cash flows and capital spending ability fuel continued mergers and acquisitions, which should in turn lead to greater economies of scale.

Shift away from shallow gas

One of the strongest trends identified by the producers will be a shift away from shallow gas drilling in Western Canada, where initial depletion rates are high, toward northeastern British Columbia and northwestern Alberta and the Arctic and East Coast offshore frontiers.

The Canadian Energy Research Institute figures indicate that 15 percent of capital spending on gas will be outside Alberta, British Columbia and Saskatchewan in 2003, compared with 9 percent today.

However, Mortensen said some factors could limit growth of Canada’s gas output, including constraints on drilling. “Even though we have a lot of capital, there is a diversion of interest, capital and activity to frontier regions. That may have an impact on conventional areas in Western Canada.”

He said there is also an unresolved question around “demand destruction” in the United States, which has seen gas demand fall by about 3 billion cubic feet per day due to fuel-switching and some plant shutdowns.

“How much of that demand is going to come back and how much is gone forever, burned by the price volatility we’ve seen?” Mortensen asked.

But the upbeat mood is reflected in a range of other recent statistics covering Alberta’s drilling, well licensing and land buying by E&P companies.

Record successful Alberta gas wells

A record 8,228 successful gas wells in Alberta last year, up 37 percent from 1999, helped the province replace 90 percent of its 2000 gas production, a gain from 56 percent in 1999, the Alberta Energy and Utilities Board reported.

Development of existing pools and new discoveries yielded 4.47 tcf, against output of 5 tcf, while 617 bcf of additions from reassessment of existing reserves actually gave Alberta a net gain for the year of 123 bcf.

New drilling hasn’t replaced production since 1982, but last year’s efforts were the next in a decade.

The Alberta Energy and Utilities Board pegged remaining established reserves in the province—which supplies 83 percent of Canada’s oil and gas—at 43 tcf in 28,658 pools. The regulator estimates the ultimate potential for conventional marketable gas in the province at 200 tcf.

Canadian Natural keeps Ladyfern momentum alive

Canadian Natural Resources is planning up to nine wells in northeastern British Columbia’s Ladyfern area, currently the top-rated gas play in North America.

With results consistently coming in better than initial indications, CNR chairman Allan Markin said his company is negotiating with fellow operators, Murphy Oil and Alberta Energy Co., to develop a plan of arrangement for producing the area.

He said CNR’s latest Ladyfern well is capable of yielding 100 million cubic feet per day from the complex Slave Point formation, almost double what was originally projected.

The company’s first Ladyfern well has been tied in to 50 million cubic feet per day and is expected to double that output sometime in August.

A second well is being tested and a third has been spudded, Markin said.

With the pool size now conservatively placed at 500 billion to one trillion cubic feet, CNR is targeting another four or five wells, although heavy rains have slowed the arrival of two rigs and a service rig.

Once the first well is fully on stream, CNR will have increased its total gas production to 940 million cubic feet per day, keeping it on pace with its chief independent rivals, AEC and Talisman Energy.

—Gary Park

Canadian gas producers ready to explore deep plays, frontiers

Predict movement away from shallow drilling; record drilling sees Alberta replace 90 percent of gas production last year; 11,000 well permits issued in first half

By Gary Park
PNA Canadian Correspondent

Canada’s frontiers and the deeper plays of Western Canada are moving more sharply into focus as the hunt for natural gas, in particular, moves into high gear.

A Canadian Energy Research Institute survey of gas producers found that spending on exploration and development is expected to reach C$41.2 billion over the next three years, with exploration alone attracting C$13.2 billion.

At the same time, the companies forecast that they can lift production capability to 20.7 billion cubic feet per day this year, 22 billion in 2002 and 23.4 billion in 2003, about 3 billion cubic feet per day greater than CERI’s own predictions.

Those ambitious targets were not affected by the producers’ declining optimism over future prices, with forecasts averaging C$5.67 per thousand cubic feet this year and C$4.42 next year.

Paul Mortensen, the Canadian Energy Research Institute’s director of gas supply, said drilling activity is expected to remain high in the near term as high cash flows and capital spending ability fuel continued mergers and acquisitions, which should in turn lead to greater economies of scale.

Shift away from shallow gas

One of the strongest trends identified by the producers will be a shift away from shallow gas drilling in Western Canada, where initial depletion rates are high, toward northeastern British Columbia and northwestern Alberta and the Arctic and East Coast offshore frontiers.

The Canadian Energy Research Institute figures indicate that 15 percent of capital spending on gas will be outside Alberta, British Columbia and Saskatchewan in 2003, compared with 9 percent today.

However, Mortensen said some factors could limit growth of Canada’s gas output, including constraints on drilling. “Even though we have a lot of capital, there is a diversion of interest, capital and activity to frontier regions. That may have an impact on conventional areas in Western Canada.”

He said there is also an unresolved question around “demand destruction” in the United States, which has seen gas demand fall by about 3 billion cubic feet per day due to fuel-switching and some plant shutdowns.

“How much of that demand is going to come back and how much is gone forever, burned by the price volatility we’ve seen?” Mortensen asked.

But the upbeat mood is reflected in a range of other recent statistics covering Alberta’s drilling, well licensing and land buying by E&P companies.

Record successful Alberta gas wells

A record 8,228 successful gas wells in Alberta last year, up 37 percent from 1999, helped the province replace 90 percent of its 2000 gas production, a gain from 56 percent in 1999, the Alberta Energy and Utilities Board reported.

Development of existing pools and new discoveries yielded 4.47 tcf, against output of 5 tcf, while 617 bcf of additions from reassessment of existing reserves actually gave Alberta a net gain for the year of 123 bcf.

New drilling hasn’t replaced production since 1982, but last year’s efforts were the next in a decade.

The Alberta Energy and Utilities Board pegged remaining established reserves in the province—which supplies 83 percent of Canada’s oil and gas—at 43 tcf in 28,658 pools. The regulator estimates the ultimate potential for conventional marketable gas in the province at 200 tcf.

since 1982, but last year’s efforts were the next in a decade.

The Alberta Energy and Utilities Board pegged remaining established reserves in the province—which supplies 83 percent of Canada’s oil and gas—at 43 tcf in 28,658 pools. The regulator estimates the ultimate potential for conventional marketable gas in the province at 200 tcf.

It expects about 10,000 wells a year will be drilled through 2010 and, for this year at least, the industry is on track.

To the halfway point, operators across Canada received 11,000 new oil and gas well permits, a new record and 9 percent ahead of 2000. More than 60 percent are expected to target gas.

Alberta issued 11 percent more licenses at 8,478, with 5,962 targeting gas; British Columbia licenses were 291, up 23 percent, almost exclusively for gas prospects; and Saskatchewan, predominantly a heavy oil province, included 726 gas permits among the 1,889 it issued.

On the oil side, the Alberta Energy and Utilities Board said drilling replaced 75 percent of the 274 million barrels of conventional crude produced in the province, 8 million barrels ahead of 1999.

That left Alberta with 1.8 billion barrels of reserves in the ground, with another 3.6 billion barrels yet to be discovered.

Remaining reserves of heavy oil rose by 19.5 million barrels and output reached 245 million barrels yet to be discovered.

Remaining reserves of heavy oil rose by 19.5 million barrels and output reached 245 million barrels yet to be discovered.

Remainin
WASHINGTON, D.C. to speed gas line to Lower 48

Alaska Sen. Frank Murkowski said July 20 that he has received a series of suggestions from North Slope gas producers for how the federal government can facilitate construction of an Alaska natural gas line.

Murkowski said he had urged BP, ExxonMobil and Phillips last year to make concrete suggestions on what the federal government could do to help facilitate construction of a gas line to move North Slope natural gas to market. The companies proposed a host of measures July 19 to expedite permitting for any gas line construction of a gas line to move North Slope natural gas to market. The companies proposed a host of measures July 19 to expedite permitting for any gas line.

“There are a number of proposals offered, and we’re evaluating them, so it’s too early to divulge specifics and evaluate how they relate to current law,” Murkowski said. He hopes to be able to include advance an Alaska gas project in energy legislation that is already moving in the House and will likely be considered in the Senate this fall.

North Slope residents want Alaska Highway gas line route

The governor’s office said July 20 that at a July 19 meeting of the governor’s Alaska Highway Natural Gas Policy Council in Barrow, Gov. Tony Knowles and members of the council heard from local government and North Slope village leaders that they supported a natural gas pipeline only if it follows the Alaska Highway.

“We applaud the governor for his early and firm support of a highway route,” said Molly Pederson of the North Slope Borough Assembly who spoke on behalf of Borough Mayor George Ahmaogak.

Speaking on behalf of the Alaska Eskimo Whaling Commission, Charlie Neakok, vice president of the Barrow Whaling Captains Association said, “We support this Alaska Highway route. … the AEWC and the whaling captains from all 10 North Slope villages will oppose, absolutely, any attempt to build a pipeline through our Beaufort Sea.”

Cambridge Energy continues to see window of opportunity for Alaska North Slope gas

Economist Roger Marks tells committee state’s model indicates gas price more important to investors than capital costs

By Kristen Nelson

There is a real possibility of Alaska gas being commercialized in the next decade. Ed Small of Cambridge Energy Research Associates told the Alaska Legislature’s Joint Committee on Natural Gas Pipelines in Anchorage July 17. But, he said, it is not a done deal and a sustained minimum price of $2.50 to $3 per million BTu is required.

And economist Roger Marks of the Alaska Department of Revenue told the committee that the state’s gas project economic model shows the price of gas has a larger impact on investors than capital costs.

Small said liquefied natural gas is a wildcard.

All four of the LNG receiving facilities in the Lower 48 — all on the East Coast — had been mothballed, he said, but two have been reactivated with the other two due to come back on line next year.

There are also proposals for new LNG receiving facilities in Baja to funnel gas north to the United States — and other possible West Coast locations, probably offshore, are being studied.

Room for Arctic gas in market

Small said there is room for both Arctic gas and LNG coming into the Lower 48 marketplace, but 4 bcf of Arctic gas is probably the highest level possible without a price impact.

If Alaska sends 3 bcf of gas that would probably defer Mackenzie Delta gas and Mackenzie Delta gas going to market at 1.5 bcf a day would not preclude Alaska development. Small said, but it would have an impact, because 4 bcf of gas from Alaska and 1 bcf from the Mackenzie Delta would be enough to impact price.

State models gas projects

The Alaska Department of Revenue developed an economic model in 1995 for liquefied natural gas projects, modified it for gas-to-liquids projects, and has now modified it again for gas pipeline projects, economist Marks told the committee.

The state’s model, Marks said, indicates that the gas price is very important to investors. A very small gas price change has the same effect as very large capital cost changes. At a $14 billion cost, $3 for gas in Chicago and 4 cents per day, he said, a project is barely economic. If the capital cost comes down to $10 billion, he said, the rate of return for investors goes from 10 percent (at $14 billion) to 13.6 percent. But if the price in Chicago goes to $4, the rate of return rises to 14.6 percent — and at a $5 price in Chicago, the rate of return rises to 18.3 percent and revenues to the state more than double.

Feds, not state, will regulate North Slope gasline

State agencies will play a small part, at best, in the process of regulating a gas pipeline to carry North Slope gas to market, state and federal regulators told the Alaska Legislature’s Joint Committee on Natural Gas Pipelines July 17.

Committee members fired a number of questions at representatives from the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission and the Regulatory Commission of Alaska. This is what they learned:

• If a molecule of gas in a pipeline is destined for another state, then all gas in that line is considered interstate even if some comes off in state. All interstate gas lines are regulated by FERC, as are pipeline tariffs and gas price at the valve.

• As a common carrier, pipeline owners cannot discriminate against any shipper.

• FERC does not see a conflict with gas owners owning the pipeline.

• If a discovery is made after the line is built, it is up to the pipeline owners and the new customer to get together and decide if there is an economic opportunity for line expansion.

• FERC does not regulate hubs.

• There is a possibility that during pipeline construction RCA can order owners to build off-take facilities or valves, such as a hub. However, the state would have to pay for it. RCA is checking to see if it would have the authority to say who can plug into an Alaska hub.
continued from page A1
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The commissioners told PNA that implications in the article that its inspectors are not protecting the interests of the state are false.

The commissioners also said that contrary to statements in the article, the commission’s budget has not been cut. In fact the Legislatute put the commission on “paid by the regulated” basis similar to the Regulatoty Commission of Alaska and recently authorized increased staff.

And by way of correcting a piece of general misinformation in the article: Anoco never operated part of the Prudhoe Bay field. That was ARCO Alaska Inc., the company acquired by Phillips Petroleum Co.

Well, the first inital is the same...

“ar the message is the state could be doing more — that’s fine. But to suggest that somehow these inspectors in the way that they do their job have compromised — that view is completely untruthful.” — AOGCC Chair Cammy Taylor

Inspectors play a vital role

Its five petroleum inspectors are the commission’s eyes and ears on the slope, said Commissioner Heusser. The commission’s charge includes prevention of waste, and its primary function relates to subsurface activities. It issues drilling permits, establishes pool rules for operation of oil and gas fields and its petroleum inspectors check equipment on operating rigs, well head safety valves and meters to verify reports from operators.

It was commission inspectors, said Commissioner Chair Taylor, who alerted the commission in 1999 that surface safety valve components were failing in cold weather. The inspectors also sniffed out BP about it — and BP began insulating the component that was failing in the cold. (See related story page B1.)

The commission requires certain equipment, such as blowout prevention equipment and safety valve systems, primarily related to prevention of waste, Taylor said, and also requires that the companies test the equipment and report test results.

“What our inspectors do, then, is to periodically — on a random basis — witness those tests to make sure that the information the companies are giving us is really, really, really correct.” Contrary to what the Wall Street Journal reported, Taylor said, the commission’s inspectors do surprise inspections and have done so for years. And the inspectors made it clear to the reporter, she said, that they do surprise inspections.

The operators are required to phone in 24 hours before they do any of the required tests, “so that in the event an inspector wants to go out and witness they can.” In the western operating area, BP Exploration (Alaska) Inc. uses a contractor to perform the tests, so that person has to be there for tests to be done, Taylor said. In other areas, employees do the tests, so the inspectors have the option of asking for a spur-of-the-moment test when that is appropriate.

Comparison with other states

The commission has five inspectors. The Wall Street Journal compared those five inspectors and the commission’s budget with numbers of inspectors and budgets in some other states.

But Commissioner Seamount said that kind of comparison is problematic for several reasons. States divide up enforcement duties differently — the commission’s petroleum inspectors are not the only regulators doing inspection work in Alaska’s oil and gas fields. Taylor said the commission is in discussions with the Alaska Department of Environmental Conservation and the Department of Natural Resources to provide joint North Slope housing for inspectors from all the agencies.

There are national organizations which deal with oil and gas issues — and have benchmarks for determining levels of funding, and things do vary from state to state, Taylor said. Alaska is more spread out geographically, “but generally the criteria focuses around looking at the factors that trigger the workload. And for the inspectors it’s the number of wells they have to be responsible for and the number of drilling activities that are going on.”

The ratio of inspectors to wells is much better in Alaska than in most states, she said.

Inspectors unfairly portrayed

Taylor said the commission thinks it has an outstanding crew of inspectors. “They do a really good job. They are so committed to this state and representing the public’s interest,” she said, and characterized the way the inspectors were presented in the Wall Street Journal article as see AOGCC page A26 continued from page A10
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after a hazard risk study by North Slope operators.

The commission was told there was no change from the 1994-95 risk analysis, but Commissioner Julie Heusser asked for a copy of a recent assessment on subsurface safety valves.

Heusser also asked what type of surface safety valves BP will use at Aurora. BP said it is using electric pilots on the surface safety valves at S Pad and said the electric pilots, also in use at Milne Point, have had lower failure rates than hydraulic pilots.

Participating area smaller than requested

BP told the commission that the Department of Natural Resources has designated expansion areas at Aurora. BP had requested an Aurora participating area of approximately 10,740 acres from DNR last year, but in a December decision DNR’s Division of Oil and Gas approved a participating area of only 3,920 acres, with provisions for automatic expansions as additional Aurora wells are drilled and began producing.

In 2000, BP drilled the three Aurora reservoir development wells from S Pad. Production from the Aurora wells began in November on a tract basis.

The division said that consistent with the practice in the Milne Point unit, it will expand the Aurora participating area as BP drills additional wells in the individual fault blocks and ties those wells into production facilities.

Four expansion areas have been identified. The conditions for automatic expansion encourage exploration and development of the entire Aurora reservoir, rather than concentrated development in the core area,” the division said.

Subject to drilling of qualified wells within each area, four expansion areas are specified for Aurora, containing 1,280 acres, 1,040 acres, 640 acres and 1,360 acres. Qualified wells may be either producers or injectors completed in the Kuparuk formation at Aurora, and the area will be automatically expanded when the state receives required notification information for the wells.

IMAGINE DRILLING YOUR DIRECTIONAL WELL FASTER, WITHOUT HAVING TO SLIDE

NOW YOU CAN WITH BOTH 6¾- and 9-in. BHAs.

The PowerDrive* rotary steerable drilling system drills smoother, less time cleaning hole and freeing stuck pipe—and faster time to production.

The PowerDrive rotary steerable system that allows continuous rotation while steaming.

The PowerDrive* rotary steerable drilling system drills smoother, higher penetration rate and continuous rotation, saving up to 5% more time than. Contact powerdive@slb.com to learn more.

The PowerDrive rotary steerable system allows continuous rotation while steaming.

The PowerDrive rotary steerable system drills smoother, less time cleaning hole and freeing stuck pipe—and faster time to production.

The PowerDrive rotary steerable system that allows continuous rotation while steaming.

The PowerDrive rotary steerable system drills smoother, higher penetration rate and continuous rotation, saving up to 5% more time than. Contact powerdive@slb.com to learn more.

*Mark of Schlumberger
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But Chretien admitted to being caught off guard when Bush raised the possibility of an alternative to the "over-the-top" and Alaska Highway proposals, assumed by observers to be LNG shipments from Alaska to Europe, Africa and the Middle East.

The present system, he said, is one in which the smaller business units centered around a group of assets in Alaska had responsibility both to executives outside Alaska and to the president of BP Exploration (Alaska). Marshall will report to Jack Golden, Group Vice President for Upstream for BP in North America.

Campbell retiring to British Columbia

"I've decided that after more than 32 years with BP the time has come to do something new," Campbell said. "We have lots of ideas, but no firm plans. Gabrielle and I will miss our many Alaska friends. We've grown to love this part of the world. We plan to return often."

Campbell and his wife, Gabrielle, will be moving to Gabrielle's hometown of Vancouver, British Columbia. Their two daughters, recent graduates of Service High School in Anchorage, will be in school in Vancouver.

Prior to his arrival in Alaska, Campbell was president of BP Exploration Colombia. He joined BP in 1969 after graduating from Glasgow University with an honors degree in geology. In his early career, he held geologist assignments in Libya, Singapore, London, Italy, Scotland and Turkey. Management assignments thereafter included assistant to the regional exploration manager for Africa and the Middle East, head of the Review Group for the Central North Sea, head of exploration for Southeast Asia and head of the Regional Appraisal Group for Europe, Africa and the Middle East.

Campbell, a petroleum engineer, has served on the boards of various educational and nonprofit organizations during their time in Alaska.◆
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The commission is reviewing "to make sure that they system is actually working," said a third idea coming up and I have never heard of it. So I said: "Wait a minute. We have already two (proposed) projects and if we had only one pipeline it’s easier than two."

Chretien wants to get Delta gas to market

There was a third idea coming up and I have never heard of it. So I said: "Wait a minute. We have already two (proposed) projects and if we had only one pipeline it’s easier than two."

Chretien left no question that his government is determined to get Delta gas to market "as quickly as possible," reinforce the concerns of the Northwest Territories government that if the Alaska Highway proceeds as a stand-alone pipeline from the North Slope, Delta gas could go out of the country.

He said gas "owned and managed" by Canadian aboriginals "should not have to wait years to get to market."

Northwest Territories Finance Minister Joe Handley was elated by Chretien's comments, saying it's now clear the prime minister endorses an all-Canadian line ahead of the Alaska Highway line.

"He's supporting a Mackenzie Valley pipeline. There's no other way of reading it. He's supporting the over-the-top option for Delta gas."

But Yukon premier Pat Duncan, a staunch ally of Alaska Gov. Tony Knowles, joining the Alaska Highway option, said she doesn't believe Chretien has played favorites. "I don't really think that into the prime minister's mind was the coastline at all," she said.

"The prime minister is very well aware of the Yukon and the Yukon's potential."

Scientists studying Canadian Beaufort Sea

Meanwhile, in a surprise move, welcomed by Northwest Territories Premier Stephen Kakfwi as further proof of government backing for the Mackenzie Valley, Canadian scientists are starting the first study in 20 years of Beaufort Sea ice conditions and the risks of placing a pipeline under the sea.

Canadian Coast Guard ship Nahidhik is scheduled to sail July 30 and spend three weeks in waters between Herschel Island, near the Alaska-Northwest Territories border, and Tuktoyaktuk, on the eastern side of the Mackenzie Delta.

A spokesman for the federal Department of Fisheries and Oceans said the environmental studies are prompted by a surge of interest in the impact of climate change and the prospect of oil and gas development in the Arctic.

He said the summer studies will be the first in a multi-year undertaking, but not enough data should be available by spring 2002.

Before engineers can design an underwater pipeline, sign of Canadian government support for the Mackenzie Valley pipeline.

"They're checking it out, is my sense," he told the Canadian Press news agency. "They don't want to look like they're committed, but they're very interested in supporting a Mackenzie Valley route."

—Gary Park

continued from page A25
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"If the message is the state could be doing more — that's fine. But to suggest that some operators in the way that they do their job have compromised — that is completely untruthful," Taylor said.

Taylor said that in any industry, "the onus is on management to get it right. If there are any other concerns by members of the public out there we would invite them to let us know — if we don't have the information, it would certainly be helpful to have that provided to us. And the commission has acted in the past on the basis of information provided to us by employees," she said.

The Wall Street Journal article said that following a BP employee told the reporter that BP had done maintenance on some valves before a test and taken a well out of production so that it wouldn't be counted in an upcoming test.

Commissioner Heusser said it is in the companies' interest to do maintenance, because a test failure in a valve is recorded — even if the problem is immediately fixed. If there is a 10 percent failure on a pad, then the company would have to do another test from every six months to every 90 days.

But, more importantly, she said, if a surface safety valve cannot be fixed within 24 hours, it must be shut in. The trans-Alaska pipeline is not running full, Heusser noted: Companies need to keep wells operating to keep oil flowing.

And if there are any other concerns by members of the public out there we would invite them to let us know — if we don't have the information, it would certainly be helpful to have that provided to us. And the commission has acted in the past on the basis of information provided to us by employees," she said.

The Wall Street Journal article said that following a BP employee told the reporter that BP had done maintenance on some valves before a test and taken a well out of production so that it wouldn't be counted in an upcoming test.

Commissioner Heusser said it is in the companies' interest to do maintenance, because a test failure in a valve is recorded — even if the problem is immediately fixed. If there is a 10 percent failure on a pad, then the company would have to do another test from every six months to every 90 days.

But, more importantly, she said, if a surface safety valve cannot be fixed within 24 hours, it must be shut in. The trans-Alaska pipeline is not running full, Heusser noted: Companies need to keep wells operating to keep oil flowing.

And if there are any other concerns by members of the public out there we would invite them to let us know — if we don't have the information, it would certainly be helpful to have that provided to us. And the commission has acted in the past on the basis of information provided to us by employees," she said.

The Wall Street Journal article said that following a BP employee told the reporter that BP had done maintenance on some valves before a test and taken a well out of production so that it wouldn't be counted in an upcoming test.

Commissioner Heusser said it is in the companies' interest to do maintenance, because a test failure in a valve is recorded — even if the problem is immediately fixed. If there is a 10 percent failure on a pad, then the company would have to do another test from every six months to every 90 days.

But, more importantly, she said, if a surface safety valve cannot be fixed within 24 hours, it must be shut in. The trans-Alaska pipeline is not running full, Heusser noted: Companies need to keep wells operating to keep oil flowing.

And if there are any other concerns by members of the public out there we would invite them to let us know — if we don't have the information, it would certainly be helpful to have that provided to us. And the commission has acted in the past on the basis of information provided to us by employees," she said.

The Wall Street Journal article said that following a BP employee told the reporter that BP had done maintenance on some valves before a test and taken a well out of production so that it wouldn't be counted in an upcoming test.

Commissioner Heusser said it is in the companies' interest to do maintenance, because a test failure in a valve is recorded — even if the problem is immediately fixed. If there is a 10 percent failure on a pad, then the company would have to do another test from every six months to every 90 days.

But, more importantly, she said, if a surface safety valve cannot be fixed within 24 hours, it must be shut in. The trans-Alaska pipeline is not running full, Heusser noted: Companies need to keep wells operating to keep oil flowing.

And if there are any other concerns by members of the public out there we would invite them to let us know — if we don't have the information, it would certainly be helpful to have that provided to us. And the commission has acted in the past on the basis of information provided to us by employees," she said.

The Wall Street Journal article said that following a BP employee told the reporter that BP had done maintenance on some valves before a test and taken a well out of production so that it wouldn't be counted in an upcoming test.

Commissioner Heusser said it is in the companies' interest to do maintenance, because a test failure in a valve is recorded — even if the problem is immediately fixed. If there is a 10 percent failure on a pad, then the company would have to do another test from every six months to every 90 days.

But, more importantly, she said, if a surface safety valve cannot be fixed within 24 hours, it must be shut in. The trans-Alaska pipeline is not running full, Heusser noted: Companies need to keep wells operating to keep oil flowing.

And if there are any other concerns by members of the public out there we would invite them to let us know — if we don't have the information, it would certainly be helpful to have that provided to us. And the commission has acted in the past on the basis of information provided to us by employees," she said.

The Wall Street Journal article said that following a BP employee told the reporter that BP had done maintenance on some valves before a test and taken a well out of production so that it wouldn't be counted in an upcoming test.

Commissioner Heusser said it is in the companies' interest to do maintenance, because a test failure in a valve is recorded — even if the problem is immediately fixed. If there is a 10 percent failure on a pad, then the company would have to do another test from every six months to every 90 days.

But, more importantly, she said, if a surface safety valve cannot be fixed within 24 hours, it must be shut in. The trans-Alaska pipeline is not running full, Heusser noted: Companies need to keep wells operating to keep oil flowing.

And if there are any other concerns by members of the public out there we would invite them to let us know — if we don't have the information, it would certainly be helpful to have that provided to us. And the commission has acted in the past on the basis of information provided to us by employees," she said.
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to the north in which Danco and Allen have overriding royalty interests.

Lappi has also been working on technology to identify shallow gas prospects by aerial mapping so that rural communities in Alaska could find gas sources for local use. The state’s shallow gas leasing program is targeted for such use, with royalties set at 6.25 percent if gas is used in the immediate area and at the standard 12.5 percent otherwise.

State has drilled, run seismic

Tom Smith, a geologist now retired from the state Division of Oil and Gas, drove the coalbed methane program for the state in the early 1990s, and the state drilled a coalbed methane core hole near Wasilla using a U.S. Geological Survey rig and tested the coal seams for gas content.

The state’s program is now headed by Jim Clough of the Division of Geological and Geophysical Surveys in Fairbanks. The state has identified and done some work at three potential coalbed methane sites near communities where gas could be used and Clough said in the division’s June newsletter that DGGS and the Kansas Geological Survey ran a high-resolution shallow reflection seismic survey at Fort Yukon in April to determine the extent and thickness of the coals, a study funded by the state and the U.S. Department of Energy.

Clough said the next step is to drill and test coalbed methane resources. The state has identified three “highly prospective” coalbed methane basins: on the western North Slope near Wainwright; on the Alaska Peninsula near Chignik Bay; and at Fort Yukon. Two wells are proposed for each site and Clough said the division is working with the Department of Energy’s Los Alamos National Laboratory to fund development of coiled-tubing micro-hole drilling technology to reduce coalbed drilling costs.

Applications accepted in 2000

Private development is fostered by the state’s shallow gas lease program. The state accepted the first applications for the non-competitive, first-come-first-served leasing program in early 2000, when the Division of Oil and Gas received 263 lease applications for areas across the state. As of early May this year, the state had received additional applications, bringing the total to more than 300.

Four leases northwest of Red Dog — only four tracts received applications in that part of the state — were issued to Cominco Alaska Inc. last year.

In Interior Alaska — Nenana, Fairbanks, Big Delta — the state received 100 applications. The division’s Pirtle Bates said in early May that four of those applications were in areas where there was no state land.

Of the 96 award notices mailed in early May, Haynes said 27 of the leases were forfeited because the applicants did not respond within 30 days. Sixty-five leases were issued, he said, and four are pending as a result of a problem with forwarding of mail.

The 162 Cook Inlet applications are still being adjudicated. The majority are in the Matanuska-Susitna area, Bates said, with a few on the Kenai Peninsula. Those areas have the most complicated land status, but Haynes said the division hopes to have work on those applications done by September. ◆
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Cominco to develop shallow gas leases north of Red Dog mine

Company proposes two gravel drill pads to be built this year, two shallow gas exploration wells for next summer

By Kristen Nelson
PNA Editor-in-Chief

Cominco Alaska Inc. has begun the permitting process to develop the four shallow gas leases, 23,040 acres, it was issued by the state in November.

The leases, in the Wulik Basin in northwest Alaska, were the first issued by the state under its new non-competitive shallow gas leasing program. Cominco proposes to construct two gravel drill pads connected by one mile of primitive road on the leases, some 10 miles north of the Red Dog Zinc Mine in Northwest Alaska.

The construction of the pads and road would take place before freeze up, 2001. Drilling, which is not included in this permit application, would be done in 2002.

“The ultimate objective of the overall exploration program is to demonstrate the presence and recoverability of shale gas reserves underlying these leases to justify development of a natural gas supply for Cominco’s Red Dog Zinc Mine, see COMINCO page B25.

State taps into online market to promote North Slope lease sales

In an effort to reach oil and gas companies worldwide, the Division of Oil and Gas is advertising upcoming sales on IndigoPool.com

By Kay Cashman
PNA Publisher

Jim Hansen, the man in charge of the state’s oil and gas lease sales, is testing online advertising to reach companies not on the Division of Oil and Gas’ mailing list.

The division has signed a deal with IndigoPool.com, a Schlumberger company based in Houston, to advertise the state’s Oct. 24 North Slope and Beaufort Sea area-wide lease sales.

“We are still doing mail-outs and everything else we usually do to advertise a sale. This is something added to reach more people in the industry,” Hansen told PNA July 23.

“We’ll put it on our web site and some can look at it but IndigoPool is sending our message out to companies around the world that are not on our mailing list,” he said.

IndigoPool has 673 companies in more than 100 countries registered as users who pay an annual fee per business unit to review oil and gas property listings.

see ONLINE page B2

BP has review team looking at Prudhoe Bay maintenance

Company insulating a component of the surface safety valves which has been failing in recent winter tests

By Kristen Nelson
PNA Editor-in-Chief

BP Exploration (Alaska) Inc. employees have raised concerns about maintenance at Prudhoe Bay — with the company and with outside groups — and BP has established a review team to take a look at what is going on.

Neil McCleary, BP Exploration (Alaska)’s greater Prudhoe Bay business unit leader, told PNA July 17 that the review team is expected to take six to seven weeks to look at Prudhoe Bay maintenance issues.

The review team is headed by Chris Phillips, head of BP’s Shared Services Technical organization in Alaska, and started work the second week of July. McCleary said the review process will include conversations with employees, reviewing documents and data and looking at facilities in the field.

BP Exploration (Alaska) Inc. employees have raised concerns about maintenance at Prudhoe Bay — with the company and with outside groups — and BP has established a review team to take a look at what is going on.

Neil McCleary, BP Exploration (Alaska)’s greater Prudhoe Bay business unit leader, told PNA July 17 that the review team is expected to take six to seven weeks to look at Prudhoe Bay maintenance issues.

The review team is headed by Chris Phillips, head of BP’s Shared Services Technical organization in Alaska, and started work the second week of July. McCleary said the review process will include conversations with employees, reviewing documents and data and looking at facilities in the field.

Chris Phillips has been a BP employee in Alaska for about 20 years. McCleary said, has held a variety of jobs and knows Prudhoe very, very well.

see REVIEW page B26

Servs vessels commended by U.S. Coast Guard after near-collision with fishing boat

The Polar Endeavour sailed into the Port of Valdez July 11 where it took on its first shipment of North Slope crude oil.

On July 11, the first of five millennium class, double-hulled tankers, sailed into the Port of Valdez where it loaded its first shipment of Alaska North Slope crude: The Polar Endeavour is operated by Polar Tankers of Long Beach, Calif., a subsidiary of Phillips Petroleum Co.

The millennium class tankers carry a price tag of $200 million each and are the first crude tankers operating under the U.S. flag that combine double hulls, independent engine rooms, redundant propulsion and twin-steering systems, a separate bow thruster and state of the art navigation systems, Phillips said in a statement.

Four more millennium class tankers, weighing in at 125,000-deadweight tons each, are under construction at Northrop Grumman Litton Avondale Industries in New Orleans. The second tanker, the Polar Resolution, will be delivered in 2002.

Built specifically for the transport of Alaska crude from the Polar Endeavour, the four are under construction at Northrop Grumman Litton Avondale Industries in New Orleans.

The first to sail, the Polar Endeavour, will be delivered in 2002.

The Polaris Resolution is the second tanker, scheduled for delivery in 2002.

The third tanker, the Polar Resolution, is under construction and will be delivered in 2003.

The fourth tanker, the Polar Polar, is also under construction and will be delivered in 2003.

The Polar Endeavour is the first of its kind, the first to carry Alaska crude oil.

The Polaris Endeavour is the second tanker to be delivered, this year.

The Polaris Resolution is the third tanker to be delivered, next year.

The Polaris Polar is the fourth tanker to be delivered, 2003.

The Polar Endeavour is the first to sail, July 11.

The Polaris Resolution is the second to sail, July 12.

The Polaris Polar is the third to sail, July 13.

The Polaris Endeavour is the fourth to sail, July 14.

The Polaris Polar is the fifth to sail, July 15.

The Polaris Resolution is the sixth to sail, July 16.

The Polaris Polar is the seventh to sail, July 17.

The Polaris Endeavour is the eighth to sail, July 18.

The Polaris Polar is the ninth to sail, July 19.

The Polaris Resolution is the tenth to sail, July 20.

The Polaris Polar is the eleventh to sail, July 21.

The Polaris Resolution is the twelfth to sail, July 22.

The Polaris Polar is the thirteenth to sail, July 23.

The Polaris Resolution is the fourteenth to sail, July 24.

The Polaris Polar is the fifteenth to sail, July 25.

The Polaris Resolution is the sixteenth to sail, July 26.

The Polaris Polar is the seventeenth to sail, July 27.

The Polaris Resolution is the eighteenth to sail, July 28.

The Polaris Polar is the nineteenth to sail, July 29.

The Polaris Resolution is the twentieth to sail, July 30.

The Polaris Polar is the twenty-first to sail, August 1.

The Polaris Resolution is the twenty-second to sail, August 2.

The Polaris Polar is the twenty-third to sail, August 3.

The Polaris Resolution is the twenty-fourth to sail, August 4.

The Polaris Polar is the twenty-fifth to sail, August 5.

The Polaris Resolution is the twenty-sixth to sail, August 6.

The Polaris Polar is the twenty-seventh to sail, August 7.

The Polaris Resolution is the twenty-eighth to sail, August 8.

The Polaris Polar is the twenty-ninth to sail, August 9.

The Polaris Resolution is the thirtieth to sail, August 10.

The Polaris Polar is the thirty-first to sail, August 11.

The Polaris Resolution is the thirty-second to sail, August 12.

The Polaris Polar is the thirty-third to sail, August 13.

The Polaris Resolution is the thirty-fourth to sail, August 14.

The Polaris Polar is the thirty-fifth to sail, August 15.

The Polaris Resolution is the thirty-sixth to sail, August 16.

The Polaris Polar is the thirty-seventh to sail, August 17.

The Polaris Resolution is the thirty-eighth to sail, August 18.

The Polaris Polar is the thirty-ninth to sail, August 19.

The Polaris Resolution is the forty-first to sail, August 20.

The Polaris Polar is the fortieth to sail, August 21.

The Polaris Resolution is the forty-second to sail, August 22.

The Polaris Polar is the forty-first to sail, August 23.

The Polaris Resolution is the forty-third to sail, August 24.

The Polaris Polar is the forty-second to sail, August 25.

The Polaris Resolution is the forty-fourth to sail, August 26.

The Polaris Polar is the forty-first to sail, August 27.

The Polaris Resolution is the forty-fifth to sail, August 28.

The Polaris Polar is the forty-third to sail, August 29.

The Polaris Resolution is the forty-sixth to sail, August 30.

The Polaris Polar is the forty-second to sail, September 1.

The Polaris Resolution is the forty-seventh to sail, September 2.

The Polaris Polar is the forty-third to sail, September 3.

The Polaris Resolution is the forty-eighth to sail, September 4.

The Polaris Polar is the forty-fourth to sail, September 5.

The Polaris Resolution is the forty-ninth to sail, September 6.

The Polaris Polar is the forty-fifth to sail, September 7.

The Polaris Resolution is the fiftieth to sail, September 8.

The Polaris Polar is the forty-sixth to sail, September 9.

The Polaris Resolution is the fifty-first to sail, September 10.

The Polaris Polar is the forty-second to sail, September 11.

The Polaris Resolution is the fifty-second to sail, September 12.

The Polaris Polar is the forty-third to sail, September 13.

The Polaris Resolution is the fifty-third to sail, September 14.

The Polaris Polar is the forty-fourth to sail, September 15.

The Polaris Resolution is the fifty-fourth to sail, September 16.

The Polaris Polar is the forty-fifth to sail, September 17.

The Polaris Resolution is the fifty-fifth to sail, September 18.

The Polaris Polar is the forty-sixth to sail, September 19.

The Polaris Resolution is the fifty-sixth to sail, September 20.

The Polaris Polar is the forty-seventh to sail, September 21.

The Polaris Resolution is the fifty-seventh to sail, September 22.

The Polaris Polar is the forty-ninth to sail, September 23.

The Polaris Resolution is the fifty-eighth to sail, September 24.

The Polaris Polar is the forty-eighth to sail, September 25.

The Polaris Resolution is the fifty-ninth to sail, September 26.

The Polaris Polar is the forty-ninth to sail, September 27.

The Polaris Resolution is the sixtieth to sail, September 28.
The company also sends periodic electronic mailings about available oil and gas properties and lease sales to a targeted list of oil and gas professionals from around the world.

IndigoPool executive Vivek Chandra told PNA July 23 that the emails contain a link to the company’s web site where executive summaries are available on the various lease sales and properties. “You have to be a subscriber, a registered user, to see a lot of details,” he said. “The most sensitive data is behind the wall.”

But because the state’s seismic and other technical data is “public domain,” Chandra said most of its information will available to all viewers. Named by Forbes magazine last summer as one of the leading B2B web sites for the energy industry, IndigoPool.com offers a live online data room. Interested parties can obtain all of the detailed asset information available in a physical data room, such as reserves land records, field data, maps, engineering, geologic studies and well files.

Chandra said that the firm’s technology allows users to browse and select large data sets quickly in a controlled, secure environment. Information can be searched by data type or within a specific area using interactive GIS maps. An interactive log viewer allows users to view and manipulate log data.

Alaska, Hansen said, is IndigoPool’s first US state customer. “We have represented ten national governments around the world to promote their oil and gas lease rounds. Since going on-line in April 2000, our company has advertised oil and gas properties and lease sales with a cumulative value exceeding $5 billion,” Chandra said. Why has IndigoPool.com survived and, according to Chandra, thrived? “Most of our success is because of our neutrality,” he said. “Also, because we are a global web site with global usage. And our technology and security is far superior to anyone else. We have a large number of professional developers with industry experience working on developing and improving software. We are continuously increasing the functionality of the site since our initial release in April 2000.”

Hansen said the state did a test run with IndigoPool.com this past spring when it advertised for competitive bids for the Nenana basin exploration license proposal. “We were on their site for a month. We didn’t receive any other competing bids but we did generate some interest from the site,” Hansen said. The state had not expected any competing bids but we did generate some interest from the site, the state’s natural resources and the Coast Guard is pleased to have played a role in bringing this to fruition,” Rear Adm. Thomas J. Barrett, commander, 17th Coast Guard district, said in a written statement. The new tankers are designed to isolate all cargo, fuel and lubricating oils from the ship’s side by ballast tanks or void spaces.

The Polar Endeavour and her four sister vessels are 894.7 feet long by 151.6 feet wide by 86.29 feet deep. The tankers are powered by twin 15,000 BHP, slow speed diesel engines. The ships have a 3000 HP bow thruster. Their design speed is 16.5 knots loaded and 17.5 knots in ballast.

The carriers hold just over 1 million barrels of oil at full capacity.

Editor’s note: See the C section of this issue for more photos of the Polar Endeavour.
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Marathon’s Barnes sees technology-driven opportunities in Cook Inlet basin

Propects drilled for oil in the 1960s reentered for gas as companies look at gasline on southern Kenai Peninsula

By Kristen Nelson
PNA Editor-in-Chief

Marathon Oil Co. is putting one new gas field into production, with gas slated to begin flowing this fall. The company’s 1996 exploration well and permitting a second exploration well in an area where the company drilled late last year.

The new gas field — Wolf Lake — will be produced by Marathon’s Alaska region manager, John Barnes, who told PNA June 27 that Marathon is working on production facilities at Wolf Lake.

“The pipeline’s in. It’s just a matter of getting everything hooked up and commissioned,” he said.

Wolf Lake will be the newest Marathon-operated gas field on the Kenai Peninsula, where the company operates the Beaver Creek, Cannon Loop, Falls Creek (shut-in), Kenai and Sterling gas fields.

Marathon is installing primary separation and control equipment at the Wolf Lake well site, Barnes said. “The gas will go to the Beaver Creek field for ultimate processing and transportation.”

“We’re not asking anyone for help in picking a location,” — John Barnes, Marathon Oil

Unocal looking for more gas in Cook Inlet

Company doubles budget for Alaska, increasing Cook Inlet oil and gas investments, also taking strong acreage position in North Slope foothills

By Kristen Nelson
PNA Editor-in-Chief

Unocal is growing its Alaska business. The company has more than doubled its budget in the state for 2001, to $75 million from $34 million in 2000, and will be looking for additional growth opportunities in the future, says Charles Pierce, vice president of Unocal Alaska.

In Cook Inlet, some $30 million is for oil projects and $15 million for gas. An additional $10 million will be spent on Kenai gas exploration and some $18 million on North Slope interests operated by others. Unocal also spent $3 million on foothills leases.

“We’re looking to grow the business,” Pierce told PNA in a June 30 interview, and the current oil price “makes it very attractive, especially the Cook Inlet investments and the North Slope investment.”

“I’m really excited about the gas projects — both the Kenai gas project and the foothills gas project. I think a big part of the future of our business here is going to be gas poisoned.” — Chuck Pierce, Unocal Alaska

Unocal’s 2002 budget will be a similar size, although where the money goes may be different.

“If that’s sort of based on oil prices staying where they’re at,” he said.

If prices do stay where they are, Unocal may try to find some more projects — put another $10 million or $20 million into Cook Inlet oil projects.

“And that would be fairly substantial for us to have a $50 million program in Cook Inlet.” Pierce said.

 (_, see UNOCAL page B4)

Companies spar over well south of Ninilchik

Unocal says well needed to prove up gas reserves; Marathon says location selection should await results from Unocal’s new seismic survey

By Kristen Nelson
PNA Editor-in-Chief

Unocal Alaska Resources and Marathon Oil Co. are sparring over the location of a gas exploration well Unocal wants to drill on the Kenai Peninsula. Because Unocal wants to drill closer than 1,500 feet to a property line, it needs a spacing exception from the Alaska Oil and Gas Conservation Commission. Unocal applied for the exception for the 1 Albright well at the south Ninilchik drilling pad.

“We’re not asking anyone for help in picking a location.” — Kevin Tabler, Unocal

Unocal’s goal, Tabler said, is to certify “new and sufficient reserves” to support a gas pipeline south to Homer.

Homer, Homer Electric and Enstar have signed a memorandum of understanding for the gas pipeline, and Unocal’s role in the agreement, he said, is to prove up enough gas reserves to justify financing for the pipeline.

Tabler said it is Unocal’s hope that Marathon will soon join the gas pipeline project, but he said that while the companies were able to reach agreement on a drilling location in an area to the north for similar objectives, they disagreed on structural interpretations in this area and were unable to reach an agreement to drill this well jointly.

Tabler said that Unocal believes that drilling locations proposed by Marathon would result in a well

Matter under advisement

The commission held a hearing June 28, heard from both companies and took the matter under advisement. Commissioner Dan Seamount recused himself from the hearing because he has worked for both Marathon and Unocal, and was involved in work for Unocal on the Ninilchik prospect where the proposed well is located. Kevin Tabler, Unocal Alaska’s manager of land and government affairs, said Unocal had no concern about Seamount participating, but attorney Tom Amodio, representing Marathon, said Marathon was concerned because Seamount might have knowledge of the prospect which is not in the public record which could affect the commission’s decision.

Seamount holds Unocal stock, but Commission Chair Cammy Taylor ruled that Seamount’s participation would not violate the state’s ethics act because any decision the commission made would have an insignificant financial impact on his holdings. Taylor said there was no concern about Seamount’s ability to make a fair and impartial decision, but because the issues were severe, she said, the commission was erring on the side of caution and Seamount would not participate in this decision.

Unocal wants to identify more reserves

Tabler told the commission that Unocal’s proposed location is the best available on 100 percent Unocal acreage to evaluate proposed objectives and said areas

We’re not the applicant. I don’t see where we have to make the case.” — Tom Amadio, attorney for Marathon

farther from the property line are unsuitable for several reasons: because they are wetlands, because other property owners will not cooperate, because there are access problems or because a well drilled lower on the structure would only confirm a well drilled in the 1960s, and not identify new reserves.

Unocal’s goal, Tabler said, is to certify “new and sufficient reserves” to support a gas pipeline south to Homer.

Homer, Homer Electric and Enstar have signed a memorandum of understanding for the gas pipeline, and Unocal’s role in the agreement, he said, is to prove up enough gas reserves to justify financing for the pipeline.

Tabler said it is Unocal’s hope that Marathon will soon join the gas pipeline project, but he said that while the companies were able to reach agreement on a drilling location in an area to the north for similar objectives, they disagreed on structural interpretations in this area and were unable to reach an agreement to drill this well jointly.

Tabler said that Unocal believes that drilling locations proposed by Marathon would result in a well
Pierce said it’s a challenge for the industry, not just Unocal, to find enough experienced people in Alaska to try to grow the industry here.

When the oil price drops, he said, the high-cost environment makes Alaska projects more difficult. Offshore facilities — such as the company’s platforms in Cook Inlet — are more expensive anywhere because of the logistics, “and we also have older facilities that require maintenance,” he said.

Human resources are also a concern. Unocal Alaska has 316 employees: 65 in Anchorage, 44 in Kenai and 207 on offshore and onshore facilities (platforms, Trading Bay and Swanson River). Pierce said the average age of Unocal Alaska’s offshore employees is 45. “So we are coming up on some retirements and the North Slope has got a similar type of demographic,” he said.

“The environmental policies are very rigorous and those are challenges. But challenges in Alaska. The environmental policies are very rigorous and those are challenges. But challenges in Alaska.

“The environmental policies are very rigorous and those are challenges. But challenges in Alaska.

The environmental policies are very rigorous and those are challenges. But challenges in Alaska.

The environmental policies are very rigorous and those are challenges. But challenges in Alaska.

The environmental policies are very rigorous and those are challenges. But challenges in Alaska.
how to schedule additional activities,” Barnes said.

And there are other opportunities in the Wolf Lake area, including the Mosquito Lake prospect which was included in the EIS.

Development drilling at Kenai gas field

Barnes said Marathon has had an active development drilling program, including a well at Beaver Creek and an ongoing work over program in the Kenai gas field.

“I guess probably the most notable thing at Kenai would be the Excape completions — we’ve completed half of the first well and we’re very pleased with the results. We’re looking at completing the remainder of that well and a second Excape well before the end of summer.”

The Excape completion technology was developed specifically for the Kenai gas field and the Beluga formation. Marathon has also designed and purchased a truck-mounted rig, the Glacier 1, specifically built for work on the Kenai Peninsula.

Barnes said this new technology — doing things differently than they were done 20 years ago, is crucial.

“I remain convinced that there are opportunities in the inlet, both on the exploration and the development side. It will all be driven on technology.”

Current exploration work

Marathon drilled the 1 Grassim Oskolkoff at Ninilchik late last year and results on that exploration well have not been released, Barnes said. Marathon has begun permitting a second well at the prospect.

Marathon is also working over a shut-in well at Falls Creek.

Falls Creek is south of Clam Gulch. The discovery well was drilled by Chevron in 1961 and has been suspended since.

“It still is a shut-in field,” Barnes said. “There’s a well there; we’re working it over.”

Falls Creek is not served by a pipeline and Barnes said Marathon has been looking at pipeline possibilities in the area. There is also, he said, a consortium looking at a pipeline (Homer Electric Association, Enstar and Unocal).

“So there are a couple of proposals out there on a pipeline. But ultimately,” he said, “only one pipeline will be built.”

The first step is to find out how much gas there is: “As with most developments of that sort, your focus is trying to understand your resource base to make your pipeline decision. And that’s what you’re seeing going on there now and probably for some period of time to come,” he said.

Revisiting old data

Barnes said that the Falls Creek well was drilled as part of early wildcat exploration on the Kenai, looking for deep oil. When oil wasn’t found, the companies didn’t pursue the prospects. But the information remained.

And now, he said, “you go back, you look at your data again more closely and maybe find some more gas, similar to what we did at Wolf Lake.”

There are different types of exploration, Barnes said: “You go out and you do seismic where no one else has drilled — rank wildcat exploration. And then there’s the more exploitation-type work, where you’re working an existing database looking for new opportunities. While the Cook Inlet probably has both opportunities, Marathon’s current activities are focused on exploitation.”

Eventually, Barnes said, more wildcat exploration will probably be done in the area, but right now there’s a database that’s been accumulated of what’s in the Cook Inlet basin area, and that’s what Marathon is using to find gas prospects like Wolf Lake and Falls Creek.

continued from page B4

UNOCAL

Foothills also of gas interest

Long-term gas — from the North Slope — is also something Unocal is pursuing. The company took 18 tracts in the state’s foothills oil and gas lease sale. The tracts are near the proposed highway gasline route, Pierce said, and in addition to gas prospects, some of the tracts have oil prospects.

Unocal will do more geologic work and evaluation in the area. “We haven’t committed to a drilling program yet or a seismic program,” Pierce said. Any oil discoveries could be developed now, but gas development couldn’t happen until a gas pipeline is built.

There is a lot of information available on the foothills tracts and seismic has been shot in the area. Unocal is looking at seismic it might purchase, and also considering whether it wants to shoot its own seismic. That decision, he said, has not yet been made.

continued from page B3

MARATHON

Fossil fuels also of gas interest

Long-term gas — from the North Slope — is also something Unocal is pursuing. The company took 18 tracts in the state’s foothills oil and gas lease sale. The tracts are near the proposed highway gasline route, Pierce said, and in addition to gas prospects, some of the tracts have oil prospects.

Unocal will do more geologic work and evaluation in the area. “We haven’t committed to a drilling program yet or a seismic program,” Pierce said. Any oil discoveries could be developed now, but gas development couldn’t happen until a gas pipeline is built.

There is a lot of information available on the foothills tracts and seismic has been shot in the area. Unocal is looking at seismic it might purchase, and also considering whether it wants to shoot its own seismic. That decision, he said, has not yet been made.
The U.S. Environmental Protection Agency is conducting a criminal investiga-
tion into an oil leak that soiled a Nikiski beach in May and has been linked to oil
sheens in Cook Inlet, according to state and federal environmental agencies.

The EPA received help from the FBI to seize documents from Cross Timbers
Operating, which runs a facility that separates inlet crude oil from sea water.

“I don’t think it’s a secret that criminal investigators have been there. They col-
lected records,” said Cindi Godsey, an EPA permit writer in Anchorage.

Cross Timbers produces Cook Inlet crude, which comes out of the ground
mixed with water and contaminants and must be processed.

A federal permit allows the company to pump treated waste water from
that process back into the inlet through an eight-inch pipeline. The line runs down
a ravine before dropping below the sandy beach and running to an outfall in Cook
Inlet.

In May, crews trying to find the cause of two plumes of oil bubbling to the
Inlet’s surface stumbled onto oil in the ravine near a hole in the Cross Timbers
pipe.

Oil samples from the beach matched samples skimmed from the inlet, accord-
ing to chemical analysis done by the Coast Guard.

Inlet oil similar

Cross Timbers officials say the test results are not conclusive. All the inlet oil
would show similar characteristics, said Doug Marshall, the company’s production
superintendent.

“Marshall described the criminal investigation as a surprise. “We couldn’t think of any basis for an investigation because we think we com-
plied with all applicable regulations, and we will continue to do so,” he said. “We
did have that small hole in our outfall line, but that hole is not what caused the
sheens in Cook Inlet.”

Cross Timbers did a quick initial cleanup when the hole was found, but the
state Department of Environmental Conservation wants the company to dig up soil
where the pipe goes underground for additional testing this summer.

Regulators want to know whether there are more holes in the pipe, said state
spill coordinator Leslie Pearson.

—The Associated Press

---

Compensatory royalty agreement
signed for West Forelands

A compensatory royalty agreement was signed in April for the 1 West Foreland
gas well on the west side of Cook Inlet, allowing Forest Oil Corp. to begin pro-
ducing gas for fuel at the nearby West McArthur River field.

The parties — state and federal landlords for adjacent leases — continue to dis-
agree on whether or not enough information exists to make a final allocation deci-
sion. The U.S. Bureau of Land Management, the Alaska Department of Natural
Resources and Forcenergy Inc. (now Forest Oil) had been negotiating for some
time last July, when the Alaska Oil and Gas Conservation Commission ruled that
the company could produce gas from the 1 West Foreland well prior to negotiat-
ing a compensatory royalty agreement as long as the company escrowed royalties
until an agreement is reached.

The agreement signed in April provides for a final allocation after two years of
production. The combined royalty rate, for state, federal and overriding royalties,
is 17.5 percent. For the federal tract, 9.42 percent of the royalties will go to Cook
Inlet Region Inc. and 5.8 percent to the federal government.

---

Companies have different data

Tabler said that Unocal had two-
dimensional seismic shot over the
prospect in May and hopes to have
results before drilling to help identify
where a fault is located. Unocal’s exis-
ting mapping of the prospect is based on
public well data and on older seismic
shot or purchased by Unocal.

Marathon asked for more detail on
why Unocal believes this is the only
place to drill and David Brimberry of
Marathon told the commission that
Marathon’s seismic may be better than
what Unocal has. “Our interpretations
do differ,” he said. Brimberry said
Marathon believes the Tyonek sands
encountered in the Mobil Ninilchik
well are similar in extent to Kenai gas
field sands 40 miles to the north, from
600 acres to as much as 1,200 acres, so
a Unocal well at the proposed location
would draw gas from leases in the sec-
tion to the north, encroaching on
Marathon’s correlative rights.

Amodio told the commission that
Marathon may need to present data, but
he said Marathon didn’t want to present
proprietary data when Unocal had not
done so. He said Marathon does not
believe that Unocal has made its case.

“We’re not the applicant. I don’t see
where we have to make the case,”
Amodio said. He said Marathon
believes the commission should defer
its decision until Unocal can present
data from its new seismic. He also said
that Marathon would not object to the
location of the well if it could never be
used for production.

“We’re not asking anyone for help
in picking a location,” Tabler said, and
are not asking for money to drill the
well. There could be allocation issues,
he said, and those would be addressed
when there is production. He rejected
Marathon’s suggestion that Unocal drill
the well as an expendable exploration
well.

The commission accepted maps
which Unocal used in its presentation
to evidence and said it would take the
matter under advisement.

---
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EXPLORATION & PRODUCTION

Marathon applies for 25,167-acre unit at Ninilchik

Marathon Oil Co. has applied to the state Department of Natural Resources Division of Oil and Gas for approval of the Ninilchik unit onshore and offshore the Kenai Peninsula between Clam Gulch and Ninilchik. The small Falls Creek unit is within the proposed Ninilchik unit just south of Ninilchik. The proposed unit covers approximately 25,167 acres of which approximately 19,419 acres are state of Alaska lands, the majority of which appear to be offshore.

The unit also includes federal, university and fee lands. Fee mineral owners were offered the opportunity to participate in the unit by paying a proportionate share of unit costs in advance or they could execute an oil and gas lease to Marathon for a bonus of $45 per net mineral acre plus a share of any future royalties if their mineral acres were included in a participating area.

Marathon would be the operator. Marathon and Unocal between them account for 85 percent of the working interest ownership in the proposed unit. The majority of the state leases are owned 60 percent by Marathon and 40 percent by Unocal; Phillips also has a small acreage position.

Testing, work over proposed for 2001

Marathon said immediate exploration plans include processing of two-dimensional seismic lines acquired over the southern end of the structure and along the crest of the structure in May. The lines were designed to image the southern end of the Ninilchik anticline and the anticline south of the Falls Creek fault block. Also in 2001, a work over is planned at the Socal Falls Creek 1. That well is then expected to be ready for recompletion when production sales begin.

Marathon’s 1 Grassim Oskolkoff well will be production tested to identify gas potential and permitting done for the 2 Grassim Oskolkoff, which will be drilled next year. The 2 Grassim Oskolkoff will be a southern offset to the 1 Grassim Oskolkoff and Marathon said the profile of the well will be designed to get the most favorable positions for all prospective Tyonek reservoirs within the limitations of drilling and completion mechanics.

A 2002 work over is planned at the 1 Union Ninilchik well. Marathon said the plan was to reenter the well and establish sustainable completions in the Tyonek reservoir.

The Clam Gulch block will be drilled in 2004. This well will be on the northern fault block of the Ninilchik anticline and will further delineate gas potential across the structure’s north to south extent. Marathon said the targets in this fault block include Tyonek and Sterling reservoirs.

---Kristen Nelson

SAFETY & ENVIRONMENT

Towing exercise carried out in Cook Inlet

The Cook Inlet Regional Citizens Advisory Council reports that Tesoro Alaska and Cook Inlet Spill Prevention and Response Inc. carried out a successful tanker towing exercise in Cook Inlet July 6.

The Cook Inlet RCAC said the towing procedure involved Tesoro’s double hull tanker, Cape Lookout Shoals, and the Cook Inlet Spill Prevention and Response vessel, Seabulk Montana and was the first time either vessel has been involved in a towing exercise in Cook Inlet. The general purpose of the exercise was to practice and improve techniques used to rescue a disabled tanker in Cook Inlet.

Goals of the exercise were to gather information that can be used to improve emergency towing procedures for Tesoro-chartered vessels in Cook Inlet, provide Cook Inlet Spill Prevention and Response assist vessel operators and tanker personnel practical experience in emergency towing operations with a loaded tanker, gain practical experience about assist vessel and tanker towing equipment and arrangements, and practice specific techniques for tanker rescue with tow line.

The Cook Inlet RCAC said the exercise took place in the early evening under favorable conditions. Southeast of Kalgin Island, the Cape Lookout Shoals stopped its main engine and deployed its emergency towing line off the bow. The line was picked up by the crew on board the Seabulk Montana and connected to the towing wire of the response vessel. Once the connections were secured, the Seabulk Montana began towing the tanker, which was carrying 250,000 barrels of oil.

The goal was to change the tanker’s course in 90 degree increments, to 180 degrees. The exercise was also designed to demonstrate the Seabulk Montana’s ability to tow the tanker into the current. Following approximately 15 minutes of towing, the tanker was towed back to its original heading and the lines were released. The exercise was observed by representatives from the Coast Guard and Cook Inlet RCAC.

---Petroleum News • Alaska
SAN FRANCISCO

California oil refineries exempt from rolling blackouts

Rolling blackouts will no longer be a threat to the oil refineries that produce more than a third of California’s gasoline.

State power regulators voted in late June to exempt the refineries and associated pipelines from the outages, ensuring a stable fuel supply and helping to keep gasoline prices from rising. The vote affects 13 refineries in Pacific Gas and Electric Co. and Southern California Edison territory.

Gov. Gray Davis has asked the Public Utilities Commission to minimize disruption of fossil fuel production this summer.

The California Energy Commission said rolling blackouts could cause refineries to lose up to one week of production, which could create gasoline shortages and boost prices at the pump during the height of the summer driving season.

Four oil refiners — Valero Energy, Tosco, Exxon Mobil and Equilon Enterprises — petitioned for blackout exemptions at their facilities that produce about one-fourth of the state’s refining capacity, about 2.3 million barrels a day.

The state’s largest refiner, San Francisco-based Chevron Corp., bypassed the PUC and told Davis it would stop production at its two California refineries if regulators and state lawmakers did not protect it from blackouts.

Chevron controls about 18 percent of the state’s refining capacity.

---

PHOENIX

Not to worry about $1 billion divestiture, Phillips says

Company will sell overlapping convenience, gasoline and other retail operations once Tosco acquisition as regulatory approval

By The Associated Press

How many Circle K convenience stores, Phillips 66 outlets and other retail operations must be sold and which ones have yet to be determined.

Phillips Petroleum Co. says.

But that the Bartlesville, Okla.-based refinery and marketer must divert itself of $1 billion in assets has been a part of the deal from the outset of Phillips’ plan to acquire Stamford, Conn.-based Tosco Corp., a Phillips spokeswoman told The Arizona Republic for a July 4 report.

The deal is pending regulatory approval.

The divestiture is to follow:

“Where we have overlap and where the market warrants, we’ll have a sale,” compa-

ny spokeswoman Kristi DesJarlais said this week. “We’re talking about Circle K, Phillips 66, any of the brands that will be under the Phillips umbrella.”

Concern that all 6,400 Tosco-owned Circle K stores were to be sold grew out of a report on the web site of Financial Times, a British business newspaper, and was heightened by Tosco’s announcement in late June that it was laying off 200 people.

---

TESORO

Teso to acquire two BP refineries and associated operations

Teso Petroleum Corp. said July 17 that it has reached agreement to acquire BP p.l.c.’s Mandan, N.D., and Salt Lake City, Utah, refineries and associated storage, pipeline, distribution and gasoline marketing operations for $677 million, excluding working capital.

Upon completion of the deal, BP will transfer ownership of the two refineries, associated North Dakota crude and product pipelines, bulk storage, eight product distribution terminals, and 45 retail gasoline stations to Tesoro. BP will also assign to Tesoro contracts for about 300 Amoco-branded stations that are owned by about 80 Amoco-branded gasoline jobbers.

Subsequent to the transaction, Tesoro will own and operate five refineries with a combined throughput capacity of 390,000 barrels per day. In addition, Tesoro’s branded retail network locations will expand to approximately 640 retail locations while adding approximately 700 employees to Tesoro.

Tesoro and BP will quickly seek required regulatory approvals and hope to close the acquisition in the early part of the fourth quarter.

BP’s Salt Lake City refinery has a crude oil capacity of 55,000 barrels per day and is the largest of four refineries in Utah. More than half of its production is gasoline, with principle other products of diesel and jet fuel. The Mandan refinery, which is located near Bismarck, N.D., has a rated capacity of 60,000 barrels per day and produces mostly gasoline, with the balance in distillates, jet fuel and other products.

---
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Alyeska names CFO

Alyeska Pipeline Service Co. has named Art Mitchell as the company’s chief financial officer. Mitchell will manage financial and accounting controls, procurement strategy, strategic planning, audits, security, information technology and the administrative functions of the company’s business units in Anchorage, Valdez and Fairbanks.

Mitchell has been Alyeska’s acting CFO since December.

“Art has a long record in the industry and has significant Alyeska experience, including a successful stint as business manager and administration manager in Valdez,” Alyeska President and CEO David Wight said July 3.

“He has been actively involved in the leadership of the company and shares my commitment to an open work environment,” Wight said.

Mitchell has worked for Alyeska since 1995 and has nearly 30 years experience with the oil industry. Prior to joining Alyeska, he worked for BP.

—Petroleum News • Alaska

BLM selects Argonne National Laboratory for TAPS right of way EIS

The Bureau of Land Management has selected Argonne National Laboratory as the prime contractor for preparation of the environmental impact statement for renewal of the right of way for the trans-Alaska pipeline system.

“Argonne has extensive experience in credibly assessing complex projects of national and regional importance, a significant consideration for us,” said BLM’s deputy authorized officer, Gary Reimer, in a June 28 statement.

Argonne will begin work immediately. Current plans call for a draft EIS to be published in July 2002 and a final EIS in November 2002.

BLM is the lead federal agency in the Joint Pipeline Office, a consortium of six federal and seven state of Alaska agencies that oversee the pipeline.

The agency said the right of way renewal process officially began with a May 2 application to BLM and the state of Alaska for a 30-year renewal of the pipeline right of way. BLM and the Alaska Department of Natural Resources are closely cooperating in the TAPS renewal effort.

The National Energy Policy Development Group recently recommended that an expedited process be used for renewal of the rights of way to ensure that Alaska oil continues to flow uninterrupted to the West Coast.

—Petroleum News • Alaska

June pipeline reliability at 99.92 percent

Alyeska Pipeline Service Co. said July 3 that pipeline reliability for June was 99.92 percent. Year-to-date, 2001 reliability stands at 99.86 percent. Pipeline reliability is the amount of time the pipeline is operating and available to transport North Slope crude oil.

Alyeska said there was one poration during June which affected the reliability factor. On June 25 an incorrect test procedure activated automatic controls and resulted in an unscheduled pipeline shutdown, deferring 22,221 barrels.

June throughput was 28,853,000 barrels and the June daily average was 962,000 barrels per day.

Year-to-date throughput is 182,776,000 barrels and the year-to-date daily average is 1,010,000 barrels.

BP, Houston Contracting set safety milestone for pipeline construction

Recent construction projects on North Slope completed with record breaking improvement in safety performance

Better than national averages not good enough

Prior to the pipeline construction season of 2001, word came down from BP’s London headquarters that the safety performance of its Alaska pipeline construction operations would have to improve. While some said that BP’s Alaska safety performance was in the fourth quartile of BP operations worldwide, the fact remained it was better than the U.S. national average.

Back the safety talk with money

Livett said BP held a meeting last November with the winning pipeline construction contractor, Houston Contracting Co., to discuss ways to improve safety performance.

At that meeting, Livett said that BP was intent on achieving a step change in the safety performance of its Alaska pipeline construction activities.

He also said BP was willing to sweeten the pot, above the winning bid amount, for additional safety programs and people. He asked Pat Egger, North Slope division manager for Houston, what those additional measures might be.

“I had just returned from touring other oil and gas construction sites and I knew what I wanted,” said Egger. “One was a safety steward, an individual assigned to roam over the construction area and monitor and modify construction behaviors toward thinking, acting and being safer. The other was a physician’s assistant, a first line of care for medical attention, to be stationed in the middle of the construction area.”

Livett said that BP agreed to fund an additional $500,000 in safety programs and positions for the $25 million to $30 million 2001 pipeline construction season.

Factors leading to outstanding results

One of the most talked about factors was the...
Professor shows off speedy electric car to prove gasoline may soon be obsolete

By Eric Prideaux
Associated Press Writer

Until now, there’s been only weak demand for electric cars because they’re expensive, can’t go far without recharging and don’t exactly tear up the road. But Hiroshi Shimizu, a professor at Japan’s prestigious Keio University, is heading a research team that is developing a fully electric Kaz passenger vehicle, which is able to reach maximum speeds in excess of 186 miles an hour and travel the same distance on a single charge.

Shimizu says the Kaz eight-wheels gives it added stability and improves handling around curves. The car — which seats eight — is powered by rows of 3.75-volt lithium-ion batteries stored along its underside.

Japanese automakers have been rushing to develop hybrid cars that switch back and forth automatically between a gas engine and an electric motor, but they still release more harmful emissions than purely electric autos.

To really tackle environmental problems, the world must go totally electric, Shimizu said.

"Going over to electric cars will be an enormous step toward realizing the Kyoto Protocol and other global efforts to cut carbon dioxide levels," he said.

But don’t expect to spot the Kaz — which is still in the prototype stage — rolling down city thoroughfares just yet. With a length of 6.7 yards, it’s way too big for the average driveway.

“Our next step is to shorten it a bit, and then a bit more,” said Shimizu.

Newspaper’s study finds federal oversight of nation’s pipelines is lax

The federal agency that polices the oil pipeline industry is small, underfunded and understaffed, a Texas newspaper reports after a yearlong study.

The Office of Pipeline Safety has jurisdiction of more than 2 million miles of pipelines but is one of the smallest units within the Department of Transportation, the Austin American-Statesman reported in its July 22 edition.

The agency has 55 inspectors and is budgeted for only 107 full-time employees. The Office of Pipeline Safety has jurisdiction of more than 2 million miles of pipelines but is one of the smallest units within the Department of Transportation, the Austin American-Statesman reported in its July 22 edition. The agency has 55 inspectors and is budgeted for only 107 full-time employees.

The Office of Pipeline Safety has jurisdiction of more than 2 million miles of pipelines but is one of the smallest units within the Department of Transportation, the Austin American-Statesman reported in its July 22 edition. The agency has 55 inspectors and is budgeted for only 107 full-time employees.

"The safety program is filled to bursting with tools to make the work place safer. According to Egger and Alan Jones, Northslope Health, Safety and Environment manager for Houston, more than 50 hazard recognition re cards have been turned in so far during the 2001 pipeline construction season. It is a vehicle for every craft person to turn safety concerns into management," Egger said.

"We wanted a safety program built on input from the field," said Jones.

More than 350 safety and environmental task assessment cards have been turned in. According to Jones, whenever a job changes, either because the direct task has changed or because a piece of equipment has changed, a SETA card is used for the foreman and crew to talk about the new job.

Job hazard analysis cards document the known hazards with each job. The JHA cards are constantly used and updated in the field.

Second a physician’s assistant was just down the road. According to Mike Katyrynik, a project manager for BP, "What we want. It’s motivating folks in the direction we want them to go."

Fourth, and according to many the most important, both the safety promoters, Mike Tomsha and Rory Burke were outstanding at their jobs. They are respected and have worked the same trade union positions they were tasked to interface with. The safety promoters were also armed with cash to reward positive behavior by an individual or work crew. And finally, the safety promoters were empowered to meet with upper management and implement specific programs to target unsafe trends.

Editor’s note: Randy Brutsche of Documentation Works is a photojournalist. One of his clients is BP Exploration (Alaska) Inc. He can be contacted at 907 688-1190.
Let’s talk.

One person at a time.
Tell the world why developing oil reserves in the ANWR coastal plain is good for America. Alaska already gets it: over 75 percent of the people who live here support opening ANWR, and our congressmen are the leading champions of this development.

One state at a time.
Now it’s time to educate the rest of the nation. Call everyone you know who lives outside. Ask them if they want to keep jobs in America. Then have them write or e-mail their congressional delegation in support of ANWR.

Talking points.

Environment
Most of ANWR will never be touched: only 2,000 of the 19.6 million acres would be developed.

Technology
The North Slope petroleum industry is the cleanest in the world. That’s because advanced technology—such as horizontal drilling and ice roads for winter exploration—allows the oil to be found and produced with minimal impact on the tundra.

Trade
Every barrel of oil that’s produced in Alaska is one less barrel we have to import from another country.

Wildlife
In 30 years of North Slope oil development, the Prudhoe Bay caribou herd has grown to 27,128—that’s nine times larger than its original size.

Economy
ANWR will add $50 billion in goods and services to the U.S. economy.

Jobs
Developing ANWR will create up to 735,000 jobs in America.

Support ANWR for America.

“Snow is fresh water waiting to be melted,” said Herrera, who represents Arctic Power.

The challenge of working in an Arctic desert was answered by the oil industry decades ago, Herrera told the committee. In her testimony to the committee, Interior Secretary Gale Norton said ice roads could be used to avoid damage to fragile tundra. She visited the ANWR in April and June.

“Ice roads used in the winter do indeed melt away in the summer with little impact,” she said.

But Holt, a physicist who said he liked to do calculations, estimated that each mile of ice road on the North Slope requires about 1 million gallons of water.

Given that the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service has estimated that total wintertime freshwater supplies in the ANWR coastal plain at 9 million gallons, Holt said he didn’t see how oil companies could deliver on their promises.

Herrera, testifying shortly after Norton, filled in some of the gaps in Holt’s analysis. Fresh water doesn’t have to be drawn from ponds or rivers where fish and other biologically important plants and animals live, he said. Snow can be melted and used for both drilling and ice roads.

The water shortage is a red herring that the opposition is throwing in the way, Herrera told PNA.

“Put up a snow fence and in 24 hours you’ll catch more snow than you’ve ever seen in your life,” he said, adding that the technique is decades old. More than 80 percent of the fresh water used at the only well ever drilled within ANWR’s borders — the KIC prospect south of Kaktovik — came from snow.

Snow isn’t the only water source available to drillers, he said. At about 2,000 feet below the North Slope surface, saltwater is present in “unimaginable” quantities. Seawater is another option. Rigs would desalinate the water first.

That’s not such a high-tech process as it might seem. Some 30 years ago, when Herrera worked on a rig in southern Libya, water was desalinated for use in drilling, he said.

“Nearly all the drilling rigs now have desalination units on them,” he said.

Holt also said he had been told by colleagues that routes are still clearly visible on the tundra after the ice melts, but Don Young said the tracks are not from recent exploration activity.

The hearing was the first on the national energy strategy bill unveiled by the House leadership on July 11. Language to open ANWR, one of five sections in the bill, drew most of the attention at the hearing.

“Prospects are much brighter than the general media would have you believe,” he said.

But he warned that votes can change hourly, and it is still important for ANWR supporters to contact their representatives in support of the issue.

“A majority in the house will send a strong message to (Senate Majority Leader Tom) Daschle,” he said, adding that there is significant momentum to pass an energy measure.

“Congress for its own political survival must pass an energy bill before elections, the contents are academic,” he said. “We have the advantage of the White House on our side and huge armies of labor people helping us because of their perceptions of the jobs it will create.”

“Our biggest disappointment has been the opposition we get out of Washington state,” he said.

“We find that hard to understand and stomach because of the tremendous benefits (of ANWR development) to Washington state.”

Roger Herrera senses victory for ANWR

Roger Herrera

Roger Herrera
**STATEWIDE**

Potential State and Federal Oil and Gas Lease Sales

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Agency</th>
<th>Sale and Area</th>
<th>Proposed Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MHT</td>
<td>Cook Inlet</td>
<td>Sept. 26, 2001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DNR</td>
<td>North Slope Areawide</td>
<td>Oct. 24, 2001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DNR</td>
<td>Beaufort Sea Areawide</td>
<td>Oct. 24, 2001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DNR</td>
<td>Cook Inlet Areawide</td>
<td>May 2002</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BLM</td>
<td>NPR-A</td>
<td>June 2002</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DNR</td>
<td>North Slope Areawide</td>
<td>October 2002</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MMS</td>
<td>Sale 186 Beaufort Sea</td>
<td>2003</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MMS</td>
<td>Sale 188 Norton Basin</td>
<td>2003</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DNR</td>
<td>Cook Inlet Areawide</td>
<td>May 2003</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DNR</td>
<td>Foothills Areawide</td>
<td>May 2003</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DNR</td>
<td>North Slope Areawide</td>
<td>October 2003</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DNR</td>
<td>Beaufort Sea Areawide</td>
<td>October 2003</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BLM</td>
<td>NPR-A</td>
<td>2004</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MMS</td>
<td>Sale 191 Cook Inlet/Shelikof Strait</td>
<td>2004</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MMS</td>
<td>Sale 193 Chukchi Sea/Hope Basin</td>
<td>2004</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DNR</td>
<td>Cook Inlet Areawide</td>
<td>May 2004</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DNR</td>
<td>Foothills Areawide</td>
<td>May 2004</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DNR</td>
<td>North Slope Areawide</td>
<td>October 2004</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DNR</td>
<td>Beaufort Sea Areawide</td>
<td>October 2004</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MMS</td>
<td>Sale 195 Beaufort Sea</td>
<td>2005</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DNR</td>
<td>Cook Inlet Areawide</td>
<td>May 2005</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DNR</td>
<td>Foothills Areawide</td>
<td>May 2005</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DNR</td>
<td>North Slope Areawide</td>
<td>October 2005</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DNR</td>
<td>Beaufort Sea Areawide</td>
<td>October 2005</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MMS</td>
<td>Sale 199 Cook Inlet/Shelikof Strait</td>
<td>2006</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MMS</td>
<td>Sale 201 Beaufort Sea</td>
<td>2007</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MMS</td>
<td>Sale 203 Chukchi Sea/Hope Basin</td>
<td>2007</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**COOK INLET**

Oil and gas lease sale of 200,000 acres set by Mental Health Trust for Sept. 26

Acreage is all in Cook Inlet basin, adjacent to previous leasing, exploration or production

By Kristen Nelson
PNA Editor-in-Chief

The Alaska Department of Natural Resources Mental Health Trust Land Office will hold a competitive oil and gas lease sale Sept. 26 covering approximately 200,000 acres of trust land in the north and west Cook Inlet basin.

The trust issued a best interest decision for this acreage July 12, and said that land not leased in this initial sale may be offered at a future date without additional public review, unless the terms and conditions of subsequent offerings are significantly different.

The procedures for the sale will probably be similar to those used by DNR’s Division of Oil and Gas. Trust Senior Resource Manager Mike Franger told PNA July 17 that the trust will be reviewing the division’s procedures. He said that during the public comment period, which ends Aug. 13, the trust will be sorting out the details and developing forms and a bid packet.

**ANCHORAGE**

Eight oil and gas lease sales proposed for Alaska in MMS 5-year plan

By Petroleum News • Alaska

Eight Alaska outer continental shelf oil and gas lease sales are being proposed by the U.S. Department of the Interior Minerals Management Service for 2002-2007. The MMS said July 20 that its draft proposed five-year program for natural gas and oil activities on the federal Outer Continental Shelf would be published July 23 in the Federal Register.

Twenty sales are proposed, including eight in Alaska: three in the Beaufort Sea (2003, 2005, 2007); one in Norton Basin (2003); two in Cook Inlet-Shelikof Strait (2004, 2006); and two in the Chukchi Sea-Hope Basin (2004, 2007). In addition to Alaska, sales are proposed in the Gulf of Mexico’s western, central and eastern planning areas. Sales in the Atlantic and Pacific were not considered because of moratoria.

The procedures for the sale will probably be similar to those used by DNR’s Division of Oil and Gas. MMS said exploration and discoveries on the Alaska OCS can provide continuing job opportunities for Alaska workers, stabilize production in the state and help offset the nation’s increasing reliance on imported oil. The first Alaska OCS production will begin later this year when BP Exploration (Alaska) Inc. begins pumping oil from its Northstar field, which lies on state and federal leases in the Beaufort Sea.

Both oil, gas believed to lie in proposed Alaska areas

The agency believes the proposal will provide companies the opportunity to continue the search for oil in Alaska, but also offers areas believed to contain natural gas.

“Gas production in the Southcentral region of Alaska is in decline,” said John Goll, MMS Alaska Land, see MMS page B14.

When your operations traverse more than 500 square miles of new tundra every winter, a sound environmental management system and quality people to implement it are the difference between success and failure. The partnership of Kuukpik/Fairweather and Veritas DGC Land is working hard at “Raising the Bar” when it comes to environmental responsibility.
State adds foothills lease sales

The state has added areawide North Slope foothills oil and gas lease sales to its 2002 to 2006 leasing schedule.

“Originally, the state planned to hold just one foothills lease sale, as required by statute, before opening the area to non-competitive exploration licensing,” said Gov. Tony Knowles July 19, “but that was before North Slope natural gas became a hot commodity.”

The first areawide foothills lease sale held in May resulted in the state leasing the most acreage in any state sale, more than 950,000 acres.

“After the tremendous success of the May lease sale, it was clear that industry is interested in exploring for natural gas in the foothills area. And with the prospect of a gas line running south from Prudhoe Bay improving the economic viability of gas resources in the foothills area, proceeding with annual lease sales was an easy choice to make.”

Future North Slope area wide lease sales will be scheduled for May, to be held concurrent with the Cook Inlet lease sales. The public process for the May 2002 lease sale will begin in September.

Knowles signs best interest findings, temporary water use legislation

Legislative intent, existing law clarified: only one best interest finding required per disposal; water fees established

By Petroleum News • Alaska

Gov. Tony Knowles signed two natural resource bills July 11: House Bill 185, which deals with temporary water use permits and fees, and Senate Bill 156, regarding best interest findings by the state.

House Bill 185 provides Alaska’s Department of Natural Resources the statutory tools to issue temporary water use authorizations in an efficient and timely fashion while protecting Alaska’s fish and wildlife resources and provides for the establishment of reasonable water fees necessary to support Alaska’s water rights program.

“The administration’s water program will ensure the allocation of this important resource for the maintenance of water quality and quantity, conservation of our fish and wildlife, public use and enjoyment of Alaska’s spectacular waterways, and environmentally sound economic development,” Knowles said.

Knowles noted that the legislative debate on this bill raised several related issues that still need to be addressed, such as in-stream flow reservations.

Language in the statute confirms the authority of DNR to issue authorizations for temporary use of water and affirms “the validity of existing temporary permits for the use of state water” that may have been called into question in a case brought by Greenpeace against DNR over North Slope water permits.

“However, it adds explicit requirements that public notice and the opportunity to comment must be provided for subsequent phases of development, either directly through the Department of Natural Resources or under the Alaska Coastal Management Program consistency review.”

The Alaska Coastal Zone Management program provides for public comment during exploration and development phases of coastal developments; the bill directs DNR to adopt regulations to provide for public notice and the opportunity to comment for projects not subject to coastal zone consistency review.

continued from page B13

SALE

the west side of Cook Inlet. Present surface land use ranges from improved subdivision lands to unimproved rural areas.

Terms similar to state

Leases will be for five years with a minimum bonus bid of $5 per acre. The royalty will be 10.5 percent for the first five years of the lease term and 12.5 percent thereafter. Per acre rents increase over time: $1 for the first year; $1.50 for the second year; $2 for the third year; $2.50 for the fourth year; and $3 for the fifth year and beyond (if held beyond the fifth year by production).

If coalbed methane is the only resource being produced by year five, the lease will be terminated as to all other non-producing horizons at that time. Operating stipulations will be similar to those for other recent state oil and gas leases.

continued from page B13

MMS

regional director. “This proposal could open the door to seeking future gas resources for Anchorage, the Matanuska Valley, and the Kenai Peninsula.”

MMS said that while areas off western Alaska are largely unexplored, they may contain substantial natural gas resources. “The areas offshore Northwestern Alaska clearly hold promise for gas reserves, although most likely in the longer term. Offshore gas could be a source of energy for neighboring communities,” Goll added.

The previous five-year plan ends June 30, 2002. Comments on the draft program will be accepted until Sept. 21, a proposed program and draft environmental impact statement will be issued in the fall and there will be a 90-day comment period on the draft EIS and proposed program. A proposed final program and final EIS will be issued in spring 2002 and the Secretary of the Interior is expected to approve the new program to go into effect July 1, 2002.

Documentation is available on the MMS internet website at www.mms.gov.

We’re going to beat your meeting expectations.

The Hilton Anchorage’s $15 million renovation project is complete and meetings in Anchorage will never be the same again. In addition to our popular meeting floor, we can now proudly showcase our new 6000 sq. ft. conference center. This remarkable facility offers eight state-of-the-art meeting rooms, high-speed Internet connectivity, video-conferencing and complete catering and service support.

When you schedule your meeting at the Hilton Anchorage, you get all of this plus the Hilton Anchorage’s 525 guest rooms and suites. For your meeting or event, call Hilton Direct at 1-800-321-3232 or the hotel at 907-272-7411.
By The Associated Press

Sen. Frank Murkowski pitched development of the Arctic National Wildlife Refuge to the Senate Energy and Natural Resources Committee in mid-July but a fellow senator said the panel should move on.

“I hope we don’t get caught up dancing on the head of this pin called ANWR,” North Dakota Democrat Byron Dorgan said.

“Frankly, ANWR is not going to happen in this Congress. There is so much more we can do.”

Murkowski responded by arguing the merits of opening the area. The refuge, considered by advocates as the best prospect in the United States for a major oil strike, is an essential part of any national energy policy, he said.

Norton supports Murkowski

Murkowski got some help from Interior Secretary Gale Norton, who asserted that the work could be done without harming the Porcupine Caribou Herd and other wildlife.

Murkowski noted that oil and gas is produced in about 30 other national wildlife refuges around the nation. “We seem to have an assumption that refuges are like national parks, where no development is allowed.”

“Why is ANWR any different from any other refuge?” he asked Norton.

Norton said development is allowed in refuges when “it is compatible with the purposes of the refuge.” ANWR, she noted, “is somewhat unique” because Congress in 1980 designated a portion of the coastal plain to study for possible oil and gas development.

Oil development incompatible

But Charles Clusen, a senior policy analyst for the Natural Resources Defense Council, said oil development is “incompatible with purposes of the refuge.”

“The coastal plain is the ‘biological heart’ of the refuge, he said, providing habitat for polar and grizzly bears, musk oxen, Dall sheep, wolves, and millions of waterfowl and other migratory birds.

Clusen also questioned the economic benefits of developing ANWR oil, saying it would contribute too little to affect the nation’s security or energy prices.

◆

WASHINGTON, D.C.

WASHINGTON, D.C.

ANWR: Pro-drilling bill passes in House Resources Committee

Provision was part of a Republican energy bill containing financial incentives for other types of energy development

By Steve Sutherlin

The U.S. House Resources Committee voted 26-17 on July 17 to open the Arctic National Wildlife Refuge for oil exploration.

The ANWR provision was part of a Republican energy bill that also contains financial incentives for other types of energy development.

Some committee Democrats voted yes on the bill; others tried to strike Title 5, the ANWR section, but failed by a margin of 19-30.

Rep. Ed Markey, D-Mass., spoke out against the measure but was challenged by Rep. Don Young to learn first hand about the issue rather than describe conditions he has never seen.

“Title 5 would end the pristine wilderness condition of the refuge and replace it with the industrial trappings of oil development — a huge pipeline, smaller feeder pipelines, drill pads and haul roads and gathering facilities and leaky valves,” said Markey.

The area that would be drilled, the coastal plain, is critical habitat for the Porcupine caribou herd, which each summer performs “one of the last great migratory miracles of nature,” he said.

The country would not need to drill in the refuge if it raised vehicle fuel efficiency standards by only two miles per gallon, Markey said.

“My biggest challenge today is not to either (start) crying or laughing at the last presentation,” Young said. “Mr. Markey, I do not believe you’ve ever been to ANWR, have you?”

Young was correct on that score.

Murkowski pushes to open ANWR at committee hearing

North Dakota Democrat Byron Dorgan says ANWR is not going to happen in this Congress

By The Associated Press

Sen. Frank Murkowski, ranking member of the Senate Energy and Natural Resources Committee, praised the House Resources Committee July 17 for approving legislation that includes provisions to allow for ANWR exploration.

“Today’s bipartisan victory clearly shows the broad amount of support for safe exploration in ANWR,” Murkowski said. “Obviously, reports of ANWR’s demise have been greatly exaggerated.”

Murkowski had a special message for Sen. Tom Daschle who in May used his newly found visibility as Senate majority leader to pronounce the ANWR issue dead.

“Senator Daschle needs to recognize America’s current energy crisis and his responsibility to help find a solution. With the House moving quickly toward a vote on a comprehensive, balanced solution, it is high time for the Senate to follow suit,” Murkowski said.◆
Interior spending bill includes money for Alaska projects

The Interior Department spending bill approved by the Senate Appropriations Committee June 28 includes just under $3 million for the Bureau of Land Management to conduct oil leasing work on the North Slope.

The administration had requested $5 million, saying it planned to use some of the money to prepare for lease sales in the Arctic National Wildlife Refuge should Congress approve such leases.

The House Appropriations Committee cut the request by $2 million after Democrats objected to doing any work in anticipation of oil lease sales.

Also included in the bill is $2 million for the Arctic Energy Technology Center at the University of Alaska Fairbanks. Sen. Frank Murkowski authored legislation creating the center last year. UA would also receive $1 million through the Energy and Natural Resources Department for natural gas research and another $1 million would go to investing in existing facilities.

Sen. Frank Murkowski authored legislation creating the center last year. UA would also receive $1 million through the Energy and Natural Resources Department for natural gas research and another $1 million would go to investigating ways of meeting new standards for low-sulfur diesel.

—The Associated Press
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WASHINGTON

Minerals Management Service to offer new leases in Gulf of Mexico
Sale 181, scheduled for December, will put 1.5 million OCS acres on the block for federal oil and gas leasing

By John Hallgrin
Associated Press Writer

The Bush administration plans to sell new offshore drilling leases in an area covering about 1.5 million acres (480,000 hectares) in the Gulf of Mexico. Interior Secretary Gale Norton announced July 2. Norton said the lease area along the outer continental shelf at least 100 miles (160 kilometers) from the shorelines of Florida, Alabama, Mississippi and Louisiana has enough oil to run a million families’ cars for six years.

“Clearly, development of resources in the OCS is an important part of our national energy strategy,” she told reporters, saying the sale would take place next December. “My decision today represents a very reasonable compromise.”

The area, known as Lease Sale 181, originally covered 6 million acres (2.4 million hectares) when it was proposed by the Clinton administration in 1997 after consultations with then Florida Gov. Lawton Chiles.

Opposition from Florida’s tourist industry and environmentalists delayed the sale. President George W. Bush revived the plan when he took office but met immediate opposition from his brother, Jeb Bush, who succeeded Chiles as Florida’s governor.

A senior official in the governor’s office called the new proposal encourag-
Schlumberger expanding driveway for over-sized rigs

Schlumberger Technology Corp. is building an addition to its camp on Spine Road northeast of the Deadhorse airport and has applied to expand the driveway gravel pad into the camp and shop area. The U.S. Army Corps of Engineers said the expansion of the fill area off of Spine Road was to allow safe access for over-sized drill rigs around the planned residential camp expansion on the existing pad. The existing camp and the camp addition are adjacent to the Schlumberger shop.

——Petroleum News • Alaska

Prudhoe Bay worker dies

North Slope Borough police are investigating the death of a worker on July 18 at Prudhoe Bay.

Investigators said Tommy O’Neil Posey, 41, was eating in the break room at the VECO maintenance shop when he turned red and started gasping for air. Co-workers thought he was choking and administered the Heimlich maneuver. They also called for emergency services.

Emergency workers tried, without success, to resuscitate Posey. Posey’s body was being transported to the State Medical Examiner’s Office for an autopsy.

North Slope Borough officials said no foul play is suspected.

——North Slope Borough police

Alaska Roteq purchases Flowserve’s Wasilla facility

Alaska Roteq Corp., an affiliate of TCE in Houston, Texas, has purchased Flowserve’s after-market service center in Wasilla.

Flowserve, which operates in 30 countries, is a provider of industrial flow management services. Alaska Roteq will continue to operate as an authorized Flowserve distributor for repairs and sales on Flowserve products.

The Wasilla service center is a fully tooled 25,000 square foot facility that repairs turbines, compressors, pumps, mechanical seals, valves and other equipment. It has the capability to apply HVOF thermal spray coatings and twin wire arc spray coatings, which are used extensively to prolong the life of equipment operating in an erosive and corrosive environment.

Robert Schmidt Jr. is president of Alaska Roteq and Kevin Laurin in vice president of sales. Brien Jones, formally with Sulzer Bingham in Portland, is vice president of operations.

——Petroleum News • Alaska

N C Machinery celebrates 75 years as Caterpillar dealer

Alaska's dominant mercantile company transformed by addition of Caterpillar line of heavy equipment

By Steve Sutherlin

In 1926, Northern Commercial Co. signed a sales and service agreement with the newly formed Caterpillar Tractor company to be the exclusive Caterpillar dealer for Alaska and the Yukon.

Seventy-five years later, the company, as N C Machinery Co., is thriving and still selling and servicing Caterpillar equipment in the state of Alaska.

That 1926 agreement was to change the face of a mercantile company that traced its roots in Alaska to 1776, just as the familiar yellow Cat machinery was to change the face of Alaska.

In 1926 Northern Commercial Co. was the dominant trading company in the then-territory of Alaska, providing groceries and general merchandise to trappers, explorers and gold seekers. Its mercantile trade was profitable, but the company had a strict policy against price gouging, and service was available only to members of the community.

Just a year before Northern Commercial Co. signed the Caterpillar agreement, territorial Gov. Scott C. Bone called on the company as the largest organization in the Yukon area to organize 20 dogsled drivers for an emergency delivery of diphtheria antitoxin serum to Nome. No other transportation was available. The only two airplanes available were in Fairbanks and were dismantled for the winter.

With the lives of Nome’s children at stake, the serum was sent by train from Anchorage to Nenana, and then was carried 674 miles by dog team relay race. It arrived in Nome on Feb. 2, 1925, just 12 days after Dr. Curtis Welch diagnosed the diphtheria outbreak there.
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Fire reported at Rig 7ES

There was a fire July 17 on Nabors Alaska Drilling Inc.’s Rig 7ES while the rig was being transported from drill site 18 to D pad in the Prudhoe Bay field.

BP Exploration (Alaska) Inc. spokesman Ronnie Chappell told PNA that the cause of the fire, which was reported at 10:20 p.m., was unknown.

Two Nabors employees received minor injuries in the incident. Both were treated at the Prudhoe Bay medical facility and then flown to Providence Hospital in Anchorage where they were treated and released.

The fire “appears to have originated in the system used to move the rig from place to place,” Chappell said “The hydraulic fluid in that system caught fire. Several large tires on the rig also caught fire and burst.”

Fire response teams from both sides of the field helped contain the fire which was extinguished by 1:40 a.m. July 18. Chappell said fire crews stayed on the scene “to cool hot spots.” A spill response team was “mobilized and was on scene to clean up and contain spilled fluids from the rig and fire fighting response,” he said.

Fire fighting foam “reached a lake adjacent to the scene; the fire burned a part of the rig used boom to contain the foam so that it could be recovered by vacuum truck,” Chappell said. The spill was estimated to be five gallons.

Nabors has put together an investigation team, he said, to determine the cause of the fire. Field operator BP, the builders of the rig and the company that manufactured the components used in the moving system will participate in the review.

—Kay Cashman

Doyon president dies

Rosemarie Maher, the president and chief executive officer of Doyon Ltd., died July 13 in Fairbanks. She was 53. Maher had served on the board of the Interior’s Alaska Native corporation from 1979 until she was named president in January 2000. She replaced Morris Thompson who retired from Doyon in December 1999.

Maher had suffered a heart attack on July 4 and fell into a coma. About 400 people had gathered at Fairbanks Memorial Hospital late on July 13 when it became apparent that she would not recover.

Maher’s death is the second loss Doyon shareholders have had to face in a year and a half. Thompson had agreed to work as a special consultant for Doyon, but was killed, along with his wife and daughter, in the Jan. 31, 2000, Alaska Airlines crash of Flight 261 off the coast of California.

Nabors mechanics regularly fly into remote areas of the state to service equipment. Gene Sanderson, product support manager, began as an apprentice mechanic with the company 25 years ago. He remembers a service call made 19 years ago on the Richardson Highway near Valdez. He shimmied down a rope 150 feet to a grader on a narrow ledge cut 150 feet above a river gorge.

“I held on with one hand the entire time I worked on it,” he said.

Sanderson has worked by truck headlight in -60 degrees F and blowing winds, and has seen the state’s frigid weather turn a trip to do a 15-minute job into a four-day ordeal. That’s all in a day’s work for the Caterpillar dealer in the largest and most rugged state in the nation.
Probe finds oil sheen on North Slope was natural seep

**Government, industry investigate Colville River oil spotteds by biologists**

By The Associated Press

An oily sheen that appeared on the Colville River on Alaska’s North Slope alarmed biologists and triggered an overnight investigation by government and industry.

But what the inspectors from Fairbanks, Barrow and Prudhoe Bay found a few miles downstream last week was not a spill, but a natural oil seep percolating from the riverbed.

“It was almost like Mother Nature burped this oil,” said Amanda Stark, an environmental specialist with the state Department of Environmental Conservation.

“Honestly, this may happen more often than we realize.” — Amanda Stark, Department of Environmental Conservation

**NORTH SLOPE**

**Fatal duck virus found**

**By The Associated Press**

Scientists have found a virus that killed what they suspect is a large number of long-tailed ducks on the North Slope last summer.

Some of the dead ducks were found west of Flaxman Island by Paul Flint, a biologist with the U.S. Geological Survey’s Alaska Biological Science Center. Flaxman Island is just the northwestern tip of the Arctic National Wildlife Refuge. Long-tailed duck populations have been declining since the 1970s.

“We may have stumbled into a factor that may, and I underscore may, be important to trends in populations of these particular sea ducks,” said Dirk Derksen, supervisory biologist, USGS Alaska Biological Science Center.

“May we have stumbled into a factor that may, and I underscore may, be important to trends in populations of these particular sea ducks,” said Dirk Derksen, supervisory biologist, USGS Alaska Biological Science Center.

Biologists don’t know exactly how many of the ducks died of viral infections last summer, of course. Flint said he found more than a dozen ducks floating in the lagoons during summer field work.

Thousands of the male long-tailed ducks go to the low barrier islands off the North Slope to molt each year after maturing.

“When they finish the molt, they’re basically at zero body fat,” Flint said. “That’s when you might expect birds to be most vulnerable to a virus.”

Flint said female long-tailed ducks, which are busy nesting on more substantial ground along the North Slope, could be hit hard by the virus as well.

Ducks winter as far south as Pacific Northwest.

After raising their young, the ducks head south. Derksen said recent satellite tracking data from Yukon-Kuskokwim Delta birds shows most spend winters in the southern Bering Sea, Bristol Bay and the Aleutian Islands. Some ducks also winter south along the coast to the Pacific Northwest states, he said.

The virus doesn’t seem to be hitting North Slope ducks equally.

Biologists found that half the ducks from Flaxman Island had the live virus. But they found the virus in only 6 percent of ducks captured by another USGS crew near Boot Island, 60 miles to the west.

No dead ducks were found near that island.

The research was done as part of the work assessing biological impacts of BP’s Northstar offshore oil development west of Prudhoe Bay, Derksen said.

**TesoRo SKaLa wins oil spill award**

TesoRo Alaska Co. has received the Legacy Award from the Pacific States/British Columbia Oil Spill Task Force. The award was presented to Tesoro’s Supervisor for Contingency Planning, John Kwientka, at the annual meeting of the Task Force July 17 in Victoria, British Columbia.

The Legacy Award was recognizes exemplary oil spill prevention, preparedness, and response programs. Task Force Executive Coordinator Jean Cameron characterized the Legacy winners as, “...models for others in industry, government, and the public to emulate; we are pleased to honor their commitment to oil spill prevention and preparedness, efficient spill response, and team work.”

Tesoro was recognized for bringing double-hull tankers on line; upgrading their mooring system at the KPI dock; developing steps to safely operate in extreme ice conditions; and for taking a lead role in developing Geographic Response Strategies for Cook Inlet and Prince William Sound.

—Petroleum News • Alaska
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BP estimates spill at 200 gallons

The Alaska Department of Environmental Conservation said July 9 that a rupture occurred in a flow line at drill site 1 in the eastern operating area at Prudhoe Bay at 8:40 p.m. July 7. The rupture occurred over a reserve pit, and DEC said that BP Exploration (Alaska) Inc. estimated that 200 gallons of crude oil sprayed onto water in the reserve pit and onto the gravel sides.

DEC said oily water is being collected from the reserve pit in a vacuum truck and the oiled travel is being excavated.

The release occurred with an unknown amount of gas under pressure and wind carried some of the oil onto the tundra. BP estimated that 5.5 acres of tundra was misted, including some standing water in the tundra. The sheen is being removed from the standing water with sorbent material.

The oil on the tundra will be removed by burning the grass with a weed burner. An area 80 feet by 150 feet was burned before a shift in the winds caused the operation to be shut down.

The flow line was shut in and the reserve pit will be completely dewatered and a scaffolding will be built so that the ruptured area of the pipeline can be examined. Burning operations will be continued as weather permits.

External corrosion causes flow line rupture at Prudhoe

The Alaska Department of Environmental Conservation said that BP Exploration (Alaska) Inc. detected a crude oil spill at drill site L2 in the eastern operating area at Prudhoe Bay the morning of July 21.

BP has estimated the spill at less than 10 barrels (420 gallons). DEC said July 23 it had not yet determined if the spill includes produced water.

The rupture in the flow line occurred over the tundra and the oil sprayed out of the flow line and was carried by the wind across the tundra, covering an estimat ed half an acre.

A 50 foot by 20 foot area was heavily contam inated and was surrounded by shallow soil. The oil will be treated with a warm water rinse to remove the oil and the oil and rinse water are being recovered with a vacuum truck.

Where the tundra was only lightly oiled it will be treated with a weed burner to remove the oil and minimize plant damage. No surface water or wildlife were affected.

DEC said external corrosion caused the flow line to rupture. BP estimated that it would take 12 hours to repair the damage.

Stephens asks to be reinstated as Prince William Sound RCAC president

On June 25, following the resignation of Stan Stephens, the Prince William Sound Regional Citizens’ Advisory Council held a special meeting and elected board member and vice president John Allen to replace Stephens. The council repre sents 18 organizations and communities affected by the Exxon Valdez oil spill. Allen is from the village of Tatitlek, one of those communities.

Stephens, who represented the Alaska Wilderness Recreation and Tourism Association on the council, said the oil-industry watchdog group needed to do a better job of managing its money, spending less on administration and more on projects to protect Prince William Sound. He was disturbed by the council’s decision to demand an apology from the U.S. Coast Guard after the Coast Guard raised questions about RCAC’s spending.

At the June 25 meeting, Steve Lewis of Seldovia was elected vice president, replac ing Allen.

On July 3, Stephens said he had a change of heart and rescinded his resignation. A few days later, the Alaska Wilderness Recreation and Tourism Association board unanimously approved Stephens’ reappoint ment to the RCAC board.

RCAC told PNA July 20 that Stephens will request to rescind his resignation as board member and president of the council would be considered at the board’s next meeting Sept 27-28 in Cordova.

EIA notes increase in carbon dioxide emissions due to economic growth

Overall rise of 2.7 percent from 1999 to 2000, 3.2 and 3.9 percent from residential and commercial sectors due mainly to heating.

Carbon dioxide emissions account for more than 80 percent of U.S. greenhouse gas emissions and are a good indicator of the changes that can be expected in total U.S. greenhouse gas emissions.
A large scale study to be conducted in the fall.

The incentive, called “flow through” tax benefits, allows a plus-100 percent benefit to Canadian companies or individuals who invest in Canadian mineral properties.

The question is, why can’t Alaska do something similar?

But an additional drag on investing in Alaska is the newly instituted tax incentive that encourages investment by Canadian companies or individuals who invest in Canadian mineral properties.

The question is, why can’t Alaska do something similar? Perhaps a direct rebate for investment in Alaska properties?

The Yukon Territory and Manitoba already have such tax incentive programs and they have proven successful in attracting exploration dollars. Alaska should do the same – invest in its own future.

Meanwhile, the industry soldiers on!

Western Alaska

Alaska newcomer Chapleau Resources has entered into an agreement with Navigator Exploration Corp. to explore the Kougakor tuntamul – tin property.

Chapleau Resources will conduct exploration totaling $1 million by the end of 2003 to earn 100 percent interest in the project and can earn an additional 10 percent by expending $500,000 by the end of 2004.

Chapleau plans to conduct a drilling program on the project this summer.

Welcome to Alaska Chapleau Resources!

NovaGold Resources said it has commenced field work on its Donlin Creek gold deposit in southwestern Alaska.

NovaGold has initiated three dimensional computer modeling of the existing geological and geochemical data with the intent of defining higher gold grades of the deposit.

Confirmation and step-out drilling is planned for July with the target being better definition of structures which control high grade gold mineralization.

How high is high grade you ask? How about 86 feet grading 0.76 ounces of gold per ton?

Data gathered this summer will be incorporated into an independent pre-feasibility study to be conducted in the fall.

NovaGold Resources also announced that it has swapped its 50 percent interest in the Sleitat tin prospect in southwest Alaska to Cominco American in exchange for Cominco’s remaining interest in the nearby Shotgun gold project.

The result will be that NovaGold will own 100 percent interest in Shotgun subject to a 5 percent net profits interest retained by Cominco and Cominco retains 100 percent interest in Sleitat subject to a 5 percent net profits interest retained by NovaGold.

Total gold resources at Shotgun currently stand at approximately 980,000 ounces.

EMEX North Star Exploration said it will be conducting follow-up work on its Dime Creek platinum group element prospects on the Seward Peninsula.

Efforts will focus on defining the source of anomalous platinum and palladium detected by previous work.

EMEX North Star also announced that it will be conducting diamond drilling on its Goss Gulch and/or Candle Hills gold prospects near Takotna.

Goss Gulch is located along the prolific Yankee – Ganes Creek fault zone and is associated with gold, antimony and lead anomalies.

Candle Hills contains anomalous gold, arsenic and mercury in intrusive rocks.

Details of the 2001 exploration programs have not been released.

The Tundra Telegraph says that Greatland Exploration has commenced work on its Omalik lead – zinc – silver property on the Seward Peninsula.

The property produced about 400 ton of ore grading 10 percent lead and 40 ounces of silver per ton prior to 1980.

Details of the field program are not known.

Western Interior

Western Keltic Mines and Rimfire Minerals said that work has begun on their California and Surf prospects in the Goodpaster District.

Plans include expending $600,000 to conduct auger soil sampling, airborne magnetics and radiometrics and diamond drilling.

The airborne geophysical program is slated at 800 line kilometers in size and is designed to provide better drill target definition in both the Boundary and Surf prospects.

Ventures Resource said it has commenced an $800,000 field program on its Veta and Champion prospects in east-central Alaska.

Initial plans call for follow-up evaluation of multiple gold anomalies discovered at Veta in the 2000 field program.

The company indicated that by early July it will shift its focus to the Lead Creek lead – zinc – silver property north of Chicken.

Exact field plans for Lead Creek were not announced.

North Star Exploration continued field work on its Road Metal prospect near Northway.

The company has begun diamond drilling of one of several targets identified by previous soil sampling and geophysical surveys.

Drilling results have not been released.

Additional diamond drilling continues.

Alaska Range

The Tundra Telegraph reports that Anchorage-based Mines Trust Company is planning to conduct exploration on the Golden Zone gold prospect in the Chuitina District.

The property was mined briefly in the 1940s and currently contains resources of about 13.3 million tons grading 0.095 ounces of gold per ton.

The Tundra Telegraph reports that Anchorage-based Mines Trust Company is planning to conduct exploration on the Golden Zone gold prospect in the Chuitina District.

Work plans have not been announced but are expected to consist of a combination of soil sampling, ground geophysics and diamond drilling.

Altna Inc. has indicated that it is seeking a partner to advance its Tonsina platinum – palladium prospect near Tonsina.

Sampling conducted in 2000 revealed at least four new areas containing anomalous platinum and palladium values with peak values of over 0.60 ounces of platinum plus palladium per ton.

The property is adjacent to claims owned by Latitude Minerals where elevated platinum and palladium have been detected in similar rock types.

Other News

For those of you who have not heard, Steve Borell, the executive director of the Alaska Miners Association is back at work full time after suffering a stroke several months ago.

Steve’s recovery amazed his doctors but came as no surprise to those that know him. Steve has but one gear: all ahead flank!

His stewardship of the association has been exemplary and we are glad to have him back at the helm.

We also are grateful to members like J.P. Tanger, Tom Craddock and Stan Foo who stepped in and steered a steady course while Steve was under the weather.
BP announces five-fold expansion of solar production in Spain

BP said July 4 that it has agreed in principle to acquire Agere Systems’ semiconductor plant in Madrid as a base for a five-fold expansion of its solar photovoltaic cell manufacturing in Spain. This expansion builds on the company’s existing manufacturing and marketing operations in Madrid. The deal is expected to be complete within the next few months.

The new facility will be one of the largest solar plants in the world, producing 60 megawatts a year of high-efficiency crystalline silicon Saturn solar cells and having the potential to expand further. This product will be sold globally, but will especially help to meet the rapidly growing demand for solar power in Europe. The plant will begin production by the end of 2002 and will use state-of-the-art techniques to improve productivity, yield, cell efficiency and product performance.

BP will invest more than $100 million in the project, which is situated to the north of Madrid, around 10 miles from BP Solar’s current Spanish manufacturing facility. Around 600 new jobs will be created when the plant is fully operational.

Commenting on the deal, BP Solar chief executive Harry Shimp said: “Spain and the rest of Europe represent growing markets for solar power. This project in Madrid will enable us to continue to play a leading role in the European market.”

BP is one of the world’s leading solar companies, with nearly 20 percent of the global market.

---

Chevron announces seventh deepwater Angola find

Chevron has announced the discovery of the Tombua field, the company’s seventh significant find in Angola’s prolific deepwater Block 14.

The company said July 5 that the discovery was drilled in June in 925 feet of water to a depth of 10,353 feet, and tested at a maximum combined rate of 10,022 barrels per day of high quality 39 degree API gravity crude from two zones.

The Tombua discovery, approximately 19 miles south of the Kuito field, is the latest in a string of exploration successes in Block 14, including: Kuito (1997), Landana, Benguela and Belize (1998), and most recently Tomboco and Lobito, discovered in 2000. The Kuito field, was Angola’s first deepwater discovery and the first and only deepwater Angola field to be brought on to production.

Block 14 covers 1,560 square miles and is west of and adjacent to the Chevron-operated Block 0 Concession, offshore Angola’s Cabinda province.

John Gass, managing director of Chevron’s Southern Africa strategic business unit, said Chevron intends to continue moving Block 14 discoveries into production. Over the next five years, he said, Chevron and its partners will invest more than $6 billion in Angola.

Chevron’s Angola-based unit, Cabinda Gulf Oil Co. is operator of Block 14 and holds a 31 percent interest; Sociedade Nacional de Combustíveis de Angola, Agip Angola and TotalFinaElf-Angola each hold a 20 percent interest. Petrogal holds the remaining 9 percent interest.

---

Evergreen acquires additional Raton Basin interests

Evergreen Resources Inc. said July 19 that it has acquired additional working interests in approximately 17,800 acres of producing coalbed methane properties in the southern Colorado portion of the Raton Basin. The acquired working interests average 35 percent, bringing Evergreen’s average working interest in these properties to approximately 80 percent.

Evergreen said the interests were purchased for approximately $19.2 million in cash from a private exploration and production company.

The property acquisition brings Evergreen’s total gross acreage position in the Raton Basin to approximately 36,000 acres.

The acquired property interests represent an estimated 40 billion cubic feet of proven net gas reserves which are currently generating daily net gas sales of about 2.5 million cubic feet from 65 producing wells. Prior to the acquisition, Evergreen’s daily net gas sales were averaging approximately 80 MMDc from about 560 net producing wells.

Evergreen President and CEO Mark Sexton said the company already produces more than 75 percent of the natural gas from the Raton Basin. “We see numerous opportunities to increase production from this area by focusing on re-completions and workovers to existing wells. The average well in this area is producing substantially below the average Evergreen-operated well in the basin,” Sexton said.

Evergreen said it has drilled 84 wells in the Raton Basin in 2001, and is on track to meet its expanded goal of drilling 130 to 140 wells in the basin this year.
BP selling specialty chemical businesses

BP said July 12 that it has reached agreement with Conven, one of Europe’s leading private equity firms, for the sale of a number of Burmah Castrol’s specialty chemicals businesses. The businesses will be purchased from Burmah Castrol plc for 204 million pounds sterling, to be satisfied in cash and the assumption of debt, and held by a newly established company funded by Conven.

Subject to regulatory and other approvals, the parties expect to complete the transaction in the third quarter of 2001.

In March 2000, when BP announced its intention to buy Burmah Castrol, the company also said it intended to dispose of Burmah Castrol’s specialty chemicals businesses.

—Petroleum News • Alaska

Statoil, BP sign long-term Norwegian gas contract

Statoil and BP have signed a long-term natural gas sales contract. BP said July 9 that the 15 year contract covers deliveries of 1.6 billion cubic meters of natural gas per year into the United Kingdom starting Oct. 1. The volume represents approximately 1.5 per cent of total current United Kingdom demand.

BP is one of the three top suppliers of gas to United Kingdom industrial and commercial consumers. The company is also the largest producer of gas from the United Kingdom North Sea producing on average 1.7 billion cubic feet of gas per day.

—Petroleum News • Alaska

BP Egypt buys out TotalFinaElf in offshore Nile Delta concession

BP will purchase TotalFinaElf’s 50 per cent interest in the West Mediterranean deep water area concession in the offshore Nile Delta for an undisclosed sum, the company said July 5. BP is already operator of the concession with an existing 50 per cent interest.

The agreement, which was signed June 19, is subject to the approval of the Ministry of Petroleum.

Commenting on the deal, Hesham Mekawi, recently appointed president and general manager for BP Egypt, said, “The acquisition of TotalFinaElf’s 50 per cent share in the West Mediterranean Deep Water Area Concession represents further deepening of our interests in a core exploration area, the western offshore Nile Delta. It complements our positions in the adjacent North Alexandria and North Eiduk concessions, where we have enjoyed four recent successful exploration wells, proving up over 2 trillion cubic feet of new gas resources. We plan to drill a first exploration well in the West Mediterranean Deep Water Area Concession later this year.”

The West Mediterranean Deep Water Area Concession was awarded to BP and Elil Hydrocarbons Egypt in May 1999 for an initial term of five years with a commitment to spend $48 million and drill one well.

—Petroleum News • Alaska

Galtina

Phillips names Berry to Eurasia-Middle East post

Phillips Petroleum Co. said July 10 that W.B. ‘Bill’ Berry has been named senior vice president of exploration and production Eurasia-Middle East, effective July 1.

Berry, 48, was formerly vice president of exploration and

see BERRY page B24

ANCHORAGE

Sakhalin governor welcomes Alaska oilfield firms in July visit to state

Alaska and Sakhalin have similarities in resource bases and population, need for outside investment to develop oil and gas

BP purchase gives company major stake in German fuels market

BP is taking a 51 per cent share in Veba Oil in exchange for its stake in Ruhrgas, a move which the company says could propel it to first place in the German fuels market and fundamentally transform its downstream position in central Europe. Veba owns Aral, Germany’s biggest fuels retailer. Subject to regulatory approvals, the deal — in the form of a joint venture between BP and Veba Oil’s owner E.ON — involves BP taking 51 per cent and operational control of Veba Oil and offers the prospect of full ownership as early as the second quarter of next year.

In return, E.ON will receive 51 percent of Gelsenberg — which holds BP’s 25.5 percent stake in Ruhrgas. Germany’s leading gas distributor — plus a balancing cash payment of $1.63 billion, subject to adjustments, and an assumption by BP of $950 million of debt. Terms have also been agreed which could result in BP transferring its remaining Ruhrgas stake and paying a further $340 million for the remainder of Veba Oil.

BP chief executive Sir John Browne said: ‘E.ON’s wish to deepen its gas interests and exit downstream oil has presented BP with a unique opportunity to realize two strategic aims — achieve market leadership at the heart of Europe and realize excellent value for our stake in Ruhrgas.’

‘We’ve been very successful in the past three years at building big, efficient downstream positions in key world markets,’ — BP chief executive Sir John Browne

BP said it is pleased with recent changes in the Sakhalin economy. Sakhalin in 1999 saw steady increases in industrial production and its gross domestic product. The region still receives federal support appropriations but the level of those appropriations is now falling.

The number of unemployed in Sakhalin is falling as well, while the standard of living is increasing, the governor said. Those improvements follow a period of hardships that caused Sakhalin population to fall by 12 percent from a high of 719,000 in 1991 to 634,000 in 1998, according to a 1998 study by the Hokkaido University Slavic Research Center. The Sakhalin government is seeking opportunities to train its own workforce to fill the new jobs that will come with oil development.

Sakhalin’s timber industry remains stagnant and is in need of additional investment, particularly in the area of value-added processing of the basic raw materials, Farkhutdinov said. Fishing is improving because of the increased efficiency of the fleet, and investments in hatcheries that have boosted the return of salmon to the island.

Sakhalin’s coal production has fallen, and the governor sees it as another area that needs outside investment, particularly in

see SAKHALIN page B24
Indonesia grants Acehn autonomy, ExxonMobil resumes operations

By The Associated Press

S eeking to end a long separatist war in a region rich in oil and gas, Indonesia’s parliament passed a bill July 19 granting sweeping autonomy to the Aceh province.

Pavlona said that the island plans a large liquefied natural gas plant at tidewater, as well as export oil terminals. The LNG plant will be the first in Russia and will have a capacity of 10 million tons per year. Japan and Korea are interested in Sakhalin gas, and ExxonMobil is studying the feasibility of an undersea link to China, Pavlova said. The number one priority of the Russian government however is the domestic market and the gasification of Far East Russia. Pavlova said progress is complicated by the complex nature and size of the oil projects, which necessitate the participation of a number of players. Agreements must be reached between Russian oil companies and the multinationals, and a federal energy panel controls the entire process. “The finishing (of negotiations) is so difficult, there are a lot of suggestions,” she said.

Despite complications, Farkhutdinov sees an overall picture of what Sakhalin can be, and he identifies the driver of Sakhalin’s future prosperity. “Ten years hence, my goal is for Sakhalin to be considered as one of the five major hydrocarbon regions of the world,” Farkhutdinov said.

Farkhutdinov met with Gov. Tony Knowles on July 11. Farkhutdinov and Sakhalin delegations have visited Alaska previously to encourage commercial relations. "The North Slope- 100% connected, that’s our goal!”

SAKHALIN

Pipeline concerns mirror Alaska

Sakhalin shares with Alaska concerns about major pipeline construction, but Sakhalin has twice the complications because it must simultaneously plan and build lines to transport its oil as well as its gas from the northeastern oilfields to ice-free ports in the south, Dr. Galina Pavlova said.

“We’re following in your footsteps but we’re a little ahead of you because we are building two pipelines at once,” she said.

The lines will traverse more than 600 kilometers of challenging terrain. Sakhalin has its own environmental concerns and concerns about the effect of pipelines on migratory reindeer. Sakhalin also wants to see natural gas transported overland through the island to so the population can tap into the lines for local energy needs. The government fears offshore lines will bypass the local population and citizens will have no direct benefit from the gas. The Sakhalin government wants to use natural gas for electrical generation and industry because it give new impetus to the moribund peace process.

During the past 10 years, more than 6,000 people have been killed in fighting between the Free Aceh Movement and government forces.

Julia Tumenkol, a spokeswoman for ExxonMobil, said in Jakarta that the company resumed extraction of natural gas in Aceh after suspending operations in March due to the growing bloodshed.

The suspension halted exports of liquefied natural gas worth $100 million a month, depriving Indonesia’s cash-strapped government of much-needed revenue. The government had repeatedly called on the company to resume operations.

Tumenkol said ExxonMobil had begun a phased resumption of gas production at one of its four gas fields. Production volumes were likely to increase in the next few days if the pumping is not disturbed by fighting.

continued from page B23

Kerry

“The North Slope-100% connected, that’s our goal!”

Pavel's

continued from page B23

BERRY

production Eurasia-Middle East. He was named vice president of international exploration and production new ventures in 1997, after heading up the company’s China operations since 1992. The government of China recognized Berry as one of the 31 outstanding foreign experts in the country in 1996. Prior to that, he served as manager of international drilling and production, and manager of corporate planning and budgeting.

A native of Mississippi, Berry holds a bachelor’s degree and a master’s degree in petroleum engineering, both from Mississippi State University.
The pilot on the Chevron Mississippi called for the Alyeska Servs tethered escort tug Aware to “pull back at 80 tons” and directed the second escort tug Guard to the bow to act as a buffer and steadily up the ship’s heading if needed. The Servs tug crews brought the outboard laden tanker Chevron Mississippi to a complete stop within two ship lengths and held the tanker’s position safely until the fishing vessel cleared its gear from the tanker’s path allowing it to resume its transit out of Prince William Sound. Alyeska said that information broadcasts from the U.S. Coast Guard and “security” broadcasts by the tanker let mariners in the area know that a tanker was approaching the Valdez Narrows.

The company said exploration continued from page B1 in the summer of 2002. There is active mineral exploration in the area under separate regulations and “security” broadcasts by the tanker let mariners in the area know that a tanker was approaching the Valdez Narrows.

“the ultimate objective of the overall exploration program is to demonstrate the presence and recoverability of shale gas reserves underlying these leases to justify development of a natural gas supply for Cominco’s Red Dog Zinc Mine.”

— Cominco Alaska Inc.

continued from page B1

approximately eight miles south of the project area,” Cominco said in its application.

- Three possible exploration drilling sites are being evaluated. Only two drilling pads will be constructed.
- Preparation of the drilling pads would be done in mid-August on the east side of the Walik River. The pads will be approximately 95 feet by 65 feet. The proposed locations are in the northwest area of the lease block. A bulldozer was moved into the area under a winter travel permit in early 2001 and pad preparation will include removal of overburden and grading to provide a level working service.
- Drilling equipment would be mobilized in the winter of 2001-2002 for drilling in the summer of 2002.
- Water disposal unresolved
- Cominco said how to deal with produced water is an unresolved issue.
- There is active mineral exploration in the area under separate regulations and Cominco said “numerous mineral drill holes have been and are currently being drilled in the area.”
- The company said a number of these mineral drill holes “will be used to evaluate subsurface water quality and quantity, in order to bring closure to the produced water disposal question” while the plan of operations is under agency review.
- Once that issue has been resolved, a phase two plan of operations will be prepared for the exploration phase.
- Cominco said the primary target is Ikalukrok shale with secondary targets in Kivalina shale and melange zones. The Walik basin has been estimated to contain 160-200 billion cubic feet of gas in place with reservoir thickness averaging 225 feet in four core holes in the basin, and reservoir simulation indicates wells would recover about 2 bcf of gas over 20 years with a peak rate of 700,000 cubic feet a day per well.
- Cominco said it has an immediate need for 8.25 million cubic feet a day to replace diesel used to generate about 30 megawatts of electricity.
- The company said exploration continues to determine if there are adequate resources to supply power to local Inupiat villages.

—Petroleum News • Alaska
Continued from page B1

REVIEW

well.
The team includes operators from the North Slope — from both the historic, eastern and western operating areas, experts from BP’s upstream technology group in Houston and from outside the company. Dave Norton, a former Alaska Oil and Gas Conservation Commissioner, is one of the outside members of the review team, McCleary said.

“Our employees brought this problem to us, but they also brought the concern outside of BP as well, so one of the issues we’re working on is to ensure that we have a clean process for handling employees’ concerns in terms of the company — an open and free communication.” — Neil McCleary, BP Exploration (Alaska) Inc.

McCleary emphasized that it is an out-
side review team: “There’s nobody from greater Prudhoe Bay line management on that group,” and BP is looking at the review team to give the company “a very clear picture of what is the state of play at Prudhoe Bay,” he said.

Operations and maintenance across the field

Prudhoe Bay has been “essentially two oil fields for 22 or 23 years,” said BP Exploration (Alaska) spokesman Ronnie Chappell. “And this is a review that is looking at operations and maintenance practices across the entire field.” In addition to assessing the condition of the facilities and the effectiveness of the maintenance programs as they exist in both the historic eastern and western areas, Chappell said, the review will also be identifying best practices and figuring out how to better integrate the operation across “this whole historic boundary,” ensuring that best practices are spread from one part of the field to the other.

Employees have concerns

McCleary said BP takes employee concerns seriously. “We want to get to the bottom of the questions … find a resolu-
tion and move forward.”

The problem with surface safety valves was brought to BP’s attention by employees, McCleary said. “Our employees brought this problem to us, but they also brought the concern outside of BP as well, so one of the issues we’re working on is to ensure that we have a clean process for handling employees’ concerns in terms of the company — an open and free communica-
tion.”

The surface safety valve on a wellhead is designed to respond to large changes in pressure and shut in the well. BP is required by the state to test these valves and report results of the tests (see related story on page A1).

The surface safety valves are held open by positive pressure through a hydraulic system. McCleary said. If a break occurs in the flow line leading from the well, the surface safety valve is sup-
pended to detect low pressure and shut the well in.

Positive pressure keeps the valve open, allowing the well to flow, but the natural status of the valves is closed. McCleary said.

“So if something in the system fails and they lose hydraulic pressure they close. … If they lose electrical power they will close. If they are triggered at the con-
trol panel by the operator in the well house they will close. And so their ten-
dency is always to want to close and they’re held open by positive pressure.”

And because Prudhoe Bay is a mature field, only about half of the wells will flow to the surface unsasissted, McCleary said. Reservoir pressure has been deplet-
ed because of the normal maturing of the field, and “about half the wells will just die from their own hydrostatic head if we turn off the gas lift. Which is one of the processes that occurs in the event of an incident — you turn off the gas lift sys-
tem and then the wells choke themselves off.”

Two valve components tested

Two components on the valves are tested. Chappell said, “something that we were aware of as early as 1999 was that we were having problems with pressure sensor freeze ups. We had high component failure rates during the cold winter months,” he said.

BP designed an insulating box to go over the pressure sensors to keep them from freezing, and the company began installing them around the field. Chappell said BP has acknowledged “that that pro-
gram could have been better and more efficient” if guided by long-term data to help identify problem wells.

But,” he said, “that process has been accelerated and we’re confident that we will have that process licked by the time the weather begins to get cold.”

ADVERTISE IN PETROLEUM NEWS • ALASKA!

Call (907) 245-2297

Petroleum Equipment & Services Inc.

Anchorage: (907) 248-0066
Prudhoe Bay: 907-659-3199
fax: (907) 248-4429
5631 Silverado Way, Suite C
Anchorage, AK 99518
www.peasok.com

Commercial Buildings
For Sale or Lease

1786 SF Hangar/Shop steel building on Merrill Field. Very clean new Hangar built in 2000. Nice and clean. Hangar comes with access to an automated keycard fuel system, hotel rooms, briefing lounge, internet computers, automated weather and more. $180,000 MLS#1106245

5308 SF Commercial building with 3 bedroom penthouse, 9,800 sq. ft. B-3 lot, 2831 Rose. Possible owner finance. $425,000

10,872 SF Church or Multi Purpose Building MLS#1104248

12,000 SF Church or Multi Purpose Building on a 20,250 sq. ft. B-3 zoned lot. Worship center as well as fellowship hall excellent visibility at Mountain View drives Rd. MLS #1102388

Worship center has 3,080 SF. MLS #1502886

1,500 sq. ft. office/dentist MLS #1103126

16  OH doors on a 26,725 sq. ft. B-3 lot. With new STIP 10,0000 underground tanks. Corp financ-
ing available. $750,000 MLS #1103006

1.25 $/SF. Three suites #300 has 2,724 SF, #400 has 2,356 SF, and #500 has 3,080 SF. MLS #1102431

Don’t be left out
Congratulations
Mr. Toohey & Sen. Pearce!

“This is an exciting day for a kid from Girdwood.”
— Cam Toohey

“I’ll remain an Alaskan, even inside the beltway.”
— Drue Pearce

On June 16, Secretary of the Interior Gale Norton named state Sen. Drue Pearce, R-Anchorage, as senior advisor to the Secretary for Alaska Affairs, and Cam Toohey as special assistant to the Secretary for Alaska. Best wishes from all of us!
COMING SOON
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A comprehensive history of the companies that built the infrastructure of ALASKA’S OIL INDUSTRY

AHTNA, Inc.
Alaska Cover-All
Alaska Diesel Electric
Alaska Interstate Construction
Alaska Rubber & Rigging
Alaska’s People
Alfa Tec
American Marine
Arctic Foundations
Arctic Insulation
Arctic Slope Telephone
AT&T Alascom

Baker Hughes Co.
Carfile
CCI, Inc.
Champion Technologies
CN Aquatrain
Conam Construction
Crowley Alaska
Crowley Marine
Documentation Works
Dowland Bach
Doyon Drilling
Era Aviation
Eurest Support Services

F. Robert Bell
Flowline Alaska
GCI
Guess & Rudd
HC Price
Judy Patrick Photography
Lounsbury
Lynden Inc.
Mapmakers of Alaska
MI LLC
Nabors Alaska
NANA/Cott
Nalchig Inc.

NC Machinery
Nordic-Callista
North Star Terminal
Parsons Energy & Chemicals
Peak Oilfield Services
Schlumberger Oilfield Services
Spenard Builders Supply
Steam Supply
TOTE
Udehoven Oilfield Systems
URS Corporation
VECO
Companies and associations involved in Alaska’s oil and gas industry

- Alaska Airlines
- Alaska Camp Transport
- Alaska Industrial Heritage
- Alaska Intermediate Construction
- Alaska Mechanical
- Alaska Oil and Gas Association
- Alaska Rubber & Rigging
- Alaska Steel
- Alaska Stucco & Fire Proofing
- Alaska Tent & Tarp
- Alaska Valve & Fitting
- AlcanTel
- American Marine
- Arctic Foundations
- Arctic Power
- Arctic Slope Telephone Assoc.
- Arctic Wire Rope & Supply
- Army/Navy Store
- ASCG Inspection Inc. (Adirondacks)
- Avalon Development
- Badger Productions
- Baker Hughes Integ
- Bank of Alaska
- BK Hanna Construction MATS
- Brooks Range Supply
- Cameron
- Carlson Transportation
- CH Alwapak
- Cold Rivers
- CommonSpirit North
- Conen Construction
- Corvair Alaska
- Documentation Works
- Dowland - Bath Corp.
- Drydock Drilling
- ENSR Corp.
- Epoch Well Services
- Era Aviation
- Eureset Support Services
- Evergreen Helicopters
- FATS
- Flight Alaska dba Yute Air
- Flowline Alaska
- Forest Oil
- G&H Equipment
- Golder Associates
- Great Northern
- Guardian Security Systems
- H.C. Price
- Holiday Parks
- Hilson Anchorage Hotel
- Inspirations
- Jackovich Industrial & Construction Supply
- Jamall Industries
- Judy Patrick Photography
- Kuupik - Arctic Catering
- Kuupik - Fairweather
- Kuupik - Veritas
- Kuupik - LNG
- Lounsbury & Associates
- Lynden
- Managed Integrity Services (MIS)
- Mapmakers of Alaska
- M & M Rental
- Montgomery Watson
- Nabors Alaska
- NANA Oil and Gas Engineering
- Natasha’s
- Nature Conservancy
- N.C. Machinery
- Nordic plaque Services
- North Star Terminal & Stevedore
- Northern Air Cargo
- Northern Transportation
- Offshore Divers
- Pacific Alaska Forwarders
- Peak Oilfield Services
- Penco
- Petroleum Equipment & Services
- Petroleum News • Alaska
- Petrotechnical Resources of Alaska
- Phillips Alaska
- Professional Services & Safety Instruments (PSSI)
- Resource Development
- Council of Alaska
- Rolls Royce Energy Systems
- Schlumberger Oilfield Services
- SECORP Industries
- Snapon Industrial
- Security Aviation
- Stewart Smith and RE/MAX
- Testing Institute of Alaska
- The Alliance
- TOTE
- United Equipment & Supply
- Udelhoven Oilfield Systems
- United Rentals
- URS
- VECO
- Vopak USA
- XTO Energy
- Yukon Engineering Services

Inside

- Hearst “yellow journalism” promotes TAPS
- Offshore Divers welds for industry
- ENSR protects environment
SERVICES

Air Charter & Support

Air Logistics of Alaska Inc. 1915 Donald Ave. Fairbanks, AK 99701 Phone: (907) 452-2197 Fax: (907) 452-4539 Contact: Dave Searaburgh (Fairbanks number listed above; in Anchorage, call 248-3335) Helicopter contract and charter services.

Era Aviation 6160 Carl Brady Dr. Anchorage, AK 99502 Contact: John Holland Phone: (907) 248-4422 Fax: (907) 266-8838 Helicopter and fixed wing contract and charter services; scheduled airline service.

Flight Alaska dba Yute Air 3600 W. International Airport Rd. Anchorage, AK 99502 Contact: Todd Wallace Phone: (907) 241-3331 E-mail: twallace@northairincargo.com Website: www.northernaircargo.com

Northern Air Cargo 3900 W. International Airport Rd. Anchorage, AK 99502 Contact: Todd Wallace Phone: (907) 241-3331 E-mail: twallace@northairincargo.com Website: www.northernaircargo.com

Security Aviation Inc. 3600 W. International Airport Rd. Anchorage, AK 99502 Contact: Kelly Brunk Phone: (907) 248-2677 Fax: (907) 248-6911 E-mail: securityaviation@gci.net Security Aviation is a professional aviation service specializing in safe, reliable, personalized air transportation to and from anywhere in Alaska, Canada, and the Continental U.S.

Architecture

LCMF, Inc. 139 E. 51st Ave. Anchorage, AK 99503 Contact: Steve Chronic, P.E., General Manager Phone: (907) 273-1830 Fax: (907) 248-6911 E-mail: scronic@lcmf.com Arctic specialized architectural & engineering design for all structures; water/sewer, fuel transportation systems design; contractor support surveying & permitting for oil & gas development; dredging operations, remote site land and hydrographic surveying.

Aviation Fuel Sales

Calville Inc. Pouch 340012 Prudhoe Bay, AK 99734 Contact: Rick Hofreiter or John Daly Phone: (907) 659-3197 Fax: (907) 659-3197 Diesel, gasoline, jet fuel, aviation gasoline in bulk and small quantity deliveries, electronic card-lock fleet management, service and recycling, steel, industrial gases and solid waste.

Umiat Commercial Co. Inc. 2700 S. Cushman St. Fairbanks, AK 99701 Contact: Mike Tolbert Phone: (907) 452-6631 Fax: (907) 451-8632 E-mail: mike@taigaventures.com UCC provides lodging and fuel sales at Umiat located on the Colville River. We are open 24 hours a day everyday of the year.

Camps, Catering & Lodging

Eurest Support Services 9210 Vanguard Dr., Suite 101 Anchorage, AK 99507 Contact: George Cuzzort Phone: (907) 344-1207 Fax: (907) 344-0353 E-mail: gcuzzort@taidieservices.com The Alaska division of the world’s largest contract food service company. Visit our website at www.campususa.com

Hilton Anchorage 500 W. Third Ave. Anchorage, AK 99501 Contact: Karen Thunm Phone: (907) 272-7471 Toll Free: (800) 332-3222 E-mail: thunmlh@hilton.com The $15 million renovation of the Hilton Anchorage is complete and lodging in Alaska will never be the same again. Stay with us in the heart of downtown and visit our new Hooper Bay Cafe and Bruins bar and lounge on the main floor. But first enjoy our stunning new lobby that is the talk of the town.

Kuskokwim Arctic Catering 5761 Silverado Way, Suite P Anchorage, AK 99518 Phone: (907) 562-5588 Fax: (907) 562-5898 E-mail: rickkac@aol.com Umiat Commercial Co. Inc. 2700 S. Cushman St. Fairbanks, AK 99701 Contact: Mike Tolbert Phone: (907) 452-6631 Fax: (907) 451-8632 E-mail: mike@taigaventures.com UCC provides lodging and fuel sales at Umiat located on the Colville River. We are open 24 hours a day everyday of the year.

Commercial Diving

American Marine Corp. 6000 A St. Anchorage, AK 99518 Contact: Steve Stuart Phone: (907) 562-5426 Fax: (907) 562-5426 E-mail: rickkac@aol.com American Marine Corp. (American Divers) provides full service marine construction/specialists throughout Alaska and the Pacific.

Offshore Divers 5630 Silverado Way, A-9 Anchorage, AK 99518 Contact: Don Ingraham, owner/manager Phone: (907) 563-8060 Fax: (907) 563-8061 Website: http://www.offshoredivers.com Offshore Divers is an Alaska owned diving contractor specializing in subsea oilfield work on mooring systems, pipelines, platforms and docks in Cook Inlet, on the North Slope and in Valdez.

Commercial Real Estate

Re/MAX Properties Inc. 2600 Cordova St., Suite 100 Anchorage, AK 99503 Contact: Stewart Smith, Associate Broker Phone: (907) 257-0122 Fax: (907) 277-7005 E-mail: stewsell@acsalaska.net

Communications

Arctic Slope Telephone Association 4300 B St., Ste. 501 Anchorage, AK 99503 Contact: Erin Ealum Phone: (907) 274-7111 Fax: (907) 274-7455

Construction Materials

Alaska Industrial Hardware Inc. 2182 King Dr. Anchorage, AK 99501 Phone: (907) 276-7201 Fax: (907) 257-0122 Contact: Larry White E-mail: brooks@astacalaska.com Your source on the Slope. Safety supplies, welding supplies, automobiles and truck parts, hardware, tools, building materials, glass, propane, hydraulic hoses and fittings, paint and chemicals. Brooks Range Supply 1 Old Spine Road Prudhoe Bay, AK 99734 Contact: Craig Welch or Mike Kunkel Phone: (907) 659-2550 Fax: (907) 659-2550 E-mail: brooks@astacalaska.com

Construction Project Management

Anchorage Americas 509 W. 3rd Ave. Anchorage, AK 99501-2237 Contact: Frank Weiss Phone: (907) 276-2747 Fax: (907) 279-4088 E-mail: stewsell@acsalaska.net Other office: Kenai 50720 Kenai Spur Hwy., Mile 24.5 Kenai, AK 99611 Multi-discipline engineering and design services including construction management, petro-chemical and heavy industrial client projects. Managed Integrity Services, Inc. (MIS) 301 Arctic Slope Ave., Suite 100 Anchorage, AK 99518 Contact person: Jeffrey Smith, Business Development Leader Phone: (907) 349-5148 Fax: (907) 267-6480 E-mail: jsmith@misinc.com Providing Corrosion and mechanical integrity management services, integrity assessment, corrosion engineering, corrosion monitoring, quality control program development and inspection services.

NANA Colt Engineering, LLC 1001 E. Benson Blvd. Anchorage, AK 99508
Protecting the environment has developed into a specialized business requiring expertise, knowledge, and creativity. Careful planning during the design of new development projects can prevent pollution and environmental damage during and after construction. Modern techniques such as risk-based evaluation enable the safe cleanup of sites that have become contaminated in the past.

ENSR International, an environmental consulting firm with more than 60 offices worldwide, provides services in environmental planning, environmental assessment, permitting, compliance management and contamination cleanup. ENSR started operating in Alaska in the 1970s in the early years of Prudhoe Bay development. The company’s Alaska staff of about 30 people has accumulated many years of experience in dealing with environmental issues in Alaska.

“Compliance management is a big part of our environmental services,” Chris Humphrey, general manager of ENSR in Alaska told PNA, “both the up-front preventative, the planning part of it and then the corrective actions.”

Contaminated site closure

Humphrey takes particular pride in the progress that ENSR has made in dealing with contaminated sites. “A big strength of ours is dealing with the whole spectrum of contaminated sites from assessing the problem, developing and implementing a solution … to ultimately attain regulatory closure approval,” Humphrey said.

ENSR’s team of environmental specialists in a risk-based approach to a site. “The approaches are tailored to the specific site conditions, regulatory program and, most importantly, the clients’ objectives,” Humphrey said. “What do we do is evaluate the level of those risks and present an approach and assessment of those risks that can be used as a tool for closing the site.”

By ensuring that the risks fit within acceptable levels, it is possible to work with the regulatory agencies to close a site, even if contamination levels may exceed the standard limits. It’s all a question of what makes practical sense at a particular location.

ENSR’s work with Phillips and BP in closing North Slope reservoir pits has proved particularly successful. ENSR has been involved in the reserve pit closure program since the early 1990s, re-evaluating existing cleanup systems, as well as applying new risk-based approaches. “In the past three years we’ve effectively worked through and have gained closure approval with clients on over 30 of those pits,” Humphrey said.

Environmental planning

Although polluted sites need to be cleaned up, it is even more important to prevent new pollution from happening. Environmental planning and management now form critical components of facility design and construction: specialists assist with the design of structures, in order to anticipate any environmental problems.

“The front-end activities for, say, a capital project would be doing an environmental assessment of what the impacts are going to be as a result of this project, and then working to develop various alternatives for how that project should be done,” Humphrey said. In some cases, ENSR will prepare an environmental impact statement for the project.

“As the engineering develops we’re typically involved in brainstorming ideas … if you add this piece of equipment, for example, what are the impacts on air quality,” Humphrey said.

ENSR demonstrated its expertise during the renovation of the primary runway at the Eielson Air Force Base near Fairbanks. “We were able to work the environmental assessment process in parallel with the design and construction guys, and ultimately get the assessment approved so the work could be constructed without any time delays and impacts to the client’s mission,” Humphrey said.

Permitting

Environmental permitting also needs to take place early in a construction project. ENSR provides expertise in developing and securing permits and is an industry leader in pipeline permitting. “The company is currently permitting some of the largest gas pipelines going on in the nation,” Humphrey said.

As an adjunct to its planning and permitting services, ENSR can assist with the public relations aspects of the regulatory process. Often a client has to go through a public process in order to gain public approval and acceptance on a proposed action that may include actions such as new construction, site cleanup, etc. “What we do is … digest all the technical stuff, and boil it down to a package that can easily be presented and understood to the public — we’ve been doing that a lot for our military clients,” Humphrey said.

Compliance management

However, day-to-day compliance management of operating facilities forms a major component of ENSR’s services in Alaska. Environmental compliance often requires on-going monitoring of factors such as air, soil and water quality associated with permitting conditions, compliance agreements or voluntary initiatives. Similarly, a business will often want to evaluate the performance of its environmental systems. ENSR teams can perform the necessary monitoring of activities and do environmental sampling. “That is a big chunk of our business in Alaska, and has been for many years,” Humphrey said.

Access to sites for doing the sampling and environmental assessment poses the same logistical challenges that face any business operating in the remote parts of Alaska. ENSR has more than 24 years of experience working in all parts of the state.

Gaining access to the regulators can also prove challenging at present: the agencies have been reducing their staffing levels for several years. Delays in the permitting process can cause serious problems for a construction project.

Business challenges

Changes in company and oilfield ownership have also presented some recent challenges for ENSR. In particular, ENSR has had to maintain an understanding of the evolving needs of the industry, while the ownership changes have worked their way through the various organizations. “I think our key to getting through it was understanding, whoever the client is, what their needs are and spending time with them up front,” Humphrey said.

And business attention has continued to focus on cost efficiency without sacrificing environmental protection. “Even though in Alaska the oil prices are high and there’s a lot of development activities, there is a very high emphasis on doing right both from an environment perspective and from a health and safety perspective,” Humphrey said.

But with environmental costs coming right from the bottom line, the Alaska oil industry needs to remain cost competitive with other parts of the world. “We know that the environmental aspect of a company’s bottom line is… a non-revenue generator,” Humphrey said, “and so, managing that cost is very important to our clients. We make sure that we understand our clients’ objectives and then develop solutions,” he said.

A multi-disciplinary team

Humphrey told PNA that ENSR’s multi-discipline approach ensures a high-quality but cost-effective approach to meeting clients’ needs. “We’ve got a well-balanced mix of engineers, geologists, biologists, chemists and toxicologists,” he said “I think that’s another strong value we bring to our clients.”

And ENSR’s Alaska team forms just one piece of a larger international company. Worldwide, the company possesses a great depth of experience. “We are part of a very successful international business and we, as a company, have the ability to apply those international resources to the Alaska challenges,” Humphrey said.

The increasing awareness of environmental issues throughout the world seems certain to ensure that environmental expertise will remain a critical requirement for the oil industry. ENSR has established a strong position to provide environmental services to companies wherever they operate.
Alaska Mechanical has a 25-year track record of success in Alaska as a general contractor or major subcontractor.

Conam Construction Co.
301 W. Northern Lights Blvd., #300
Anchorage, AK 99503
Contact: Robert Stinson
Phone: (907) 278-6600
Fax: (907) 278-3255
E-mail: bstinson@conamco.com
Oil, gas, and mining facility, pipeline, civil, and commercial construction.

Conam Construction Co.
Nikiski, AK 99635
Contact: Robert Stinson
Prudhoe Bay office: (907) 659-8093
Fax: (907) 659-8489

Peak Oilfield Service Co.
2525 C St.
Anchorage, AK 99503
Contact: Kelly Collins, office manager
Phone: (907) 263-7008
Fax: (907) 263-7070
Prudhoe Bay office: (907) 659-2033
Cook Inlet office: (907) 776-4030
Service contractor providing general oilfield services, construction, heavy haul, maintenance, equipment rental and rig support.

Udelhaven Oilfield System Services Inc.
Anchorage office:
184 E. 53rd Ave.
Anchorage, AK 99518
Phone: (907) 248-8883
Fax: (907) 248-8884
E-Mail: sandra.hamann@mw.com
Montgomery Watson is a design-build engineering firm that has been providing environmental, engineering, construction, and remediation services in Alaska for the last 25 years.

Natchiq Inc.
6700 Arctic Spur Rd.
Anchorage, AK 99518-050
Phone: (907) 344-7577
Fax: (907) 267-3190

In the business of excellence, provides in its family of companies: oil field service, pipeline construction, and equipment for Alaska’s hydrocarbon industry.

Natchiq Inc.
Prudhoe Bay, AK 99734
P.O. Box 8349
Phone: (907) 776-5185
Fax: (907) 776-8105
Prudhoe office:
Pouch 340103
Prudhoe Bay, AK 99734
Phone: (907) 659-8093
Fax: (907) 659-8489
Serving Alaska for more than 25 years.

VECO
949 E. 36th Ave., Ste. 500
Anchorage, AK 99508
Phone: (907) 762-1500
Fax: (907) 762-1596
Website www.veco.com

VECO Corp.
Provides complete services in the state of Alaska.

In the business of excellence, provides in its family of companies: oil field service, pipeline construction, engineering and equipment for Alaska’s hydrocarbon industry.

Montgomery Watson
Anchorage office:
184 E. 53rd Ave.
Anchorage, AK 99518
Contact: Sandra Hamann
Phone: (907) 248-8883
Fax: (907) 248-8884
E-Mail: sandra.hamann@mw.com

NANA/Colt offers project management, engineering, design, construction management, and procurement services to the oil industry.

Vital Signs Inc.
301 W. Northern Lights Blvd., #300
Anchorage, AK 99503
Contact: David L. Matthews
Phone: (907) 278-4400
Fax: (907) 278-3255
E-mail: dmatthews@hcpriceco.com

Montgomery Watson
Prudhoe Bay office:
Pouch 340103
Prudhoe Bay, AK 99734
Phone: (907) 659-8093
Fax: (907) 659-8489

Another office: Dallas, Texas, and international.
E-mail: dmatthews@hcpriceco.com
EPC contractor performing oilfield support construction projects and other heavy industrial projects statewide.

Montgomery Watson
4100 Spennard Rd.
Anchorage, AK 99517
Contact: Sandra Hamann
Phone: (907) 248-8883
Fax: (907) 248-8884
E-Mail: sandra.hamann@mw.com

Montgomery Watson is a design-build engineering firm that has been providing environmental, engineering, construction, and remediation services in Alaska for the last 25 years.

Natchiq Inc.
6700 Arctic Spur Rd.
Anchorage, AK 99518-050
Phone: (907) 344-7577
Fax: (907) 267-3190

In the business of excellence, provides in its family of companies: oil field service, pipeline construction, engineering and equipment for Alaska’s hydrocarbon industry.

Veeco
949 E. 36th Ave., Ste. 500
Anchorage, AK 99508
Phone: (907) 762-1500
Fax: (907) 762-1596
Website www.veco.com

Veeco Corp.
Provides complete services in the state of Alaska.

In the business of excellence, provides in its family of companies: oil field service, pipeline construction, engineering and equipment for Alaska’s hydrocarbon industry.

Montgomery Watson
Anchorage office:
184 E. 53rd Ave.
Anchorage, AK 99518
Contact: Sandra Hamann
Phone: (907) 248-8883
Fax: (907) 248-8884
E-Mail: sandra.hamann@mw.com

Montgomery Watson is a design-build engineering firm that has been providing environmental, engineering, construction, and remediation services in Alaska for the last 25 years.

Natchiq Inc.
6700 Arctic Spur Rd.
Anchorage, AK 99518-050
Phone: (907) 344-7577
Fax: (907) 267-3190

In the business of excellence, provides in its family of companies: oil field service, pipeline construction, engineering and equipment for Alaska’s hydrocarbon industry.

Veeco
949 E. 36th Ave., Ste. 500
Anchorage, AK 99508
Phone: (907) 762-1500
Fax: (907) 762-1596
Website www.veco.com

Veeco Corp.
Provides complete services in the state of Alaska.

In the business of excellence, provides in its family of companies: oil field service, pipeline construction, engineering and equipment for Alaska’s hydrocarbon industry.
In September 1971, Gas Arctic, the first consortium to propose construction of a large diameter natural gas pipeline to carry North Slope gas through Canada to U.S. markets, sponsored this airborne tour of various sites in Alaska and Canada linked to its project. The group visited industry facilities in Alaska’s North Slope, in Yellowknife, Northwest Territories, and Calgary, Alberta, and others. Among the participants were news folks, political leaders, industry executives and technicians. Included were native leader Willie Hensley, then a state representative, O.Kotzeba, standing front and center in light colored jacket, former state Senator Lowell Thompson, at far right in the tan and brown co-necked sweater, former legislative aide Greg Erickson, kneeling right of center, directly above him in light gray jacket, former state representative and senator Mike Collette, an Anchorage Republican, at far right in bright red jacket, Homer Burrell, former director of the state Division of Oil and Gas, directly behind him, partially blocked, former state representative and senator Joe Orsini, Anchorage Republican.

**Corrosion Analysis**

ASCG Inspection, Inc.
301 Arctic Slope Ave., Suite 100
Anchorage, AK 99518
Contact: Jeffrey Smith, Business Development Leader
Phone: (907) 267-6236
Fax: (907) 267-6480
E-Mail: jsmith@ascg.com

Quality control / quality assurance, inspection and nondestructive testing services for the oil, gas and construction industries.

Managed Integrity Services, Inc. (MIS)
301 Arctic Slope Ave., Suite 100
Anchorage, AK 99518
Contact: Jeffrey Smith, Business Development Leader
Phone: (907) 267-6348
Fax: (907) 267-6480
E-Mail: jsmith@ascg.com

Providing corrosion and mechanical integrity management services, integrity assessment, corrosion engineering, corrosion monitoring, quality control program development and inspection services.

Testing Institute of Alaska
2114 Railroad Ave.
Anchorage, AK 99501
Contact: Robert Lockman
Phone: (907) 276-3440
Fax: (907) 279-7093

Weider testing; welding procedures; specifications; weld failure analysis; metallurgical testing; nondestructive testing welding stress relief; specialty weld repairs; manufacturing.

Drilling & Well Services

Baker Hughes Inteq
7260 Homer Dr.
Anchorage, AK 99501
Contact: Ross Doshier
Ph: (907) 278-8240
Fax: (907) 276-6432

Baker Hughes Inteq delivers advanced drilling technologies and services that deliver efficiency and precise well placement. Major capabilities include directional drilling measurement-while-drilling, logging-while-drilling, drilling and completion services, wellbore clean-up, and industrial services.

In summer 1971, oil companies operating on Alaska’s North Slope jointly undertook a massive cleanup program aimed at gathering up and disposing of untold hundreds of tons of detritus left behind on the tundra by decades of exploration and geological surveying operators, including some of their predecessors. To aid them in their task, they developed this vehicle, called a Rolligon, able to operate on the marshy and spongy tundra without damaging the active layer and exposing the frozen sub-soil. Its low-pressure rubber tires had little impact on the surface. In one test designed to demonstrate its size impact, an operator lay flat on a Rolligon and allowed it to be driven over him, sustaining neither pain nor injury. The Rolligon consisted mainly of thousands of rusting steel fuel and chemical drums, some of them still leaking toxic contents, surveying wire, breakdown equipment and camp trash. They were loaded onto dead-heading aircraft and flown to disposal sites in the south. The program was designed and supervised by one of the Alaska’s oilfield legends, the late Jim Dalton of Fairbanks.

William Randolph Hearst Jr. “yellow journalism” promotes trans-Alaska oil pipeline

By Joe LaRocca

One of the more outré breaches of ethical journalism involving Alaska in recent years comes, not surprisingly, from that towering figure in American newspaperdom whose surname has become synonymous with journalistic abuse, William Randolph Hearst Jr., the heir of that ineradicable stigma known as “yellow journalism.”

Hearst’s most recent anti-journalistic antics stem from the publication, ordered by him in all the Hearst newspapers, of a series of articles under the byline of Alaska William A. Egan, which list the purported advantages of a trans-Alaska vis-a-vis a trans-Canada pipeline for carrying Alaska’s North Slope oil to market.

The articles are riddled with calculated half-truths, untruths and factual errors for which one cannot blame Gov. Egan personally, since he can safely be assumed that he did not write the articles, even though he signed off on them.

Nor can the writer, some observer, unnamed administration minions (or minions) be faulted, for he or she merely followed instructions, which apparently included an admonition to bend or avoid the truth wherever it interfered with the articles’ pre-ordained biases.

The articles, numbering six and ranging in length between 900 and 1,000 words, began running in the Hearst publications on June 24.

The Anchorage Daily Times announced that it would publish the series simultaneously, possibly to embarrass the administration, which list the purported advantages and disadvantages on all sides of the pipeline issue. Hearst instead has pursued the cheaper, easiest and least professional means of expressing and affirming his own uninformed personal bias, shaped mainly during a skimpy tour of the proposed pipeline route and the Cook Inlet oilfield some four years ago as a guest of the oil industry.

He has invited Gov. Egan, the balance of whose long and illustrious political career hinges on an early construction of the proposed trans-Alaska pipeline, to delineate the issue for millions of Hearst readers throughout the U.S. to help sway mass public opinion and, presumably, build political pressures at the national level in favor of the trans-Alaska pipeline.

For there seems to be little doubt that if work on an Alaska oil pipeline is not imminent or begun by this time next year — when the heated campaign for Alaska’s gubernatorial, state legislative and other elective offices is well under way — Egan, who it is assumed will run for re-election, will be in serious political trouble.

Accordingly, Gov. Egan’s ghost-written series scrupulously avoids any recitation of circumstances which might dis- close that the compelling socio-economic realities of a trans-Canada oil line at least deserve the serious consideration and study they have not yet gotten.

Gov. Egan’s immediate political aspirations, unfortunately, depend upon a time frame which won’t accommodate a time-consuming study (which, incidentally, would not be all as time-consuming as it appears). This was the year 1973, and Alaska’shydrocarbon industry.
while-drilling, drilling fluids, and well-site information management services.

Baroid Drilling Fluids
6900 Arctic Blvd.
Anchorage, AK 99518
Contact: Tom Burgin
Phone: (907) 275-1272
Fax: (907) 265-2605
E-mail: tom.burgin@baroid.com

MI SWACO DSR
721 W. First Ave.
Anchorage, AK 99501 &
225 W. 92nd Ave.
Anchorage, AK 99517
Contact: Craig Bieber
Phone: (971) 5631-5564
E-mail: malsaska@alaska.net or dsr@alsaska.net

Nabors Alaska Drilling Inc.
2525 C St., Ste. 200
Anchorage, AK 99503
Contact: Trudy Elder
Phone: (907) 263-6000
Fax: (963) 563-3734
E-mail: teilder@nabors.com

Schlumberger Oilfield Services
3940 Arctic Blvd., Ste. 300
Anchorage, AK 99503
Contact: Steve Hamson
Phone: (907) 273-1700
Fax: (961) 561-8311

Vanguard Engineering & Permitting
Engineering & Permitting
And Consulting
3940 Arctic Blvd, Ste 300
Anchorage, AK 99503
Contact: Frank Weiss
Phone: (907) 276-2474
Fax: (971) 279-4088

Golder Associates
1750 Abbott Rd., Ste. 200
Anchorage, AK 99507
Contact: G. Bucky Tart, Bob Dugan, Mark musical
Fax: (907) 344-6001
Fax: (907) 344-6011

Environmental Engineering & Consulting
Alaska Anvil
509 W. 3rd Ave.
Anchorage, AK 99501-2237
Contact: Frank Weiss
Phone: (907) 276-2474
Fax: (971) 279-4088
Other office: Kenai
50720 Kenai Spur Hwy, Mile 24.5
Kenai, AK 99611

Multi-discipline engineering and design services including construction manage-
ment for petro-chemical and heavy indus-
trial client projects.

Golder Associates
1750 Abbott Rd., Ste. 200
Anchorage, AK 99507
Contact: G. Bucky Tart, Bob Dugan,
Mark Musical
Fax: (907) 344-6001
Fax: (907) 344-6011
Geotechnical and environmental engineer-
ing for resource development in Alaska and the
Arctic.

Lounsbury and Associates Inc.
723 W. 6th Ave.
Anchorage, AK 99501
Contact: Craig L. Savage, president
Phone: (907) 272-5451
Fax: (971) 272-9065
Toll Free: 1-800-478-5451

And, if there is another national energy crisis, surely it relates with equal or greater impact to cleaner burning, more-efficient natural gas.

The entire repertoire of errata which are manifest throughout the series defy full exposure here, but few of the more fundamental and serious defects can be dealt with.

The most damaging one, which per-
vades the entire issue, is that virtual-
ly all of the disadvantages which the
governor cites in opposition to a trans-
Canadian pipeline, apply with equal or greater force to a trans-Canadian GAS pipeline, to which the governor, however, does not refer.

It is self-evident that a trans-Canada natural gas pipeline is an indispensable adjunct to a trans-Alaska oil pipeline.

The governor says the Canadians would preempt 50 percent of the controversy over a trans-Canadian pipeline, but that is not the case. Gas reserves of a magnitude approaching the trans-Alaska pipeline would necessarily be nego-
tiated before a trans-Canada pipeline could be dropped at that point.

But even assuming Canadian pre-
emption was a valid consideration, the same is also true of a trans-Canada gas pipeline, particularly in light of the fact that unlike oil, commercial signifi-
cant reserves of natural gas have been found in the Canadian Arctic. And, if there is another national energy crisis, surely it relates with equal or greater impact to cleaner burn-
ing, more-efficient natural gas. Yet no one seems concerned about the international complications which might afflict a pipeline transporting north Slope gas through Canada to the U.S. Midwest and East Coast, where the energy need is greatest.

The governor says “the required corporate structure for a Canadian (oil) line would be intricate and tenuous

To be continued from page C5
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Egan says it would, in one of many misrepresentations which occur through the series of articles.

Again, one cannot fault Gov. Egan when he is factually correct, as when he points out on political pursuits — for reacting politically on this occasion, perhaps the most crucial of his distinguished career.

Orus lies with Hearst

The onus, so far as this commentary is concerned, lies with Hearst, who has foregone his responsibility to present all sides of a crucial public issue, simultaneously depriving his newspa-

see LaRocca page C7

And, if there is another national energy crisis, surely it relates with equal or greater impact to cleaner burning, more-efficient natural gas.
tion of resources whose victim is the con-
economic mismanagement or misalloca-
 throes of a crisis, it’s a private crisis of

ents. They were told, in effect: Don’t
there would be any need to seek an abro-
Defense Department to ascertain whether

spokesman told me earlier this year that

decade or more.

1968, before the “energy crisis” struck.

the next 11 years?

engineering firm that has been providing

Fax: (907) 248-8884
Contact: Sandra Hamann

gram development and inspection ser-
rosion monitoring, quality control pro-
tegrity management services, integrity

Phone: (907) 349-5148
Fax: (907) 344-6011

Geotechnical and Environmental en-
ing for resource development in

Fax: (907) 276-7797
E-mail: lleary@carlilekw.com

Providing Corrosion and mechanical integ-
ity management, integrity assessment, corrosion engineering, cor-
rosion monitoring, quality control pro-
gram development and inspection ser-
ts.

Phone: (907) 248-8884
Fax: (907) 248-8884
E-mail: sandra.hamann@nw.com

Montgomery Watson is a design/build
engineering firm that has been providing

Environmental Response & Clean Up

Pacific Environmental Corp. (PENCO)
6000 A St.
Anchorage, AK 99518
Contact: Steve Stuart
Phone: (907) 562-5420
Fax: (907) 562-5426
E-mail: geo@amarine.com

U.S. companies as Drager, MSA, Survivair,

EMEA Manager

Managing a fast 66 hours.

Anchorage and Tacoma. Transit time is

E-mail: mes@crowley.com

Marine transportation along Alaska’s

Other offices:

Port of Anchorage

Lynden Air Freight

Lynden International

Lynden Logistics

Northern Transportation Co. Ltd.
310 K St., Ste. 200
Anchorage, AK 99501
Contact: (john Marshall, Lynette Storoz
Phone: (907) 264-6682
Fax: (907) 264-6602

Marine transportation along Alaska’s
North Slope via Mackenzie River route.

TOTE-Totem Ocean

Trans Alaska Express

Other office: Kenai

Contact: Frank Weiss
Phone: (907) 344-6011

Fax: (907) 344-6001

Contact: Chris Humphrey, P.E.
Other office: Kenai

Fax: (907) 276-7797

Vanco A 936 Ave., Ste. 500
Anchorage, AK 99508
Phone: (907) 762-5500
Fax: (907) 762-1596

Website www.vanco.com

VECO Corp. provides complete services
in engineering, construction, and opera-
tions and maintenance. VECO is orga-
nized in regional centers located around
the world.

Carlie Transportation Systems
1800 E. First Ave.
Anchorage, AK 99501
Contact: Linda Leary
Phone: (907) 276-7379
Fax: (907) 276-6768
E-mail: liliary@carliekw.com

Alaska owned and operated, full service
multimodal, transportation and logistics
company

Crowley Alaska Inc.
2525 C St., Ste. 303
Anchorage, AK 99506
Contact: Craig Tompa
Phone: (907) 278-6978
Fax: (907) 257-2828

E-mail: cms@crowley.com

Marine transportation throughout Alaska.
North Slope heavy hauling with
CATCO all-terrain vehicles.

Lynden Inc.
Alaska Marine Lines
Alaska West Express
Lynden Air Cargo
Lynden Air Freight

Telephone (907) 276-7797
Fax: (907) 562-9772
E-mail: secorp@alaskax.com

SECORP has been a leader in the
medical and safety industry for over
30 years. Our medical and safety equip-
ment meets the industry’s highest stan-
ards. SECORP is a distributor for such
companies as Drager, MSA, Survivair,
Detcon and PemTech.

NOTE: As it turned out, the Gravel
amendment authorizing the trans-Alaska
oil pipeline project to circumvent NEPA
and the private law lawsuits, passed the
Senate in July 1973 by a single vote,
50 to 49. Vice President Spiro T. Agnew,
in his capacity as the Senate’s presiding
officer, cast the deciding tie-breaking
vote, allowable under the rules only in
the case of a tie.

Joe Larocca can be reached by e-mail at
larocca@uol.com.
Offshore Divers works subsea for oil and gas industry in Alaska

With underwater prowess and experience, Offshore Divers repairs anchor systems, fixes docks, finds cracks in pipelines and more

By Dawnell Smith
PNA Contributing Writer

Whether welding a dock or looking for leaks in a gas pipeline, Offshore Divers proves its mettle as a commercial hard hat diving company and marine contractor that handles anything from routine repairs or isolated emergencies.

When necessary, the company’s crew of divers can respond to a call in hours. A few years ago, a crew from Offshore Divers got to the site of a plane crash near Tanana in just six hours and found the plane and pilot, completed their work and returned to Anchorage with their gear within 26 hours.

That commitment to around the clock service adds to Offshore Divers’ package of services, but the company’s primary work involves regular maintenance and repairs for the oil and gas industry.

In fact, Offshore Divers has probably completed more underwater welds in Alaska in the last two years, than all of its competitors combined, according to Don Ingraham, area manager for the Alaskan owned and operated company.

With a crew of a dozen or more people and steadily rising revenues, the contractor has bolstered its client base since it started business in 1998. Last year, gross revenues hit about $1.5 million, almost double the previous year.

Though the company does most of its work in Valdez and Cook Inlet, it also goes to the North Slope and virtually anywhere in Alaska. Its clients include Alyeska Pipeline Service Co., Phillips Alaska Inc. and Crowley Maritime.

A unique and varied projects make things interesting, but the company makes its bread and butter doing projects like its work installing and removing large three-legged anchor systems in water more than 300 feet deep.

Since these anchor systems have 40,000 to 60,000 anchors at the end of each stud-link anchor chain leg and each chain link weighs about as much as a truck bumper, the work requires focus and skill. Moreover, most of these projects take place in late fall or midwinter when the weather gets treacherous and the daylight scarce.

Offshore Divers employees launching an ROV (remote control vehicle) at the Valdez Marine Terminal.

Where industry meets the sea

Over the years, Offshore has worked on docks owned by the Alaska Railroad Corp., the City of Seward, the City of Homer and other docks in Whittier, King Cove and Valdez. Just last year, the company installed and welded 28 cantilevered anode assemblies on the Port McKenzie Dock.

In a more unusual job, the company shortened two of four flukes on the 13-foot diameter propeller of a vessel damaged during ice operations. Using a hydraulic cut-off saw mounted in an adjustable jig framework, the company removed the bent blades, which in turn allowed the vessel to head to its homeport in the Far East.

Unique and varied projects make things interesting, but the company makes its bread and butter doing projects like its work installing and removing large three-legged anchor systems in water more than 300 feet deep.

Nevertheless, these elaborate anchor systems require regular maintenance, which involves replacing worn chain sections and limited life components like shackles and stainless steel safeties. Usually, Offshore Divers uses two to three vessels for these jobs, though the primary work gets done on a vessel with
a 150-ton double-drum waterfall type winch.

Finding and filling the cracks

On rare occasions every three to five years, Offshore Divers provides magnetic particle crack detection through its nationally certified Level III non-destructive testing technician.

The company will complete a project of this type this summer, but it more routinely performs underwater flooded member tests and takes thickness readings on the subsea structural members and pipelines of the production platforms in the Cook Inlet.

The results of these tests get compiled into detailed inspection reports with as-built CAD structural drawings, photographs, cathodic potential readings and thickness, flooded member and daily, dive and vessel logs. Together, this information identifies findings and provides recommendations.

Other routine non-destructive test methods include "blackwater photography" and tactile structural examinations.

Using some of these methods, Offshore Divers located a pipeline leak in 150 feet of water last winter in Cook Inlet. To repair the leak the crew exposed and cleaned the pipe section and then installed a Plidco clamp (used worldwide for subsea pipe repairs) torqued to specification. The company is to do two more repair projects this summer.

Plying the inlet on Sand Island

Offshore Divers performs virtually all of its Cook Inlet work on a vessel called the Sand Island, an 80-foot offshore rescue and supply vessel originally built to ABS and USCG standards.

Now retrofitted and outfitted for Alaska diving operations and conditions, the Sand Island contains a deep air diving system, a hydraulic deck crane rated at 11,000 pounds, an electric/hydraulic deck winch with a single line pull of 25,000 pounds and a hydraulic manifold setup for flow and pressure control that adjusts for different underwater hydraulic tools.

In addition, the vessel has a multi-stage pump for supplying medium pressure water to a "blackwater camera" system developed specifically for shooting both underwater still photos and video pictures of critical structural welds on the platforms and pipelines located in Cook Inlet. With all of its refinements, the Sand Island allows Offshore Divers to travel to a dock or location running against the tide.

"This makes it more efficient for clients, as slack tides are not wasted for vessel travel," Ingraham explained.

Wet suit and knife won’t hack it

"The public’s view of diving seems to visualize a ‘Lloyd Bridges’ guy type outfitted in a wet suit with scuba gear and a large knife located as far as possible from the diver’s hands."

—Don Ingraham, area manager for Offshore Divers

"The public’s view of diving seems to visualize a ‘Lloyd Bridges’ guy type outfitted in a wet suit with scuba gear and a large knife located as far as possible from the diver’s hands."

—Don Ingraham, area manager for Offshore Divers

That image goes against what Offshore Divers stands for as a professional commercial diving company. Instead, the company considers scuba gear risky due to its limited air supply and lack of a means of communication. Instead, Offshore Divers requires specialized commercial diving equipment, training and techniques. The company uses three-man crews as per OSHA and the USCG and has MEL insurance coverage, which is basically Jones Act insurance for a diver working off of a vessel in navigable waters.

Since the insurance levels required by the oil and gas companies in Alaska generally exceed government contract requirements, few diving contractors have both the insurance and expertise to work in Cook Inlet or Valdez for the oil and gas industry.

Offshore Divers has both, which explains why it has done work for companies like BP Alaska, VECO and Alaska Petroleum Contractors.
Financial Services

Dynamic Capital Management
471 W. 36th Ave., Ste. 201
Anchorage, AK 99503
Contact: David Gottstein
Phone: (907) 562-6374
Fax: (907) 563-9502

Alaska money management firm, offering experienced professional judgement, leading edge technology, and customized portfolios. Individual and corporate clients.

Freight/Shipping & Cargo

Air Logistics of Alaska Inc.
1915 Donald Ave.
Fairbanks, AK 99701
Phone: (907) 452-1197
Fax: (907) 452-4539
Contact: Dave Scarborough (Fairbanks number listed above; in Anchorage, call (907) 248-3335)

Helicopter contract and charter services

Alaska Cargo Transport
6700 W.Marginal Way S.W.
Seattle, WA 98106
Contact: Robert Smith
Phone: (800) 327-7379
Fax: (206) 762-1041
E-mail: bob@jore.com
Other Office: 825 Whitney Rd., Anchorage, AK 99501
ACT is a common carrier, offering marine and overland cargo transporta-
tion anywhere in the USA and around the world. ACT utilizes the strengths of its sister companies in the Jore Group to provide door-to-door transportation services.

Carilie Transportation Systems
1800 E. First Ave.
Anchorage, AK 99501
Contact: Linda Leary
Phone: (907) 276-6602
Fax: (907) 276-6788
E-mail: leary@cariliek.com

Alaska owned and operated, full service multi-modal, transportation and logistics company

CN Aquatrain
3015 Madison Way
Anchorage, AK 99508
Contact: Laurie A. Gray, agent
Phone: (907) 279-3131
Toll Free: (800) 999-0541
Fax: (907) 272-3963
CN Aquatrain has provided Alaska with dependable access to Canadian and Lower 48 markets for 38 years.

Crowley Alaska Inc.
2525 C St., Ste. 303
Anchorage, AK 99503
Contact: Craig Tompa
Phone: (907) 278-4978
Fax: (907) 257-2828
E-mail: cms@cnwley.com

Marine transportation throughout Alaska. North Slope heavy hauling with CATCO all-terrain vehicles.

Era Aviation
6160 Carl Brady Dr.
Anchorage, AK 99502
Contact: John Holland
Phone: (907) 248-4422
Fax: (907) 264-6682

Helicopter and fixed wing contract and charter services; scheduled airline service.

Evergreen Helicopters of Alaska Inc.
1935 Merrill Field Dr.
Anchorage, AK 99501
Contact: Todd Wallace
Phone: (907) 243-3331
Fax: (907) 243-2811
E-mail: twallace@northernaircargo.com

VALDEZ—The deck of the Polar Endeavour. The tanker has 12 cargo tanks which have a combined capacity of just over 1 million barrels.

Lynden Air Freight
3900 West International Airport Rd.
Anchorage, AK 99502
Contact: Todd Wallace
Phone: (907) 243-3331
Fax: (907) 243-1744
Website: www.northernaircargo.com

The combined scope of the Lynden companies includes truckload and less-than-
truckload (LTL) highway connections, scheduled barges, intermodal bulk chemical hauls, scheduled and charted air freighters, domestic and international air forwarding, and international sea forwarding services.

Northern Air Cargo
6441 S. Air Park Pl.
Anchorage, AK 99502
Contact: Mark Anderson
Phone: (907) 254-1544
Fax: (907) 245-1744
E-mail: custsvc@lynden.com

Northern Air Cargo is the largest in-state air cargo carrier handling more than 100 million pounds of freight annually with scheduled flights to 17 of Alaska’s busiest destinations plus charter and flagstop flights to 44 additional communities around the state. Northern Air Cargo operates a fleet of 727 and pressurized DC-6 aircraft.

Yute Air
3600 W. International Airport Rd.
Anchorage, AK 99502
Contact: Richard Ameline
Phone: (907) 248-3335)
number listed above; in Anchorage, call (907) 276-3335

Helicopter contract and charter services

Hazardous Materials Cargo

Northern Air Cargo
3900 W. International Airport Rd.
Anchorage, AK 99502
Contact: Todd Wallace
Phone: (907) 243-3331
Fax: (907) 272-2141
Website: www.northernaircargo.com
Northern Air Cargo is the largest in-state air cargo carrier handling more than 100 million pounds of freight annually with scheduled flights to 17 of Alaska’s busiest destinations plus charter and flagstop flights to 44 additional communities around the state. Northern Air Cargo operates a fleet of 727 and pressurized DC-6 aircraft.

Yute Air
3600 W. International Airport Rd.
Anchorage, AK 99502
Contact: Richard Ameline
Phone: (907) 452-2117
Fax: (907) 452-4539
Contact: Dave Scarborough (Fairbanks number listed above; in Anchorage, call (907) 248-3335)

Helicopter contract and charter services

Inspection Services

The combined scope of the Lynden companies includes truckload and less-than-
truckload (LTL) highway connections, scheduled barges, intermodal bulk chemical hauls, scheduled and charted air freighters, domestic and international air forwarding, and international sea forwarding services.
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Phone: (907) 267-6236
Fax: (907) 267-6480
E-Mail jsmith@ascg.com
Quality control / quality assurance, inspection and nondestructive testing services for the oil, gas and construction industries

Udehoven Oilfield System Services Inc.
Anchorage office: 184 E. 53rd Ave.
Anchorage, AK 99518
Phone: (907) 344-1577
Fax: (907) 522-2541
Nikiski office: P.O. Box 8349
Nikiski, AK 99635
Phone: (907) 776-6185
Fax: (907) 776-6105
Prudhoe office: Pouch 340103
Prudhoe Bay, AK 99734
Phone: (907) 659-8093
Fax: (907) 659-6489
Serving Alaska for more than 25 years.

Instrumentation Systems
Epoch Well Services, Inc.
5801 Silverado Way
Anchorage, AK 99518
Contact: James R. Carson, Alaska Division Manager
Phone: (907) 561-2465
Fax: (907) 561-2474
E-Mail jcarson@nabors.com
RIGWATCH Drilling Instrumentation Services: RIGWATCH is a complete digital drilling instrumentation system that monitors all drill floor and mud system parameters. Critical data is displayed and archived on workstations located at key points on the rig.

Laboratory Services
Flowline Alaska Inc.
1881 Liverpool
Fairbanks, AK 99701
Contact: Chris Johanssen
Ph: (907) 456-4911
Fax: (907) 456-1194
Flowline has three pipe insulation, fabrication, and coating facilities encompassing over 45,000 square feet of enclosed production area, on a 22 acre site in Fairbanks that offers substantial area for material handling and staging, and a dedicated rail spur.
Vopak USA Inc.
590 E. 100th Ave.
Anchorage, AK 99515
Contact: Robert Lockman
Phone: (907) 243-3331
Fax: (907) 254-1544
E-Mail: custsvc@lynden.com
Lynden Transport
6441 So. Air Park Pl.
Anchorage, AK 99502
Contact: Contact: Todd Wallace
Phone: (907) 243-3331
Fax: (907) 254-1544
E-Mail: custsvc@lynden.com
Lynden has been providing comprehensive supply chain and transportation services for the oil, gas and construction industries since 1967. We will customize a solution to fit your needs.

American Marine Corp.
6000 A St.
Anchorage, AK 99518
Contact: Steve Stuart
Phone: (907) 562-5420
Fax: (907) 562-5426
American Marine Corp. (American Divers) provides full service marine construction/ divers throughout Alaska and the Pacific.
Offshore Divers
5630 Silverado Way, A9
Anchorage, AK 99518
Contact: Don Ingram, owner/manager
Phone: (907) 563-9060
Fax: (907) 563-9061
Website: http://www.offshoredivers.com
Offshore Divers is an Alaska owned diving contractor specializing in subsea oilfield work on mooring systems, pipelines, platforms and docks in Cook Inlet, on the North Slope and in Valdez.

Udehoven Oilfield System Services Inc.
Anchorage office: 184 E. 53rd Ave.
Anchorage, AK 99518
Phone: (907) 344-1577
Fax: (907) 522-2541
Nikiski office: P.O. Box 8349
Nikiski, AK 99635
Phone: (907) 776-6185
Fax: (907) 776-6105
Prudhoe office: Pouch 340103
Prudhoe Bay, AK 99734
Phone: (907) 659-8093
Fax: (907) 659-6489
Serving Alaska for more than 25 years.

Meetings & Conventions
Hilton Anchorage
500 W. Third Ave.
Anchorage, AK 99501
Contact: Karen Thorn
Phone: (907) 272-7411
Toll free: (800) 321-1232
E-Mail: thornhi@hilton.com
In addition to our popular meeting floor with over 16,000 sq. ft., the Hilton Anchorage now has a new high-tech 6000 sq. ft. conference center; an intimate setting for 10 to 500 people to meet and exchange ideas.

UDM International
Anchorage, AK 99518
Contact: Robert Lockman
Phone: (907) 276-3440
Fax: (907) 279-7093

UDELOST—The deck of the Polar Endeavour. The tanker is 895 feet long with a beam of 151.6 feet.
Vehicle Repair

G.B.R. Equipment Inc. 6300 Petersburg St. Anchorage, AK 99507 Contact: Bob Reynolds Phone: (907) 563-3550 Fax: (907) 562-6468 Snap-on Industrial 2606 W. 33rd Ave. Anchorage, AK 99517 Contact: Walter G. Landgrebe Phone: (907) 230-5608 Fax: (907) 245-8665 E-mail: walter.g.landgrebe@snapon.com

Welding

Alaska Industrial Hardware Inc. 2192 Viking Dr. Anchorage, AK 99501 Contact: Rob Whitmore Phone: (907) 276-7201 Fax: (907) 258-2123 E-mail: aih@alaska.com AIH - Alaska largest supplier of hand & power tool, contractor's supplies and builder's hardware. Fast job site service & free local delivery.

Arctic Foundations 5621 Arctic Blvd. Anchorage, AK 99518 Phone: (907) 562-2741 Fax: (907) 562-0153 Manufacturer of two-phase thermosyphons for permafrost stabilization and containment.

Flowline Alaska Inc. 1883 Livingston Fairbanks, AK 99701 Contact: Chris Johansson Phone: (907) 456-4911 Fax: (907) 456-1194 Flowline has the pipe insulation, fabrication, and coating facilities encompassing over 45,000 square feet of enclosed space. Facilities in Fairbanks that offers substantial passing over 45,000 square feet of coating facilities encompassing over 45,000 square feet of enclosed space.

G.B.R. Equipment Inc. 6300 Petersburg St. Anchorage, AK 99507 Contact: Bob Reynolds Phone: (907) 563-3550 Fax: (907) 562-6468 Holiday-Parks Inc. 1820 Marla St. Fairbanks, AK 99709 Contact: Michael Nelson Phone: (907) 452-7151 Fax: (907) 452-3800 E-mail: melson@holiday-parks.alaska.com Custom metal fabrication, welding, bending, forming ventilation system design and installation. Ventilation system troubleshooting and analysis.

Udelhoven Oilfield System Services Anchorage office: 184 E. 53rd Ave. Anchorage, AK 99518 Phone: (907) 344-1577 Fax: (907) 521-8541 Nikiski office: P.O. Box 8349

Chemicals

MI SWACO DSR 721 W. First Ave. Anchorage, AK 99501 & 225 W. 92nd Ave. Anchorage, AK 99515 Contact: Craig Bieher Phone: (907) 274-5564 Fax: (907) 522-1486 E-mail: Ken.Lambertsen@vwr-inc.com MI SWACO DSR combines Alaska knowledge and global strength to provide the oil industry with a full-service drilling partner.

Army/Navy Store 320 W. 4th Ave. Anchorage, AK 99501 Phone: (907) 279-2401 Fax: (907) 278-1717 Contact: Michael Miller E-mail: armynavy@micronet.net Over 50 years as major contractor in Alaska for oil companies and subcontractors in the oil field. We provide an array of products and services for the oil and gas industry.

Arctic gear

Vapak USA Inc. 590 E. 100th Ave. Anchorage, AK 99515 Contact: Ken Lambertsen Phone: (907) 344-7444 Fax: (907) 522-1486 E-mail: Ken.Lambertsen@vericom.com World’s largest industrial chemical distributor serving Alaskans since 1924. Industrial emphasis in oil and gas refining, processing, and gas treating.

Brush & Tree Clearing Equipment

Jarraff Industries 1731 Gault St. St. Peter, MN 56082 Contact: Heidi Boyum Phone: (800) 436-2691 Fax: (907) 934-4706 E-mail: jarraff@crystalcomm.net Website: www.geo-boy.com The GEO-BOY brush cutter tractor from Jarraff Industries, Inc. easily travels in a wide variety of terrain. Its innovative design gives you maximum power and maneuverability with lower ground pressure. The GEO-BOY operates in almost any condition, turning trees and brush into a fine mulch.

Construction Equipment & Supplies

Alaska Stucco & Fireproofing 1700 E 76th Ave., #1223 Anchorage, AK 99518 Contact: Joe Gearhart Phone: (907) 336-7112 Fax: (907) 336-7113 E-mail: astucco@icgi.com Alaska Stucco is a specialty contractor with emphasis on fire proof & insulating coating. Aik Fabrication of explosion and fireproof panels.

Central Fuel Compressors

Rolls-Royce 50th Ave. S.W. Suite 1590 Calgary, Alberta T2P0M2 Contact: Scott DeWolfe Phone: (403) 456-4414 Fax: (403) 452-4846 Attn: Buzz Jackson Anchorage: 1716 Post Road Phone: (907) 277-1406

Rolls-Royce provides aeroderivative gas turbine compression and power generation packages (5,500 to 70,000 horsepower) with technologically-advanced control systems. All Rolls-Royce products are backed by an extensive worldwide parts and service support organization.

Arctic Foundations 5621 Arctic Blvd. Anchorage, AK 99518 Phone: (907) 279-7093 Welder testing, welding procedures/specifications; weld failure analysis/metalurgical testing; nondestructive welding stress relief; specialty weld repairs/manufacturing.

Vopak USA Inc. 590 E. 100th Ave. Anchorage, AK 99515 Contact: Ken Lambertsen Phone: (907) 344-7444 Fax: (907) 522-1486 E-mail: Ken.Lambertsen@vericom.com World’s largest industrial chemical distributor serving Alaskans since 1924. Industrial emphasis in oil and gas refining, processing, and gas treating.
E-Mail: jcott@ncmachinery.com
Other Office: Dutch Harbor, Fairbanks & Juneau
Your Caterpillar machine, engine parts & services in the state of Alaska.

Arctic Wire Rope & Supply
5405 14th Ave. SW, Suite 1500
Calgary, Alberta T2P0M2
Contact: Scott DekaRolle
Phone: (403) 234-7800
Fax: (403) 233-0415
Rolls-Royce provides aerodervitive gas turbine compression and power generation packages 5,050 to 70,000 horse power, with technologically-advanced control systems. All Rolls-Royce products are backed by an extensive worldwide parts and service support organization.

Gas Turbines

Hoses, Hydraulics & Industrial

Alaska Rubber & Rigging Inc.
210 E Van Horn Rd.
Fairbanks, AK 99701
Contact: Chris Chambers
Phone: (907) 919-9299
Fax: (907) 451-8480
E-mail: chris@akrubber-rigging.com
Stocking warehouse distributor of hydraulic and industrial hoses and fittings, wire rope, chain and fanning. We stock Campbell Chains, Goodyear, Peerless and WRCA.

Arctic Wire Rope and Supply
4640 Arctic Spur Rd.
Anchorage, AK 99518
Contact: Jill Reeves
Phone: (907) 562-0707
Fax: (907) 562-2426
E-mail: awrs@customcpu.com
Arctic Wire Rope is Alaska’s largest and most complete rigging supply source. We specialize in custom sling fabrication (wire rope, web, chain, and polyester rounds).

Safety Equipment & Supplies
Alaska Industrial Hardware Inc.
1921 Viking Dr.
Anchorage, AK 99501
Contact: Rob Whitmore
Phone: (907) 276-7201
Fax: (907) 258-2123
E-mail: ais@aisalaska.com
AIH – Alaska largest supplier of hand and power tools, contractor’s supplies and building hardware. Fast jobsite service and free local delivery.

Arctic Wire Rope and Supply
4640 Arctic Spur Rd.
Anchorage, AK 99518
Contact: Jill Reeves
Phone: (907) 562-0707
Fax: (907) 562-2426
E-mail: awrs@customcpu.com
Arctic Wire Rope is Alaska’s largest and most complete rigging supply source. We specialize in custom sling fabrication (wire rope, web, chain, and polyester rounds).

Army Nil Navy Store
320 W. 4th Ave.
Anchorage, AK 99501
Phone: (907) 279-2401
Fax: (907) 278-1714
Contact: Michael Miller
E-mail: army.military@tnet.net
Over 50 years as major contractor in Alaska for oil companies and subcontractors.

Arctic Wire Rope is Alaska’s largest and most complete rigging supply source. We specialize in custom sling fabrication (wire rope, web, chain, and polyester rounds).

Maps

Mapmakers Alaska
259 S. Alaska St.
Palmer, AK 99645
Contact: Britt Lively, manager
Phone: (907) 745-3938
Fax: (907) 745-6733
Maps for oil and gas industry and custody/roll work.

Fueling Services

Colville Inc.
Pouch 340012
Prudhoe Bay, AK 99734
Contact: Trevor Helmer or John Daly
Phone: (907) 659-3197
Fax: (907) 659-3190
Diesel, gasoline, jet fuel, aviation gasoline in bulk and small quantity deliveries, electronic card-lock fuel management, service and recycling, steel, industrial gases and solid waste.

Pipe & Fittings

Petroleum Equipment & Services Inc.
5631 Silverado Way, Suite G
Anchorage, AK 99518
Contact: Kevin Darling/Donald Parker
Phone: (907) 248-0666
Fax: (907) 248-4429
P.E.S.I. offers both conventional and specialty products and services for the Alaska oil industry.

Recycling & Waste Management

Colville Inc.
Pouch 340012
Prudhoe Bay, AK 99734
Contact: Rick Hofreiter or John Daly
Phone: (907) 659-3197
Fax: (907) 659-3190
Diesel, gasoline, jet fuel, aviation gaso- line in bulk and small quantity deliveries, electronic card-lock fuel management, service and recycling, steel, industrial gases and solid waste.

Alaska Rubber & Rigging Inc.
210 E Van Horn Rd.
Fairbanks, AK 99701
Contact: Chris Chambers
Phone: (907) 919-9299
Fax: (907) 451-8480
E-mail: chris@akrubber-rigging.com
Stocking warehouse distributor of hydraulic and industrial hoses and fittings, wire rope, chain and fanning. We stock Campbell Chains, Goodyear, Peerless and WRCA.

Arctic Wire Rope and Supply
4640 Arctic Spur Rd.
Anchorage, AK 99518
Contact: Jill Reeves
Phone: (907) 562-0707
Fax: (907) 562-2426
E-mail: awrs@customcpu.com
Arctic Wire Rope is Alaska’s largest and most complete rigging supply source. We specialize in custom sling fabrication (wire rope, web, chain, and polyester rounds).

Safety Equipment & Supplies
Alaska Industrial Hardware Inc.
1921 Viking Dr.
Anchorage, AK 99501
Contact: Rob Whitmore
Phone: (907) 276-7201
Fax: (907) 258-2123
E-mail: ais@aisalaska.com
AIH – Alaska largest supplier of hand and power tools, contractor’s supplies and building hardware. Fast jobsite service and free local delivery.

Arctic Wire Rope and Supply
4640 Arctic Spur Rd.
Anchorage, AK 99518
Contact: Jill Reeves
Phone: (907) 562-0707
Fax: (907) 562-2426
E-mail: awrs@customcpu.com
Arctic Wire Rope is Alaska’s largest and most complete rigging supply source. We specialize in custom sling fabrication (wire rope, web, chain, and polyester rounds).

Army Nil Navy Store
320 W. 4th Ave.
Anchorage, AK 99501
Phone: (907) 279-2401
Fax: (907) 278-1714
Contact: Michael Miller
E-mail: army.military@tnet.net
Over 50 years as major contractor in Alaska for oil companies and subcontractors.

Arctic Wire Rope is Alaska’s largest and most complete rigging supply source. We specialize in custom sling fabrication (wire rope, web, chain, and polyester rounds).

Maps

Mapmakers Alaska
259 S. Alaska St.
Palmer, AK 99645
Contact: Britt Lively, manager
Phone: (907) 745-3938
Fax: (907) 745-6733
Maps for oil and gas industry and custody/roll work.

Fueling Services

Colville Inc.
Pouch 340012
Prudhoe Bay, AK 99734
Contact: Trevor Helmer or John Daly
Phone: (907) 659-3197
Fax: (907) 659-3190
Diesel, gasoline, jet fuel, aviation gasoline in bulk and small quantity deliveries, electronic card-lock fuel management, service and recycling, steel, industrial gases and solid waste.

Pipe & Fittings

Petroleum Equipment & Services Inc.
5631 Silverado Way, Suite G
Anchorage, AK 99518
Contact: Kevin Darling/Donald Parker
Phone: (907) 248-0666
Fax: (907) 248-4429
P.E.S.I. offers both conventional and specialty products and services for the Alaska oil industry.
BKH Hanna manufactures and sells all types of wood mating (laminated wood). Our mats are used for constructing temporary roads and or stable work sites. These mats are designed for extremely heavy equipment.

Unitech of Alaska Inc.
2401 Clinaab Loop
Anchorage, AK 99507
Contact: Steve Smith
Phone: (907) 349-5142
Fax: (907) 349-2733
E-mail: unitech@alaska.net

We are an oil spill remediation supply company with 24-hour, on-call service. Free delivery and consulting. Our toll free Alaska number is 1-800-649-5859.

Forest Oil Corp.
310 K St., #700
Anchorage, AK 99501
Contact: Gary E. Carlson
Phone: (907) 258-6800
Fax: (907) 258-8601

Forest Oil Corporation is a growing independent exploration and production company focusing on investment opportunities in Alaska, Canada, western U.S., Mexico and unique international prospects.

BP Exploration (Alaska) Inc.
3201 C St., Suite 800
Anchorage, AK 99519-6612
Contact: Steve Slone
Phone: (907) 258-1406
Fax: (907) 258-1700
Attn: Steve Slone

BP Exploration (Alaska) Inc. is a company focusing on investment opportunities in Alaska, Canada, western U.S., Mexico and unique international prospects.
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Success depends upon the company you keep.

Rolls-Royce Coberra® gas turbines define the qualities of success in oil and gas applications: reliable performance backed by the strength of global resources, the power of engineering excellence, and the wisdom of experience.

Combining the efficiency of a Rolls-Royce aeroderivative gas generator with a rugged industrial power turbine, Coberra gas turbine packages deliver unsurpassed performance up to 45,000 horsepower. To successfully handle stringent environmental standards, our Dry Low Emissions (DLE) technology lowers emissions over a wide operating range. And, this trusted Coberra performance, combined with the industry-leading performance of Cooper-Bessemer® centrifugal compressors, provides the most relied-upon package available for today’s worldwide oil and gas applications, both on and offshore.

In the competitive oil and gas industry, project success can depend upon equipment and vendor choices. Choose to keep company with the world’s most respected name for aero-derivative gas turbines – Rolls-Royce.